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2 CasQ) Bay Weekly 
EARLY BIRD FALL '91 SALE! 
Brand New 100% Wool 
SPORTCOATS 
only $159 values to $250 
100% wool SIDTS HALF 
& wool blend PRICE 
A.H. BENOIT & CO 
188 Middle St .. In the Old Port 
• 
bright T E Z ~~g!IJH'1!~gs 
A pre-school for children between the ages of 
two and a half and six. 
• Outstanding Professional Staff • 
• Centrally Located. A gym for indoor play. 
For More information call 772-2833 
14 Locust St. • Portland • Opposite Levinsk 's Plaza 
RESTAURANT & TAVERN 
..... . -" ~"""" "'." "'''' ' ''''''''''-'-''''''''-'''''''-';'' .......... -;~ ........•.......•..........• -.......• :' .... ,-...• , ..................................... , .... : ...... -:-: .......... ;., ..... . 
The September Sun 
is Still Warm, 
Enjoy our 
OUTSIDE DECK! 
........................................................................... -........................... . 
Or come inside for NESN 
and all the RED SOX games! 
84 Commercial St., Portland, Maine, 774-3550 
WE 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: September 10 through September 17. 
BIW boss eyes secret docs, quits 
William Haggett, the chief executive officer of Bath Iron 
Works, :esigned on Sept. 16 after admitting he had photocopied 
and reVIewed a confidential government document. The 
docum~nt contained cost reviews of work by BIW and its major 
competitor, Ingalls Shipbuilding of Pascagoula, Miss., for the 
Navy's AEGIS warship construction program, officials said. 
The document, compiled by a Navy contractor and labeled 
"Business Sensitive," was not intended for BIW's use but was 
mi~~kenly lef~ behind after a quarterly meeting With' Navy 
offiCIals to revIew the company's progress in the AEGIS 
shipbuilding program. 
An employee who coordinates activities in the shipyard's 
conference room picked up the document early the morning of 
May 17, ~d Haggett said he ordered it photocopied after he 
was told It had been left behind. He said he and two vice 
presidents, David Packhem and Allan Fairfield, looked at the 
document. But Haggett said he did not review it carefully and 
only flipped through the pages. Haggett also said that "abso-
lutely none" of the information was used in BIW's decision-
making on Navy contracts. 
~ut Haggett added tbat top BIW officials, includ ing himself, 
deCIded hours after the document was photocopied that they 
had committed a breach of business ethics. "later the same day 
we reflected upon our actions and concluded that it had been 
inapprepriate for us to copy, retain or even scan the document" 
Haggett said. ' 
."~ccordingly the document was returned to local Navy 
offICIals that afternoon," and the copies were destroyed, he said. 
"Subsequently, we disclosed our actions and voluntarily 
submitted a full report to the Navy." 
Haggett's duties as the shipbuilder's top executive officer 
were taken over immediately by Duane "Buzz" Fitzgerald, who 
was not involved in the photocopying. Fitzgerald had been the 
company's president. 
Haggett joined BIW in 1963 as a buyer, then climbed the 
ranks of the company until he was named president in 1981, 
then CEO in 1983. He became chairman and CEO in 1986. He 
will remain on the payroll as chairman of the board, but said he 
won't conpuct business with the Navy or help BlW bid on 
contracts for AEGIS destroyers. Haggett has been rumored to be 
a po~sible Republican gubernatOrial candidate in the upcoming 
election. 
BIW, the nation's fourth-largest shipbuilder with a $2 billion 
backlog of work, specializes in building high-tech warships for 
the Navy and depends on the government for 90 percent of its 
work. The shipbuilder is also the largest single private em-
ployer in Maine, with 10,400 employees. 
Glenn Adams/Associated Press 
Gendron brothers file for bankruptcy 
John and Richard Gendron, two of southern Maine's real 
estate boomers in the '80s, filed for bankruptcy Sept. 11. The 
brothers, who operated in Portland as Gendron & Co., filed for 
Chapter 7, or liquidation bankruptcy, according to documents 
filed in U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Bangor. 
Each listed dozens of creditors. Claims by 95 creditors 
against John Gendron total about $18 million, while the 78 
creditors' claims against Richard total about $13 million. 
At their peak in 1986, the brothers employed a dozen 
~rokers, ran a property management division, and employed 
fIve of their brothers and sisters in the business. They had a 
reported real estate portfolio of $96 million. 
Among their secured creditors are Coastal Savings Bank, 
owed $5.3 million; Casco Northern Bank, owed $4 million; 
Peoples Heritage Bank, owed :r.3.3 million; and Maine Credit 
Holdings Inc., now RECall Management Corp., owed 
$834,166. Other creditors include the City of Portland, owed 
$132,000 in back taxes and penalties; and the Town of Cape 
Elizabeth, owed $31,000 for taxes. 
Coastal holds mortgages on the Gendrons' former headquar-
ters and another Portland building, and the other banks hold 
mortgages on various southern Maine malls and shopping 
centers. 
After bankruptcy liqUidation, the Gendrons are not expected 
to have any substantial assets, according to their Bangor 
attorney, James Wholly. But 
he said they will keep their 
houses and plan to continue 
operating Gendron Retail 
which is owned by their ' 
wives. Wholly also said that 
most of the Gendrons' 
creditors are likely to get 
"close to nothing" When their 
assets are liqUidated. 
Westbrook: Mill 
break a bad break 
The S.D. Warren Co. will 
be getting a $343,000 tax 
refund from the City of 
Westbrook, after winning its 
appeal for an abatement of a 
portion ofits 1988-89 taxes. 
The paper mill giant was 
granted the assessment 
reduction by the State Board 
of Property Tax Review, after 
ruling that equipment 
included in the 1988-89 
assessment was overvalued 
by Westbrook's appraiser, 
James Jessen. 
The abatement ruling by 
the board puts the city in a 
financial bind, since the city 
only has $240,000 set aside in 
a contingency fund. 
S.D. Warren is also appeal-
ing its 1989-90 tax bill of $5.6 
million, and plans to appeal 
its 1990-91 tax bill as well. 
S.D. Warren claims the city 
has overvalued the company 
for the last several years. This 
year's revaluation of 
Westbrook city property by 
Cole-layer-Trumble lowered 
S.D. Warren's 1991-92 tax bill 
by about $1 million . If the 
new assessment is retroactive 
to the past two tax years, the 
city could be forced to refund 
another 52 million to the 
company. 
Westbrook Mayor Fred 
Wescott said he was going to 
urge the city council to fight 
the appeal in court. 
Doctors pitch in 
for AIDS center 
The Maine Medical 
Association is contributing 
$10,000 to establish the state's 
first AIDS resource and 
treatment center, which 
would treat AIDS patients 
exclUSively. 
Treatment centers are 
often eligible for research 
grants to test new drugs for 
treating AIDS. But efforts to 
win the Maine Health Care 
Finance Commission's 
approval for a Maine fa ci Ii ty 
have been· unsuccessful for 
three years. The commission 
regulates hospital spending 
to keep health costs down. 
Through its donation, the 
doctors' group wants to 
"light a fire and send the 
message to the state: Get 
going with an AIDS resource 
center," said Dr. Ulrich B. 
Jacobsohn, past president of 
the association. 
The legislature earlier this 
year rejected a proposal by 
Gov. John R. McKernan to 
permit Portland's Maine 
Medical Center, which is 
receiving the donation for the 
proposed AIDS center, to 
circumvent the hospital 
financing rules blocking the 
hospital. 
• Continued on page 4 
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"This instrument can teach, it can illuminate, yes it can even inspire. 
But it can do so only to the extent that humans are determined to use 
it to those ends. Otherwise, it is merely lights and wires in a box." 
Experience television as a fine 
art, through the culturally enriching 
performances only on Public Cable's 
Bravo and A & E. 
Parenting is a lifelong experience ... 
Take advantage of the parenting 
programs on Public Cable's Lifetime. 
Relive history's triumphs and failures 
as The Discovery Channel and TNT 
help you recover a sense of our past. 
Watch the democratic process on 
C-SPAN live from the Congressional 
floors. Privately funded by America's 
cable companies. 
Edward R. Murrow 
October 15,1958 
The Weather Channel keeps you in 
touch with the changing weather 
patterns and what they mean to our 
environment. 
Public Cable gives you limitless 
opportunities to explore new 
worlds and sharpen your mind 
with All The Things We Are. 
Learning doesn't have to end when you 
leave the classroom. Public Cable's vast 
source of information challenges the 
intellect. And cable fits your family's 
schedule like regular television can't, with 
more ways to make every moment you 
spend watching as fulfilling as it can be. 
Public Cable is a learning experience that 
lasts a lifetime. 
$9 95 SAVE • $20 
INSTALLATION 




We will donate $5.00 of your $9.95 installation cost to Cable In The Classroom. 
Public Cable 
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An EVENING in 
SOUTHEAST ASIA 
Friday, September 20 
An evening of traditional music and 
performances by the Cambodian 
Traditional Music Ensemble, 
Hmong Wedding song master Ger 
Her, and a virtuoso of the Laotian 




Saturday, October 5 
A jazz piano Queen who brings a 
style of New Orleans blues to us 
that will set the stage on fire. 
A fitting season finale. 
ACCORDIONS 
that SHOOK the 
WORLD II 
Saturday, September 21 
Squeezebox 'kings from around the 
world. Louisiana Creole Bois Sec 
Ardoin and fiddler Canray 
Fontenot; Colombian Eugenio 
Ortega and his Vallenata band Los 
Macondos; Bulgarian ace Lyuben 
Tachev, Finnish master Viekko 
Honkala and French-Canadian 
Normand Gagnon. Free 
accordian workshop at 3pm. 
For tickets call 77 4-0465 
All concerts begin at 8:00 PM at the 
Portland Performing Arts Center, 
25A Forest Ave., except where 
noted. Free international food- "" 
tasting preceeds each PPAC 
concert, beginning at 7:00 
• Continued from page 2 
Officials at the hospital 
estimate the center would 
cost $1.2 million during its 
first year. MMA spokesman 
Dr. Frank Stred said he hopes 
the donation, while far below 
the amount needed for the 
center, will raise awareness of 
the need for additional funds. 
According to the Maine 
Bureau of Health, 2S2 people 
in Maine have been diag-
nosed with the HIV virus 
causing AIDS during the past 
seven years, and half of those 
people have died of AIDS. 
Cops arrest 13 in 
heroin sweep 
At least 13 suspects have 
been arrested in Operation 
Red Eagle, described as the 
state's largest heroin sweep 
ever, and police expect 
several more arrests before 
the sweep is completed. 
The arrests· on Sept. 11, 
most of them on charges of 
heroin trafficking, capped a 
three-month undercover 
investigation, said Deputy 
Chief Steven Roberts. "This 
investigation has led to the 
largest number of heroin 
traffickers ever apprehended 
in a single sweep in the 
history of the state of Maine," 
Roberts said . More than two 
dozen arrest warrants have 
been issued, he sa id, noting 
that arrests would continue. 
Operation Red Eagle, 
which takes its name from 
the type of heroin most 
commonly found in Portland, 
comes at a time when police 
attribute significant growth 
in property crimes such as 
burglary and shoplifting to 
heroin addicts seeking money 
to support their habit. 
"One individual already 
arrested admitted to a $400-a-
day heroin habit, and a 
second to using $300 a day," 
Roberts said. Portland police 
estimate there are more than 
200 heroin addicts in the area. 
Three deaths resulting' from 
heroin overdoses have been 
reported in the city within the 
past year. 
The Bureau of 
Intergovernmental Drug 
Enforcement, the state 
Attorney General's Office 
and a task force including 
members of the Maine State 
Police and the u.s. Marshal's 
Service took part in the 
operation. . 
Crossing guard's 
appeal shot down 
The state Supreme Court 
on Sept. 13 upheld a former 
school crossing guard's 
attempted murder conviction 
for shooting at a black 
teenager (bu t missing) in a 
racially motivated attack. 
The Maine Supreme 
Judicial Court rejected James 
Murphy's contention that 
there was not enough 
evidence for a Cumberland 
County Superior Court jury 
to convict him for the attack 
on Clinton Drake m, who 
was not injured. 
The high court also upheld 
Murphy's convictions for 
nickless conduct with a 
dangerous weapon, criminal 
threatening with crdangerous 
weapon and carrying a 
concealed firearm. 
"Contrary to his assertion, 
the jury was warranted in 
finding that he possessed the 
requisite intent to kill to 
support an attempted murder 
conviction," the court said. 
Murphy pleaded not 
guilty by reason of insanity, 
but was convicted Sept. 27, 
1990, for the attack on Drake, 
who was 14 at the time. 
Murphy was sentenced to 
serve seven years of a IS-year 
sentence. Murphy's attorney, 
James Bushell, had argued 
before the high court that 
Murphy did not intend to kill 
Drake, just scare him, when 
he pointed a gun at the youth 
and pulled the trigger in 
\-farch of 1990. 
Another bank 
bites the dust 
Mid Maine Savings Bank 
has bought the failed Ameri-
can Federal Savings Bank, 
ending a 20-month effort to 
sell the institution, a federal 
official from the Resolution 
Trust Corp. said Sept. 14. Mid 
Maine Savings will pay 
$40,500 and take over $24 
million in deposits from the 
failed bank's two Sanford 
offices, according to a release 
from the RIC. The deal 
announced Friday also 
resulted in the closing of two 
American Federal branches in 
Portland. 
Richard Dunn, closing 
manager for the RTC, said no 
buyer could be found for the 
two Portland branches, which 
were closed at the end of the 
business day on Sept. 13. 
DepoSits of $6.2 million in the 
Portland branches will be 
paid by the RTC, he said. 
American Federal had 
assets of $23.2 million and 
liabilities of $31.1 million. 
Dunn said the RTC had 
requested bids for American 
Federal, known as American 
Savings and Loan before the 
takeover, but no bidders were 
interested in the Portland 
branches. 
Lawyer opines 
that coast is clear 
The battle over access to 
Maine's coast could be 
reopened by the findings of a 
law professor whose stud y of 
colonial documents led him 
to conciude that the public 
has a right to shorefront 
access in Cumberland and 
Yarmouth. The analysis by 
Orlando Delogu, a University 
of Maine law professor, could 
find property owners, towns 
and the state kicking sand in 
legal battles. 
Delogu was hired by the 
Cumberland Town Council 
last year for $6,000 to review 
• Continued on page 6 
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October 13, 1991 at 3 p.m. 
CITY HALL AUDITORIUM, PORTLAND, ME 
Internationally known Robert Shaw 
Conducting The Choral Art Society in a performance of the Brahms' Requiem 
With soloists: Heidi Grant, soprano and William Stone, bass and The Portland Symphony Orchestra 
Robert Russell, conductor 
All seats reserved. Tickets: 773-8191. 
21 Pleasant St. Portland 774.0016 
Lunch 5 days a week Dinner every night 
'Ihe1?e are lots of 
fish in the sea ... 
"O-ut Alberta '8 
Serves only the finest. 
Double Sleeper' Fully Automatic 
PINE L OVERNIGHTERS ARE HEREI 
30xi4 sleeper/lounge/chair 
81 09 complete 
~ 
While supplies last! 














BLUE_CROSS TafQ.ng Care of Your :HeaftfiSince 1892 
Blue Cross Firm Luxury Firm Back Relief 
10 Year Guarantee Posturemedic I Posture medic II Super Firm Blue Cross 10-Year Guarantee 15 Year Guarantee 20 Year Guarantee 
Innerspring Orthoposture 
Twin ...••• $75 ea. pc. Twin ...... $49 ea. pc. Twin •.• $11350 ea. pc. Twin Sets ... $199 
Full. ..... $75 ea. pc. Full ...... $99 ea. pc. Full ... $13450 ea. pc. Full Sets ... $249 
Queen ... $99 ea. pc. 
Queen ... $125 ea. pc. Queen. $15850 ea. pc. Queen Sets. $299 
King ...... $99 ea. pc. 
sets only (No Frame) King ...... $177 ea. pc. King ..• $163 ea. pc. King Sets •.. $459 
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Join the Germanfun! 
Chef Richard Gnauck 
invites you to join him in 




September 20th through October 5th bring 
friends and family for great food and drinks. 
Try our: Oktoberfcst Platter, The 
German Sampler, and our Oktoberfest 
dessert - Schwarzwalder Kirsch Torte. 
Or choose from our regular menu 
with Continental and German 
Cuisine served all the time! 
Compliment-cd with Gcrman 
Oktobcrfcst Bcers! 
Can't decide? No problem! 
Richard's can guide you 
through your experience 
with the flavors of the old 
country. 
Rte. 123, No. Harpswell 
6 .5 miles from Bowdoin College 
Open Tuesdays - Saturdays 








autumn foliage tones 
& cool glacier hues 
Luxurious 
coats & sweaters 
in colors, patterns, 
& textures 
creating a versatile 
Fall concept 
Separates, suits, 
dresses, & accessories 
too 
derendipitlJ 
fine clothing and craftwork 
34 Exchafl8c &reel Por~and. Mainc 04101 (2a!) 77UY219 
Parkifl8 &.amp Availablc 
Who is Making Your 
Wedding Rings? 
Custom Orders, Specializing in 
I&- Engagement Rings I&- Wedding Rings I&- Bridal Jewelry 
By A ointment: 775·2468 
Evening Classes in Portland 
Evening Sessions Begin September 30. 
Classes meet 5:30-9:00 pm once a week. 
Monday Wednesday 
• Accounting I • Advanced Accounting I 
• Managerial Accounting I • Law and Society 




per credit course 
• Managerial Economics 
• Horticulture 
Thursday 
• Accounting Information Systems 
• Organization and Management 
• Money and Banking 
• Finite Mathematics 
• Casuality and Property Insurance 
HUSSON~ 
NEAse Accredited VA Approved 
For more in/ormatio1l: 
222 St. John St. • Portland, ME 04102 














a company of 
'tImBer< 
f:r<amer<s 
~ _____ --' rr 4 box 4366 freeport . me. 04032 (207) 688-5555 
• Continued from page 5 
property deeds, grants and 
legislatiorr that established 
the colonial settlement of 
North Yarmouth. Delogu 
identified two public claims 
to the coastline that were 
established in the colonial era 
and never rescinded. First, 
the colonial officials set aside 
a shorefront path, about 50 
feet wide, that ran from the 
Cumberland-Falmouth 
border to the Royal River. 
That path was set aside for 
"the use and accommodation 
of the whole town, forever" 
by a 1727 order, said Delogu. 
Delogu said it is likely that 
other coastal communities 
have similar proviSions for 
public access to the coast in 
founding deeds and grants. 
"The language, motives anc 
the objectives that sought to 
be achieved in North 
Yarmouth might have been 
emulated elsewhere," he said. 
"Towns along the coast of 
Maine might want to go back 
and look at their founding 
deeds." 
"It's unclear where all 
these issues are going to take 
us ... bu t our office has an 
interest in public access along 
the shore," Assistant Attor-
ney General Paul Stern said . 
Cop still nameless 
in ID legal battle 
Maine's Freedom of 
Access Act may have lost 
some of its teeth on Sept. 11 . 
That's when the Maine 
Supreme Judicial Court 
reversed a Superior Court 
ruling ordering Lewiston 
Police Chief Laurent Gilbert 
to identify the officer who 
shot and wounded Michael 
Roy in an incident last 
month. 
"I feel pretty strongly that 
there's something wrong here 
when the police can shoot 
somebody and be account-
able only to themselves and 
not to the general public 
about what happened," said 
Thomas Kelsch, the editor of 
Lewiston's Sun-Journal, who 
had demanded the officer's 
name. 
At least one witness to the 
shooting alleged the officer 
fired as Roy was trying to 
comply with a police order to 
put down two steak knives 
he was wielding. 
The high court ruled that 
city officials do not have to 
comply with the Sun-Journal's 
request to identify the officer 
because of two statutes 
prOViding exceptions to 
Maine's Freedom of Access 
Act. Those statutes allow 
public officials to keep secret 
files related to allegations or 
investigations of misconduct 
by a public employee, as well 
as records of ongoing 
criminal investigations. The 
statute on misconduct 
investigations provides that 
only a final written decision 
on disciplinary action against 
an employee must be made 
public. 
Bryan Dench, an attorney 
representing the newspaper, 
said the ruling substantially 
weakens Maine's freedom of 
information law. He said it 
would enable officials to keep 
secret all instances of miscon-
duct by public employees as 
long as the employee is never 
disciplined. 
Jock leads fight 
for Medicaid 
Gov. John R McKernan is 
at the forefront of a national 
lobbying ca'mpaign against a 
change in Medicaid regula-
tions that could cost states 
more than $3 billion in 
federal matching funds next 
year. 
McKernan, who chairs the 
Human Resources Commit-
tee of the National Gover-
nors' Association, issued a 
statement warning that the 
action could force hospitals to 
dose and make women and 
children ineligible for 
Medicaid. 
McKernan and New Jersey 
Gov. James Florio, who is 
vice chairman of the commit-
tee of governors, are also 
writing to their counterparts 
around the country to rally 
opposition to the changes, 
according to McKernan's 
office. 
A rule change released 
Sept. 10 by the Health and 
Human Services Department 
agency that handles the 
medical program for the poor 
was the culmination of 
several months of simmering 
tensions between the states 
and the federal government 
over the issue. The regulation 
would prevent states from 
collecting federal matching 
funds on money from special 
taxes or "voluntary dona-
tions" paid by Medicaid 
providers such as hospitals 
and nursing homes. Thirty-
four states follow this 
practice and stand to lose 
billions if the regulation is 
implemented as planned next 
year. 
Portlander says 
she was fired 
because of tattoos 
A Portland woman who 
waitressed at a Topsham 
restaurant and was allegedly 
fired because she has two 
tattoos was a victim of sex 
discrimination, says an 
investigator for the Maine 
Human Rights Commission. 
The investigator's reasoning 
was that some male employ-
ees at the restaurant have 
tattoos. 
Lawrence Butler, the 
owner of the Club Rio 
restaurant, who ordered that 
Jeannine Lucas of Portland be 
fired after two nights on the 
job, said it was because she 
provided poor service when 
she waited on him. 
But bar manager Connie 
Goodwin, a friend of Lucas's 
who helped get her the job 
and who ultimately fired her 
under orders from Butler, 
said Butler had remarked in 
the past that he did not like 
tattoos on women. Lucas has 
a butterfly tattoo on her chest 
and a tattoo of a moon and 
Merlin the magician on her 
shoulder, according to the 
report of commission investi-
gator Paul D. Pierce. 
Butler told Pierce he had 
Lucas fired because she was 
slow in serving him, and that 
he had to look for her when 
he wanted rolls. 
A former chef at the 
restaurant and a patron who 
had been served by Lucas 
both sent the commission 
letters praising her perfor-
mance. The full commission 
is expected to decide at its 
Sept. 23 meeting whether 
there are grounds to believe 




Weston L. Bonney, the 
chairman of Peoples Heritage 
Financial Group Inc., is 
stepping down Sept. 30, 
commencing his planned 
retirement. 
The holding company, the 
parent of Peoples Heritage 
Bank, announced that 
William J. Ryan, its president 
and chief executive officer, 
would succeed Bonney. 
Bonney joined Peoples 
Heritage Bank in January 
1985 as president and chief 
executive officer. He retired 




Four cities including 
Portland are being consid-
ered as possible sites for off-
track betting parlors, where 
bettors can place wagers 
without going to the track. 
Off-track betting on horse 
races was approved this year 
by the Legislature as a way to 
rdise money for the state and 
becomes legal Oct. 9. 
Scarborough Downs racc 
track and the Bass Park 
harness track in Bangor are 
the onl y two tracks qualified 
to operate the betting parlors 
under the law passed July 14, 
which allows bets to be 
placed on harness or thor-
oughbred races. 
Katherine Rolston, 
ad vertising manager for 
Scarborough Downs, says the 
track is primarily in teres ted 
in opening betting parlors in 
Lewiston and Bangor, but 
real estate brokers in Augusta 
and Portland are reported to 
have received inquiries. 
Philip Tarr, executive 
director of the Maine Harness 
Racing Commission, said one 
of the criteria for a new 
betting parlor to be licensed 
is that the establishment be a 
large restaurant. The commis-
sion, which will award the 
licenses, must also consider 
the number of jobs a parlor 
would create. 
Brokers called by Scar-
borough Downs say track 
officials are interested in an 
• Continued on page B 
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/1-IJNG WOMItN CONEPJ'DEllGllr- IVJ() Pti1I.Ft>lW£D8)' 
JOMINE CHE$S~ - P1.DDVCID II#P f)'Il¥~nl> By 17M F'EI2Il£l"t. 
7:00 PM. Friday, September 20th through Wednesday, September 25th - SIX NIGHTS ONLY!! -
THE WHEREHOUSE - 29 Forest Ave. - Tix: $9.99 - For Reservations and Information, Call 879-0070 
Write or Call for FREE 
Bird Seed Guide C:1 
Order Form 
Orders due - Friday, September 27th 
Pick-up day - Saturday, October 19th 
Join us for the festivities of 
Apple Day 
Saturday, October 19th. 
Call for more information. 
Take A Walk On The Style Side 
New Fall Arrivals 
-plus-
25% off selected merchandise 
• 
Fall raincoats $159 
I 
JONES NEW YORK 
FACTORY STORE 
Mon-Thurs 10-7· Fri, Sat 10-8· Sun 10-5 
31 Main Street • The Mikasa Building 
Freeport, ME 865-3158 
For Men & Women 
SPECIAL OFFER 
2 DAYS ONLY October 4th & 5th 
Fine hand tailored clothes from Hong Kong. 
Many imported fabrics to choose from. 
Save time & money. 
Inflation fighter prices. 
For Further Information call 
CUSTOMIQUE FASHIONS 
(207) 773-5317 
lalfjitl~ 1M:' I) l'i:!! ij i'J 
(\j t:, ij i !~[f:' liWljl] iFJ 
HOLIDAY INN BY THE BAY 
Spring Street, Portland (207) 775-2311 
Visit or call Mr. Ram Keswani 
(ON SPECIAl TOUR open 10 am to 8 pm) 













SPICY BBQ SPARERIBS 
with homemade sauce 
SOUTHERN-STYLE CATFISH 
wI tartar sauce 
Special: DOWN-HOME SOUTHERN 
VEGETARIAN PLATTER 
• HOMEMADE DESSERTS. 
~> •• ·:<>«< •• S~·"~"'/"·· '/" < , / "' . "." .. . .. . .~':"'" -.:. .,~·v SOUTBID "" .;-->'. 
BESTAUllAlI1T \P eea ... iJiI iJli •• _ii ... iIk.;U;: i C;;J 
Dinner Hours: 
Monday - Saturday 5-9pm 
We serve small parties. 
Call for take out 773-8964 
14 VERANDA ST •• PORTLAND 
W E W I L L Auto-Residence-Business glass repair & replacement 
• sunroof installation MEET · antique auto restoration 
• truck sliders 
• mirrors 
O R · wood & aluminum sashes repaired 
• vinyl replacement windows 
BE ,.. 'T · screens, custom made and l1l repaired 
• storm windows 
ANY P RIC E · store fronts 
C~J~S FREE ESTIMATES 
FULL SERVICE 
GLASS COMPANY 
One Industrial Way 
Portland • 797-0801 
COOKIN' 
We were pleased tp receive the following note from our 
dining room the other night. It came from Anita J. Glaze, 
a professor at the University of Illinois. For some crazy 
reason, we'd like to share it with you. 
To the Chefs: Thanks for the Crab (Linda's Baked) 
delight and the vegetable plate with sauteed scallops. 
As they say in French, "Chapeau" - "hats oH" to the 
chefs of Kadahdin Restaurant! After some 25 years of 
travel connected with my research in African Art and 
Anthropology, J have to say that my dinner in this hidden 
treasure in Portland, Maine has to rank among the top ten 
meals of a lifetime! This includes meals in the most large 
U.S. cities, London, Paris, Switzerland, and a host of 
international cuisines in East, West, and Southern Africa, 
university communities, and whatever! 
In connection with my professional work, I've been 
hosted in a marvelous range of special places with special 
cuisines, yet few have attained just the perfect balance of 
taste, nutrition, and aesthetic appeal, the delicate blends of 
herbs and fruit and other natural seasonings, the healthy 
vegetables cooked to perfection, stimulating to eye and 
palate, the best of French handling of sauces and dressings. 
What can I say! (Nothing in Bar Harbor came close I 
need hardlr add.) Anyway, my evening at Katahdin's made 
a beautifu ending to a lovely two weeks in your quite 
sensational state of Maine! 
What more can we say? ~4·j~ 
774-1740 
SPRING AND HIGH STREETS 
MON·THURS 5 PM· 10 PM' FRI AND SAT 5 PM·11 PM 
Katahdin has chosen not to participate in CBW's Talking Menu. 
BEGINNERS KNITTING CLASSES 
Starting October 3 
8 Thursdays 7-9 PM, Only $45.00 
Discount on Class Supplies 
46 Main Street 
Yarmouth, Maine 04096 
(207)856·9334 
Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Thurs. 'til 7 
8ummer Rose 
8pecial \...IJ~~ 
12 Qoses for 
$15 
6pecially Wrapped ;1 





584 Congress Street ~ 117 Brown Street 
Portland Westbrook 
774-5946 Free parking at both locations. 854-2518 









WATERBED & MATTRESS CO. 
299 FOREST AVENUE 
773-5762 
• Continued from page 7 
establishment of 20,000 
square feet - about half 
. the size of a modem super-
market. 
Paper cuts at 
Maine Times 
Maine Times has elimi-
nated the poSitions of 
executive editor and photog-
rapher, and consolidated two 
part-time jobs, according to 
Anna Ginn, publisher of the 
statewide weekly newspaper. 
"We were staffed for 
growth, and we're not 
grOWing," Ginn said. "We're 
not in financial trouble, but 
we have to do this to remain 
strong." 
David Platt, the executive 
editor who acted as a senior 
writer, and Christopher 
Ayres, the newspaper's only 
full-time photographer, will 
likely continue to work for 
Maine Times on a freelance 
basis, Ginn said. 
A part-time copy editor 
and a part-time calendar 
editor were also laid off and 
their jobs will be consoli-
dated, the publisher said . 
Nugent the new 
gent at PUC? 
Willam M. Nugent, the 
president of the Greater 
Portland Chamber of Com-
merce, has been nominated 
by Governor John R. 
McKernan to be a Public 
Utilities Commissioner, but 
his nomination has yet to be 
approved by the Maine 
Senate. 
The seat was last held by 
Cheryl Harrington, who was 
not reappointed when her 
term expired in March but 
agreed to stay until May. 
PUC Chairman Kenneth 
Gordon and Commissioner 
Elizabeth Paine have handled 
the workload alone since 
then, ruling on nearly 90 
cases through early Septem-
ber. 
Nugent's nomination is 
subject to review by the 
Legislature's Utilities Com-
mittee and a Senate confirma-
tion vote. He would serve a 
six-year term, which carries 
an annual salary of more than 
$71,000. 
Mayoral race heats 
up in Westbrook 
Martin Pizzo, a Westbrook 
Planning Board member and 
president of the Westbrook 
Merchan ts Associa tion, will 
try to defeat Mayor Fred 
Wescott at the upcoming 
Democratic Party caucus. 
Pizzo, who owns Marty's 
Variety Store on Main Street, 
said Westbrook needs a new 
mayor who is more con-
cerned with "how the city's 
money is being spent." 
Pizzo said he does not 
want to divide the Demo-
cratic Party at the caucus, 
sched uled for Sept. 22. 
"I have no intention of 
dividing the party," said 
Pizzo. "But people need a 
choice, and for those who 
want a change 1 feel my 
business experience will 
provide one." 
Wescott has served as 
mayor since November of 
1989. Prior to becoming 
mayor, Wescott served for six 
years on the Westbrook 
school committee. 
The winner of the Demo-
cratic Caucus will run against 
the Republican nominee in 
the Nov. 5 general election. 
N.ew bank finds HQ 
The Maine Bank & Trust 
Company has found a 
Congress Street location and 
may open for business as 
soon as November, according 
to Wayne McGarvey, a 
member of the bank's 
management team. 
Once the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC) approves the bank's 
application, Maine Bank & 
Trust will set up shop at the 
80-year-old Commerce 
Building at 467 Congress St. 
on Monument Square, 
employing apprOXimately 20 
people. 
"Our application is 
currently being reviewed by 
the FDIC, and as soon as it is 
approved we'll be open for 
business," said McGarvey. 
McGarvey also said Maine 
Bank & Trust plans to open 
branches in Falmouth and 
South Portland la ter this fall. 
Maine Bank & Trust is . 
being financed by Elizabeth 
Noyce, who is spending 
nearly $7 million to start it. 
The bank will be run by 
McGarvey and Samuel Ladd, 
both of whom are former 
Maine National Bank 
executives. 
Ex-Fleet manager 
gets jail sentence 
A former manager of a 
Heet Bank branch in 
Falmouth was sentenced to 
60 days in federal jail on Sept. 
10 and ordered to pay a 
$5,000 fine for embezzling 
$15,000 from the bank. 
In 1987, Kolin McPhetres 
approved a $15,000 loan to a 
fictitious person and kept the 
money. McPhetres began 
repaying the loan, but later 
defaulted. He has since paid 
back the loan. 
Reported by Eric Hannelius, 
and the Associated Press. 
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"The Girl Who Would Be 
Russian 
and Other Stories" 
Will be on hand to sign copies on 
Thursday Sept. 195-7 p.m. 
Presented by Books, Etc. and Tilbury House, Publishers 
Books available for signing 
Please call for more details 
38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626 
Mon. - Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-5 
Campus Classics 
Study the classic blend of comfort 
and style in Birkenstock footwear, 
and learn how good your feet 
can feel! Suede, 
leather, and 
nubuck styles 
in autumn colors 
of forest, berry, 
mocha and violet. 
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use. Choice of colors. 
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and fabrics to choose from . 
For immediate delivery $495.00 
maior credit cards • in-store financing • free parking 
PORTLAND BANGOR ELLSWORTH 
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Maine's favorite source 
for contemporary 
American crafts and 
jewelry 
american crafts 
18k gold single-loop earrings by Michael Good 
44 Exchange Street 
Portland, ME (207) 772-4880 
The Big Deal 
Free 2nd set of 4" prints Qlus 
Free film every day of the" week! 
Pictures bring it home. 
Two convenient locations: 
30 Or\" Celller. Pon/al/d • 772-7296 
71 US-Route /. Scarboroagh • 883-7363 
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Market Street to the I Old Portland, 774-4455 
True colors 
Welcome to Casco Bay Weekly's first-ever State of the 
Arts issue. From week to week, CBW's staff and readers 
attempt to discover the real story behind news and 
events. We pursue the truth with investigative reporting 
and lots of strong coffee. You seek it by reading faith-
fully and letting us know how you feel about what's 
going on. 
But there are other ways of seeking truth. Dozier Bell, 
featured on page 17, switched in college from studying 
philosophy to art. "I realized," she says, "that if you 
walk into a place and see a picture or a photograph, you 
take it in before you really have time to think about it." 
Writing, says Bell, is more "cerebral and circuitous than 
that direct impact ... You can't not take in something that 
you look at." 
That thought rang a bell here at CBW. Because jour-
nalists are always looking for that sort of direct impact. 
We share a mission with artists: we're both trying to find 
truth. But without having to fight their way through a 
cerebral thicket of words and preconceptions, artists are 
able to deal with truth viscerally and visually - on a 
deeper, stronger level. 
This issue of Casco Bay Weekly pays tribute to that 
search, and celebrates the accomplishments of the Casco 
Bay region's many artists. 
"Portland's double play" (page 11) is a backstage look 
at Portland Stage Company and Mad Horse Theatre, two 
of Portland's best-known theatre companies. 
'Too good to be reel" (page 14) investigates how the 
rent break Portland gave Hoyts Nickelodeon has af-
fected the city, and how the Nick's switch to an art film 
venue has affected its competition. 
And beginning on page 17, photographer Tonee 
Harbert eyes three unusual visual artists - painter 
Dozier Bell, photographer Todd Webb and painter/ 
gallery owner Dixie Waligora. 
On the pages following these stories you'll also find 
schedules for stage, music and visual arts events from 
September through December. Make origami out of your 
favorite sections and paste them on the fridge - there's 
fun here for the whole winter. 
We hope this issue paints the Portland area's art scene 
in its true colors. And since CB W plans to canvass the 
state of the arts in these parts again next year, we hope 
you enjoy it - and submit your suggestions. 
Ellen Uburt 
Arts Editor 
Portland's double play 
Portland Stage finds actors to fit plays, 
Mad Horse finds plays to fit its actors 
• By Ellen Liburt 
Two of Portland's best-known theatres make their home on 
Forest Avenue. Uptown, there's Portland Stage Company, an 
opulent pleasure palace of sumptuous stagecraft, elegantly 
ensconced in Portland Performing Arts Center just off Congress 
Street. And then there's Mad Horse Theatre- housed two 
miles down the street in a small, neatly kept cinderblock 
building sandwiched between a credit union and an auto body 
shop in a neighborhood of fast-food and mini-malls. 
Although both companies are located on Forest A venue, 
their ways and means are worlds apart. 
Portland Stage Company (PSC) is an equity company, 
meaning most of its actors belong to a professional union. Mad 
Horse is a resident ensemble with 10 permanent members, 
whose six actors garner most of the roles in the theatre's 
productions. 
With a 17-year history of producing plays and a $1 million 
budget, PSC is a Portland institution. PSC's present artistic 
director, Richard Hamburger, chooses ambitious plays for his 
company then flies around the country to find and coordinate 
talent for them. And as theatre-gOing Portlanders drink thirstily 
at this cultural oasis of cutting-edge art, theatres across the 
nation have begun to recognize Portland Stage as a very feisty 
organization - an "ambitious runt of the litter," says Ham-
burger, "that works with all the people working in some of the 
largest theatres- who want to come here." 
Only six years old and scraping by with a 5150,000 budget, 
Mad Horse is decidedly more a family affair. Artistic Director 
Michael Rafkin, who banged nails for the Mad Horse building, 
says his ensemble is his first consideration in picking a play. 
While Richard Hamburger says he finds actors to fit the plays 
he has chosen, Rafkin selects scripts that play to the strengths of 
his actors and challenge them to grow. 
But like any institution or family, these companies are only 
as good as their members. Neither company is above failure, 
nor below bringing Portland audiences to their feet. 
Hamburger de la creme 
Portland Stage Company has played a leading role in the 
Portland Performing Arts Center (PPAC) since 1983. The 
company's 7,800-square-foot space in PPAC includes a 290-seat 
theatre; a costume shop with row upon row of shoe and 
Peter Callender and David Toney In a scene from "The 
Island," a production from Portland Stage Company's 
1989-90 season_ 
Photo/David A. Rodgers 
clothing racks, dressmakers dummies and laundry machines; 
and a cavernous scenery shop lined with sections of old sets. 
The company is a member of AEA (Actors Equity Associa-
tion), a union of profeSSional actors and stage managers whose 
rules stipulate actors' salaries and work conditions. The union 
requires a certain amount of training for membership and, most 
important, requires a certain percentage of a play's cast to be 
drawn from union ranks. Since the bulk of AEA members live 
in New York or Los Angeles, where film and stage work are 
most plentiful, most actors who work at Portland Stage are not 
local. 
Richard Hamburger, Portland Stage's sixth artistic director, 
arrived in Portland in 1987, after the company's previous 
artistic director, Barbara Rosoff, died unexpectedly. Ham-
burger, like most of the actors he employs, is not a Portland 
native but was lured here by psc. His impressive pre-Portland 
resume includes Yale School of Drama, several years as an 
inhouse director at Juilliard Theatre Center and an associate 
directorship at the Great Lakes Theatre Festival. 
Hamburger, who occupies an office on the third floor of 
PPAC, shapes his lips carefully around each word as he speaks, 
but the staccato rate at which his words emerge belie his 
Manhattan origins. 
"I want the theatre to be a place of really free imagination," 
says Hamburger. "It doesn't have any monetary value. You're 
creating spirit." To that end, Hamburger says his primary 
mission is to bring the country's most heralded actors, directors 
and designers - "Ia creme de la creme" - to create innovative 
projects in Portland. He says he could almost conceive of 
Portland Stage as a place that has the roof off it, "anp you see a 
sky that goes on and on forever." 
Hamburger's criteria for choosing plays are as diverse as the 
works themselves. He says one of the reasons he chose "Bene-
factors" was that Portland was experiencing gentrification. But 
he was drawn to "Inside Out," a play that deals with black 
teenage pregnancy, precisely because Portland i~ not grappling 
with that issue and he says he wanted to raise the specter of 
racial prejudice. Hamburger says he'd like to do Sam 
Shepard's "Fool for Love," set in the "mythological West," 
because he thinks it's important for Portland's Yankee sensibil-
ity to see what's going on in Shepard's imagination. 
This fall, Portland Stage will open its season with "Goblin 
Market," a musical adaptation of Christina Rossetti's Victorian 
poem about two adult sisters who return to their childhood 
nursery and embark on a magical journey. Last spring when 
Hamburger was choosing plays for the season, "Goblin" was 
attractive for many reasons. 
The first was that the play functions on a "purely imagina-
tive" level, says Hamburger. And since each actor costs the 
company about $5,000, including transportation and lodging, 
"Goblin's" two-character cast was also a factor in its favor. In 
addition to his own artistic considerations of how to balance the 
season in terms of tone, visual variety and different styles and 
places, he also solicited the opinions of his staff and board of 
directors. 
Next, Hamburger sent "Goblin" scripts to directors around 
the country and waited to see who would respond with creative 
smoke Signals. He says was looking for a director with "an 
interesting mind who would bring something unusual to the 
theatre" and be able to work well with the company and 
designers. 
Evan Yionoulis of New York City, who directed 
"Mirandolina" last year, turned out to be that director. After 
consulting with Yionoulis, Hamburger assembled a design team 
consisting of a set deSigner, a lighting director, costume de-
signer and musical director. 
The design team and Yionoulis held several meetings, and 
Hamburger went to New York to inspect a model of the set 
design. As he was traveling back to Portland, these preliminary 
plans were sent to Portland Stage for the production manager to 
evaluate for cost. 
Hamburger says a typical set costs $2,500 to $3,500, which 
pays only for set materials and does not include props or 
"jobber" money (salaries of non-union people hired for the 
production). 
A month before rehearsals for "Goblin" were scheduled to 
begin, Hamburger and Yionoulis made casting "breakdowns," 
lists of qualities they were seeking in actors. These breakdowns 
were sent to a casting director in New York, who sent them out 
to agents, who rounded up actors for the auditions. 
Continued on page 12 
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Organic farming is a 
proven and sustainable 
method of producing 
high-quality food in 
harmony with the 
environment, with a 
foundation of healthy. 
fertile soil which provides 
plants with a balanced 
supply of nutrients. Soil 
fertility is increased by 
compost, cover crops, 
rock minerals, and natural 
fertilizers to produce 
healthy plants, which 
naturally resist pest 
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you with the highest 
quality organically grown 
foods available from 
growers and manu-
facturers that care about 
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PORTLAND'S DOUBLE PLAY 
Continued from page 11 
In New York, casting lasted five days, eight hours a day, 
with actors auditioning every 10 minutes. (With one hour off for 
lunch, that's more than 200 pre-selected actors auditioning for 
each part.) 
Once actors had accepted roles, the company manager made 
all the arrangements to house and transport them. Rehearsals, 
which last for three-and-a-half weeks, are now in progress at 
Portland Stage. In the week before "Goblin" opens, the set will 
be "loaded in" from the scene shop to the stage. Technical 
rehearsals will follow, in which actors (who have been using a 
rehearsal hall marked with tape) are combined onstage with 
props, lights and costumes. 
Such preparations preceded the past season, when Portland 
Stage produced a number of "highly experimental" pieces, says 
Hamburger, including "Wolf at the Door," a new adaptation of 
"Mirandolina" and Brecht's "A Man's a Man" (a comedy about 
war). 
"'A Man's a Man' had a rough time," admits Hamburger. 
"You know, it sat on the Saudi Arabian border and we did it 
right before the Gulf War. , think in a sense our antennae were a 
little too acute. It made people very uncomfortable." 
Although Hamburger concedes that he may have been "a 
little too acute" with local audiences, he says his artistic choices 
are respected on the national front. 
According to Hamburger, theatres around the country "were 
tippi~g their hats to us, saying, 'Boy. Portland Stage, in this 
economy, really has guts to be generating, to be doing classics 
in reinterpretive ways, to be doing really - works that dare to 
be dark." 
What's the payoff for daring to be dark? 
"An audience senses when something is about exploration 
and really trying to grapple in some very honest and sincere 
way," says Hamburger. "And we try to do that as much as 
possible; (he laughs) sometimes we get exhausted." 
Riding the Mad Horse 
Just a couple of miles out Forest A venue is Mad Horse 
Theatre's resident ensemble. The ensemble is guided by Artistic 
Director Michael Rafkin, who stands in the theatre that he, his 
actors and hundreds of volunteers built. He is gesturing with 
one arm to the other side, pointing out tha t it is possible to see 
clear across the entire building - about 60 feet from lobby to 
backstage door. 
The most has been made of the space in between: The small, 
high-ceilinged lobby is hung with posters from every Mad 
Horse production. Flanking the lobby are an administrative 
office and a coffee bar. There's also a rehearsal space the 
ensemble uses if another group is renting the main stage, a side 
foyer for latecomers and a dressing room. 
Finally, there's a theatre that seats 120 with deep aqua walls, 
black wooden floors and comfortable, gray upholstered seats. 
The space achieves the company's goal of balancing intimacy 
and theatricality: no one in the audience is ever more than ]8 
feet from the stage. 
With its deep-sea color scheme and maximized space, the 
place feels like a wet suit: snug, watertight, efficient - terms 
that could also be used to describe the ensemble who work 
here. 
How does Rafkin compare the work of an ensemble to that of 
an equity company? 
"It's the difference between an institution and a group 
marriage," he says, seated in the theatre's front row. 
"I mean, this ensemble really is a group marriage. There are 
10 people here who are in each others' lives constantly, shaping 
the destiny of this theatre company." 
"If the 10 of us go away," Rafkin continues, "Mad Horse will 
go away. If everyone at Portland Stage moved on to something 
else tomorrow, they would all be replaced, and Portland Stage 
would continue." 
Rafkin is interrupted by a tall man in faded jeans and a tool 
belt, who saunters into the theatre. The man looks meaningfully 
in Rafkin's direction, and Rafkin excuses himself momentarily. 
He disappears with the man behind the curtains, and their 
voices float out to the seats. 
They're talking about plumbing. 
Cynthia Barnett, who helped found Mad Horse in 1985, says 
that no Mad Horse member is above worrying about plumbing. 
"Like all of us, I paint walls and clean toilets," she says. "We're 
understaffed, as most people are these days." 
In addition to Rafkin, the company includes seven actors, a 
production stage manager, a props mistress and a business 
manager who is not an ensemble member but whom Rafkin 
describes as "family." Two of the actors and the business 
manager work half-time. Everyone else holds a full-time job 
outside the theatre. 
Everyone who works at Mad Horse is paid, out not a living 
wage. How much are ensemble members paid? 
"Precious little," says Rafkin, who refuses to disclose the 
Donald Jellerson (as William Murray) gets carried away 
by Deborah Hall (Countess Dracula) in a scene from 
Mad Horse Theatre's upcoming "The Passion of 
Dracula." Photo/Stephen Fazio 
exact amount. "Not even minimum wage." 
But he adds, "This is a professional theatre company, which 
means that the actors who work here are trained to do it as their 
profession. Whether or not they can make a living at it, doing 
the kind of plays we want to do in the city of Portland, [don't 
think has anything to do with whether or not they're profes-
sional actors ." 
Though the company's members don't make much money, 
they all attest to the benefits of working in an ensemble. 
Members are assured of a certain amount of work each season, 
and the range of material presented allows them to stretch their 
abilities. 'n the same season last year, Mad Horse presented 
Arthur Miller'S "A View From the Bridge" and "Tent Meeting," 
described by Rafkin as a play "about an evangelist and his son 
and daughter whose newborn child mayor may not be the 
second coming of Christ, mayor may not be the product of an 
incestuous rape, is a horrible mutant who's indescribably 
grotesque." 
Actors also sight their familiarity with each other as a factor 
that allows them to take greater risks and, says actor and 
publicity director Don Jellerson, "to create a complete and 
comprehensive piece of art that has a unity all its own." 
"We all know each other so well," says Barnett, " that we 
know what each other's going to say before we say it. So we say 
things in shorthand that people who corne in to work with us 
find a little difficult at first - but it all works out in the end." 
That depends on one's point of view. According to Rafkin, 
there are six to ]2 roles for "job-ins," actors hired from outside 
the ensemble, per season (five plays from September till June). 
The ensemble's designers and technicians are also drawn from 
STATE 
OF THE 
outside, many from the local 
community. 
Rafkin acknowledged that 
Mad Horse has a reputation 
among many local actors for 
being not only a family, but 
an inbred one, with little 
interest in new talent. But he 
said the reputation is 
undeserved. ARTS "This is an ensemble," says Rafkin, "and I'm sure there 
are people frustra ted they 
can't work more with us." But the first function of an ensemble, 
he says, is to promote its own members. And though Rafkin 
says Mad Horse is not in a financial position to produce shows 
with large casts, and consequently plans seasons principally 
around ensemble members, he insists: "Mad Horse is always 
open to gifted people." 
Planning for the first play of the upcoming season began one 
night more than a year ago, when the company was Sitting 
around reading the script of "Dracula" together. One of the 
actors, says Rafkin, raised the question of the relationship of 
gender to the "lay's archetypes. The issue seemed interesting to 
the rest of thl= ~rew, so they stopped reading and recast it, 
reversing the men's and women's roles. 
By early spring, the company had decided "Dracula" fit in 
well with the season's other plays. Based on which ensemble 
members were available, who was particularly interested in 
which roles, and how the casting for the whole season was 
balanced - as well as his own directorial perspective - Rafkin 
cast the piece (which features Deborah Hall as Countess 
Dracula and Don Jellerson as her blood quencher). Then he 
called in people from the outside who had either auditioned or 
worked in some capacity for Mad Horse, and those job-ins read 
for the remaining roles. 
According to Jellerson, Mad Horse's biggest expense is 
salaries, but they manage to run "really cheap" productions: 
$],000 to $1,200 has to cover sets, lighting and all other technical 
demands of a production. 
Currently, Mad Horse in in rehearsal for "Dracula." Like 
Portland Stage, they'll conclude with technical rehearsals. 
Unlike Portland Stage, however, they're rehearsing at night and 
on ilie weekends. "So it's very difficult at 10 at night," says 
Barnett, "because everyone's worked a full day and we still 
have another hour of rehearsal. We know that in ilie best of all 
pOSSible worlds we could rehearse eight hours a day. That will 
come ... But we're not going to let the theatre go under because 
we can't pay ourselves a living wage yet." 
Not for nothing is the company's motto "Passion rides a mad 
horse." 
'" think that to be alive is to be wounded, and that the only 
thing that makes that woundedness bearable is our spiritual-
ity," says Rafkin. "I think we come here to be wounded, and in 
the healing of that wound find our own divinity. We do a lot of 
work that explores that pain and going beyond that pain, and 
finding something deeper and richer that not only makes it 
bearable but makes it shine." 
But even a local playwright can speak to universal pain. And 
without great remuneration, other incentives like the desire to 
address community concerns drive the members of the en-
semble. 
"This season," says Rafkin, "we're premiering a new play of 
(resident playwright) Martin Jones, about the ecological 
contamination of the ground water in Gray. Two years ago, we 
premiered Martin's 'Squat: which was about homelessness in 
Portland. 
"I think our work is pretty close to what's going on here," 
says Rafkin. "As members of the community, we're making 
work where we live, which means that we're making work out 
of where we live." 
A view from the seats 
Bill Steele, co-host of "Power and Steele on Theatre" on 
WCBB-TV and the Community Cable Network, associate 
professor of theatre at USM and occasional theatre critic for the 
Portland Press Herald, vie~s only the final products of the 
companies, and speaks to the strengths and weaknesses of each. 
While he credits Hamburger with bringing first-rate actors to 
Portland, Steele notes that sometimes even la creme de la creme 
can seem more like half-and-half: "They get locked into people 
who don't work out the way they had hoped," he says, though 
"they have the world of equity actors available to them for the 
role." Steele says Portland Stage is limited only by a problem 
ndemic to equity companies: uneven casting choices. 
W.o. Cutlip, freelance arts critic and former Casco Bay Weekly 
arts editor, agrees that the difference between the companies is 
largely a question of resources. 
"But overall," he says, "you have to say that somehow the 
Portland area has managed to attract a great number of people 
who support the arts, and consequentl y has attracted a lot of 
artists." 
Both Portland Stage and Mad Horse, in their visions of what 
theatre should be, exemplify the spirit driving the area's 
generosi ty toward the arts. 
'The theatre here is always making the case that there's an 
inner life to people that's just as important as material posses-
sions or growth," says Hamburger. 
'" think our work is about pursuing some sort of deeper truth 
than a surface materialism, which is the terminal illness of our 
cui ture," says Rafkin. 
And whatever the differences between the two, clearly there 
are many who support the artistic quests of Portland Stage and 
Mad Horse. 
That the relatively small Portland area supports two stage 
companies of such high quality is in itself notable. That it 
supports them in a time of economic exigency is downright 
amaZing. 
And it shows. 
J 
Arts Editor ~llen Liburt insists that passion 
more often rides a dark horse. 
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LA ARTS 1991·1992 SEASON 
IViasll'rs of tIll' Latin Big Ball'!: 
1VI .\BlO 13 \L Z \ an.! 
P'\QUITO IrHIVEI{A 
JOin 20 piece big band and songstress 
Graclellacome kick you shoes off as we 
kick off our season! 
November 23. 1991. 8 PM 
The LeWiston Armory $14/$12 
PAUL \\0 I~TEH CONSOHT 
,\IIIWW Pro~rall1: Son~s of PI'UC't' 
LeWiston-Auburns' holiday tradition at the 
magnificent 55. Peter and Paul. 
December 7. 1991. 8 PM 
55. Peter and Paul Church $18/$16 
JL KE J()I~TS and .!lIbilt't,! 
The Holmes Brothers. singer Fontella Bass. 
bluesman/ luba dancer John Dee Holeman 
and The Birmingham Sun Ilghts- a celebration 
of secular and sacred sounds from the heart 
of black Amenca. 
March 7. 1992.8 PM 
LeWiston Jr. High $12/ $10 
BOBBY Mt¥ERRlN 
alll I tIlt' Voit't'stl'a 
Come melt February blues With the 
heat from thiS nine time grammy 
winner and hiS ten vOice orchestra. 
February 15. 1992. 8 PM 
LeWiston Jr. High $20/$18/$16 
\C \DIE QL EBEC 
The best of Franco-Amencan and Acadian 
mUSIC from Canada and the U.S. 
March 21. 1992. 8 PM 
LeWiston Jr_ High $12/ $10 
Pat'O Pt'na: \l1S \ FL \MENC \ 
A celebratIOn of the flamenco mass . singers. 
gUltansts. dancers and VirtuOSO Paco Pena 
straight from The Royal Albert Hall 
April 4 1992. 8 PM 
Ss. Peter and Paul Church $15/ $13 
G·\HTII F\G \ DANCE 
Back by popu lar demand I See them If you 
can. see them agaIn because you must. 
May 9. 1992. 8 PM 
LeWiston Jr. High $15/$13/$11 
KEITII TEBH'r an.! TilE TL BTLE ISL\ND STBI~G QU,\RTET 
What happens when you put a dancer. drummer and body musiCian together With a Jazzzz stnng 
quartet? Everything and everyone COOkS' 
June 6. 19928 PM. LeWiston Jr. High $15/$13/$11 
Call 782-7228 Today for subscription information! 
All seats reserved. LA ARTS 234 Usbon St., Lewiston,ME 04240 
1991-92 SEASON UNDERWRITERS: Aetna, Androscoggin Savings Bank, Fleet Bank, KISS 100jWLAM, 
Lepage Bakeries, Liberty Mutual, Mechanics Savings Bank, MId-Maine Savings Bank, Shop 'n Save 
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A true Tex,Mex creation 
all wrapped in fresh dough 
with two cheeses, and 
baked to order. Served 
with fries or potato chips. 
$5.50 
Something 
New & Different 




51 Exchange Street 
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to present the work 












ANT I Qu:\X10LF 
II< ESTATE JEWEliY 
10:30 - 5, Mon .. Sat. 
16 MILK STREET 
PORTUND, MAINE 04101 
107 · 774 · 8994 
Reel cozy: Steve Halpert and his wife, Judy, stand in the projection room at The Movies. CBW(Tonee Harberl 
Too good to be reel? 
The Nick has switched to art films, but movie buffs may be the only winners 
• By Andy Newman 
Portland moviegoers who aren't convinced that watching 
Arnold Schwarzenegger blowing people away or Julia Roberts 
striking poses is worth '$6.50 have never had it so go:>d. 
Since the Nickelodeon Theater in downtown Portland 
changed its venue from mainstream to "art" films, locals have 
been treated to such foreign gems as "La Femme Nikita" and 
"Cyrano de Bergerac," and such re-released classics as "Ci tizen 
Kane." 
But the plot to keep the Nick open took more devilish twists 
than a Hitchcock flick. First the Boston-based entertainment 
conglomerate, Hoyts Cinemas, announced last winter it would 
close the Nick after opening its new theater at Clark's Pond near 
the Maine Mall in South Portland . The news came as a blow to 
area merchants who said moviegoers drawn to the Nick 
constituted a healthy chunk of their business. 
So Portland Economic Development Director Virginia 
Hirdreth - who could only watch from her seat when Porteous 
and a handful of other retailers split town and took foot traffic 
with them - said she could playa leading role in keeping the 
Nick here. Hildreth announced that the building that houses the 
Nick is owned by the city, then suggested to Hoyts execs that 
they might get a rent break if they stayed. On April 17, the 
Portland City Council made the deal final: for three years 
beginning Sept. 1, Hoyts would only have to pay $150,000 a 
year, down from $200,000. 
Hildreth's performance got mixed reviews. Some Portlanders 
applauded her move to keep the Nick open; others viewed it as 
a handout to a multi-million dollar company that doesn't need 
handouts. 
So far the Nick deal has been a good deal only from where 
moviegoers sit. Hoyts executives are complaining that less than 
half the number of Portlanders who came to see commercial 
films are coming to arts films, area merchants complain the 
decrease in traffic is hurting their business, and the owner of the 
15-year-old The Movies at Exchange Street is complaining that 
the Nick is cutting into his business. 
Hoyts' headquarters 
Hoyts Cinemas is an international company based in Sydney, 
Australia, which began acquiring U.S. theaters, including 
Portland's Nickelodeon Cinemas, in 1986. In the United States 
alone, Hoyts presently owns 70 theaters in 10 states, a total of 
450 screens. Hoyts owns six other theater complexes in Maine, a 
total of 38 screens. 
The people who run the Nick rarely come to Portland. They 
sit at Hoyts U.S. headquarters in Boston's bustling Copley 
Square. Thecplush offices that occupy the sixth floor of One 
Exeter Plaza are decorated with framed movie posters, prima-
rily of current films. 
On Sept. 6, Hoyts Chief Executive Officer Morris Englander, 
his tailored gray wool suit matching his trimmed graying beard, 
emerged from his office in to the reception area to greet this 
reporter. Englander suggested moving a scheduled interview to 
the Tf,staurant on the ground floor of the building, and he 
summoned Hoyts' film buyer Steve Cooper and real estate and 
marketing vice president Harold Blank to help field questions. 
In the restaurant, Englander was greeted by a black-tied 
maitre d' whom Englander informed he would sit at his regular 
table. He ordered a glass of white wine and began talking about 
Hoyts. 
Englander said he had planned to close the Nick this sum-
mer, after Hoyts opened a new theater complex at Clark's Pond 
in June. He said that keeping the Nick open would in effect 
compete with the new theater. Although there are eight theaters 
at Clark's Pond, seven General Cinema theaters at the Maine 
Mall, five theaters at Westbrook's Cinema City, and six theaters 
at the Nick, Englander said there simply aren't "26 viable 
commercial pictures out at one time." 
"There was not going to be a large enough supply of com-
mercial product to also serve the Nick. So the Nick had two 
options: find another area of supply for film or shut down." 
Englander added that semi-annual art film festivals at the Nick 
had been well attended. 
"In view of the city's effort to effectively reduce our over-
head," said Englander, "the art films we'd played at the Nick 
had done well enough to warrant a shot." 
Hoyts has successful theaters with a purely art film venue in 
Hartford and Atlanta, but so far Portland seems to have been a 
shot in the dark. 
"So far we've suffered some very painful losses this sum-
mer," Englander said. He said that ticket sales in June of '91 
were down to 5,898, from 16,914 in June of '90. 
In Juiy of '91, ticket sales totaled 6,041, down from 14,938 in 
July of '90. Even taking into account the rent break that began 
this month, Englander said the Nick still needs to sell a t least 
half the number of tickets it sold last year to break even. But, 
Englander said, "Steve (Cooper) points out to me that I 
shouldn't lose hope." 
"I believe the Nick can be successful to the pOint of break-
even," Cooper said from the other end of the table. Cooper, a 
boyish 33-year-old, joined Hoyts four years ago when Hoyts 
purchased the company he worked for, Cinema Centers 
Corporation. 
Cooper, who said he books films for approximately 130 
screens, said he spends "more time booking the Nick than 100 
other screens." Getting the latest slasher flick can be as sir.:lple 
as calling a film distributor to schedule a time to play the film, 
which is likely to have more than 1,000 copies printed and in 
distribution. But booking non-commercial films, of which there 
are often fewer than a dozen prints, takes a lot more legwork, 
he said. Cooper now spends time seeking out obscure film 
distributors, sometimes even personally chasing down film-
makers who don't have distributors for their films. 
Cooper said that legwork will payoff when he books films 
that will win Portlanders over to the Nick's new format. "There 
is no substitute for a hit picture," he said. Cooper mentioned 
two independent films coming soon to the Nick: "A :Barton 
Fink' or 'Sex, Drugs and Rock 'n' Roll' are going to attract a 
much larger audience than some of our recent films." 
Reviews of the Nick 
But while Cooper anticipates a hit, merchants and city 
councilors are bemoaning the loss of traffic that the city hoped 
to preserve when it cut a deal with Hoyts. 
Michael Wolfe was a manager at the restaurant that used to 
be Horsefeathers next door to the Nick. Now that Horsefeathers 
has closed, Wolfe is a part-owner of K.J. Wolfie's. "Ever since 
they put in class-B movies, our business has been falling," 
Wolfe said. "We used to get a 6 o'clock push to make the 7 
0' clock movie and an 80' clock push to make the 9 0' clock 
movie, but the pushes aren't as big as before." 
George Small, who manages the Temple Street Garage next 
door to the Nick, said there was "probably a 30 percent drop in 
business" since the Nick started showing art films in June. 
"They haven't lived up to their commitment," said Portland 
City Councilor Peter O'Donnell, who was Portland's mayor 
when the council approved the Nick deal. O'Donnell said that 
councilors realized the format would change at the Nick, but 
thought Hoyts would advertise heavily to promote the new 
venue and draw people there. "Clearly I'm disappointed with 
the publicity and advertisement they've put into the Portland 
theater," O'Donnell said. 
"When we approved this reduction in rent, we thought that 
what we'd done is preserve that traffic and activity in down-
town Portland," added present Mayor Tom Allen. '1 certainly 
expected them to advertise. It never occurred to me that you 
would have a six-screen movie theater that didn't advertise." 
And far from taking any bows for putting the deal together, 
Virginia Hildreth chose not to return three phone calls from 
Casco Bay Weekly concerning her Nick performance. 
"The city was aware that whatever commercial films we 
were playing downtown would go instead to the new theater," 
Englander said. "The city knew as we knew there would be a 
substantial drop in patronage." 
And Harold Blank, who buys advertising for Hoyts, said that 
the Nick does place ads in the Friday Portland Press Herald and 
the Maine Sunday Tele~ram, as well as on a local classical radio 
station and a local jazz station. But the newspaper ads are small, 
especially compared to the ads for Hoyts own Clark's Pond 
theater and General Cinemas. 
Blank explained that most movie ad vertising is co-op 
advertising, for which distributors pay "up to 80 percent" of the 
cost of ads. But distributors of art films generally pay for 
advertising only in what Blank called "slam-dunk" markets like 
New York or L.A., where the films open, and pOSSibly in 
secondary markets like San Francisco, Seattle and Boston. It can 
be months before non-commercial distributors release one of 
their limited number of films in markets like Portland. "By the 
time a movie gets to Portland," Blank said, "these smaller 
companies have exhausted their advertiSing budgets." 
And Blank said art film buffs are more likely to consult free 
movie listings in local newspapers than to rely on ads. Blank 
also said he is developing a Nick schedule mailing list - which 
now boasts 500 people - and that he's working to inform and 
crystallize a clientele base. 
The Movies set 
On the afternoon of Aug. 29, an electrician stood on a ladder 
near the projection booth of The Movies at Exchange Street, 
Portland's independent art movie house that opened in 1976. 
The electrician was doing wiring for The Movies' latest equip-
ment investment, a 35mm projector to be used in addition to the 
16mm projector. 
The investment by Steve Halpert, who sat under houselights 
in the front row of the theater munching potato chips and a 
sandwich, flies in the face of rumors that when the Nick began 
showing the art films on six screens to Halpert's one, it would 
be lights out - permanently - for The Movies. 
"I was concerned the Nick would cut into us and I'm 
concerned still," said Halpert, comfortable in torn sneakers, 
khakis and an oxford shirt. "I haven't analyzed the figures 
closely enough, but there's no question that this has been a slow 
summer - and summer is usually a big season." 
But Halpert said his worst fear - that because he has only 
one of seven screens showing art films, he would do only one-
seventh the business - has not come true. 
One reason that few of Halpert's mOViegoers have strayed 
from his theater is that The Movies remains one of Portland's 
biggest entertainment bargains. With tickets priced at $3.50 ($2 




Halpert recognizes that many 
of the people who go to art 
films are starving artists 
themselves. The Movies 
faithfuls tolerate a less than 
state-of-the-art sound system 
and many seats that are wobbly 
and missing armrests. ''There's 
a point where you don't mind 
being a little shabby," said 
Halpert. "We don't go into an 
elaborate Dolby stereo sound 
system, but it's a compromise. It would be very easy for us to 
spend S25,000 in renovations, but then we'd have to pass the 
cost on." 
Halpert navigates his independent theater in waters increas-
ingly unfriendly for such ventures. While art houses flourished 
throughout the '60s and '70s, they began closing in the early 
'80s. They closed as younger moviegoers weaned on TV became 
more interested in being thrilled ou t of their sea ts than cha 1-
lenged intellectually, as huge companies bought out smaller 
theaters, and as rents in urban areas skyrocketed. In Z Magazine, 
Michael Bronski estimated that the number of independent art 
movie theaters nationwide has shrunk from 290 in 1984 to only 
60 today. 
Halpert has been an English professor for 26 years at 
Continued on page 16 
Reel snazzy: Steve Cooper stands at Hoyts headquarters in Boston. CB W/Andy Newman 
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Appearing in September 
TONY BOFFA TRIO 
A blend of c~y ilslcning and light dancing 
music spanning the 40's IQ [he 90'~. 
Wednesdays 8-11pm 
Thursdays 8 'mldnlght 
TOM DHYRBERG 
Playing an eclectic blend of folk and 
soft rock favontcs on acousnc guitar 




OF THE EAST 
Sonesta Hotel Portland 
775-5411 
16 CaSal Bay Weekly 
Les BallelS Mricains 
OclOb,,). 1991 7:30 pm 
Is.oI:at Str:rn 
Isaac Stem 
January I. 1992 800 pm 
MI(.hab £\:m, 
Guildh~1l String En~c:mbk 
Ballet Chica~o 
Ftbnuary 27. 1992 no pm 
The Guildhall Strin~ Ensemble 
OclOb<r 27. 1991 3:00 pm 
Philharmonica Hun~arica 
January 27, 1992 7:30-pm 
Richard Stoltzman 
March ). 1992 7: 30 pm 
Canadian Brass 
November 15. 1991 S.OO pm 
GILnn Yarbrough and 
The New <lrristy Minstrels 
December 6. 1991 8:00 pm 
'ITosca" 
New \brk City Opera 
National Company 
february t. 1992 7:30 pm 
Ellis Marsalis and 
Marcus RoberlS 
Ftbruary 14, 1992 S:OO pm 
The Chieftains 
March Ii, 1992 S:OO pm 
Eduardus Halim 
Apnl 9. 1992 7:30 pm 
PORTI.AND CONCERT ASSOCIATION 
262 Cumberland Avenue· Portland, ME 04101 ·207-772-8630 
1-800-639-2707 
(DOful/t'a by LIltl;I: DrHa Pl£C Norlh) 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28TH 
at The Portland Performing Arts Center 
at 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m. 
Tickets available at JOE JONES Ski & Sports 
Appearances by Scot Schmidt, Greg Stump, Kevin Andrews and more! 
'" 
TOO GOOD TO BE REEL? 
Continued from page 15 
Westbrook College, where he also teaches film. He became 
impassioned when he talked about film, and the overall 
impression he made chatting in his little theater was more as a 
film aficionado than a businessman. Consider his explanation 
for how he chooses films: "Our pOSition in Portland has always 
been we'll play an enormous amount of films we'Blose money 
on because the films should be seen. We have films where only 
six people will show up - but everybody will say 'Thank you!' 
on the way out." 
"It's like a bookstore owner who knows that no one buys 
poetry anymore but stocks it anyway, because it would be 
irresponSible not to." 
How does a guy with an attitude like that pay rent in the Old 
Port? 
"Well," said Halpert, "the flip side is some movies we play 
have got to do enough business to make up for the others." That 
doesn't mean that Halpert needs to show slasher flicks ("we still 
absolutely do not play films that we don't want to play"), but 
rather that he shows some art films that are closer to the 
mainstream. In the movie biz, many of those films are called 
"crossovers," independent or foreign films that even unsophiS-
ticated moviegoers like and which some mainstream theaters 
show. 
For years the Nick showed those crossover films - Halpert's 
bread and butter - only during semi-annual film festivals. But 
now that the Nick is playing those films full time, Halpert's 
bread and butter is looking more like dry matzo. 
"Hoyts is using up movies very fast," Halpert said . ''They 
have six screens and have probably played a dozen films that 
we would have played first if they hadn't changed." 
But the 35mm projector being set up as Halpert spoke may 
help change that. The projector "will give us access sooner to 
certain movies, instead of waiting for 16mm to come out." 
Movies generally first come out on 35mm film, then several 
months later on 16mm film, often at the same time they are 
released on video. The new projector puts Halpert on level 
ground with Hoyts in the race to premiere films in Portland, 
since he won't have to wait for movies to be released on 16mm 
while the Nick is already showing them in 35mm. And the 
35mm film, which is not enlarged as much before it hits the 
screen, projects a sharper image, Halpert said . 
Competing to get movies is new to Halpert, especially 
competing against an international company. Halpert said that 
the deal between arts film distributors and theaters works like 
this: Film distributors take, on average, 35 percent of the gross 
revenue from ticket sales or a minimum of $350. So Halpert 
loses money on a film if it doesn't gross enough over $350 to 
pay the person selling tickets, the projectionist, rent and other 
overhead expenses. 
"It's up to me to prove we can make as much money as 
another theater," Halpert said. "And there are still some 
distributors out there who feel a small theater like ours is the 
best ou tlet for their film." 
Those distributors are giving Halpert first dibs on their films. 
In September, six of the 10 movies playing at The Movies will 
be making their Portland premeire. 
Movie projecting 
While Hoyts' Englander is keeping an eye on the bottom line, 
he also acknowledges that a deal is a deal. ''That theater will 
definitely be there for three years. The City Council gave more 
than their word, and I'm certainly not going to go back on our 
word." 
But if Hoyts loses money on the Nick, it' s unlikely the 
international company will throw good money after bad. Don't 
be surprised if 1994 finds Halpert trying to rent the Nick's space 
from the city; it wouldn't be the first time. 
"It is true that we expressed to (Portland's) Office of Eco-
nomic Development that we were very interested in discussing 
the Nick space for expansion of The Movies," said Halpert. He 
declined to say hdw far those negotiations had gone with the 
city, or how aggressively he will pursue the Nick in the future. 
In the meantime, the city's plan to maintain traffic in the area 
has failed, Hoyts has failed to make the Nick profi table, and the 
hard-working Steve Halpert has failed to draw the crowds he 
once did as a result. 
Are there any winners? 
According to Hoyts' exec Harold Blank, yes: ''If anybody's 
the biggest winner, it's probably the astute Portland moviegoer. 
There are pictures that play there now that never would have 
seen the light of day." 
CB W News Editor Andy Newman views while the viewing is good. 
One rainy day during his August vacation, he saw one flick at 
The Movies and two at the Nick. 
I 
Dozier Bell: "Inlet," oil on linen, 1991. 
Dozier Bell: painting from memory 
• Interview by Tonee Harbert 
Dozier Bell is a Maine 
native who was raised in Bath 
and now lives and paints in 
Richmond. She received a 
Master of Fine Arts at the 
University of Pennsylvania, 
and attended Skowhegan 
School of Painting and 
Sculpture. 
Bell first appeared on 
Maine's art scene in a show at 
Maine Coast Artists in 1986. 
In 1987 she received a Na-
tional Endowment for the 
Arts grant. She is represented 
by Schmidt-Bingham Gallery 
in New York (where a solo 
show of her work will be on 
display in April of 1992) and 
by the Dean Velentgas Gallery 
in Portland. 
Could you do your work 
living In a city? 
I think about that a lot. I've 
always felt that it was really 
important for me to be here 
(in Maine). I'm real close to 
the kind of experiences that 
made me who I am and 
influenced my work. But 
when I was at Penn I had a 
hard time. It's a hostile kind of 
environment. .. In Philadel-
phia I was always working in 
spite of the environment 
instead of being helped by it. 
What is responsible for 
the images in your 
paintings? 
Something occurred to me 
while I read a few family 
biographies of prominent 
families in Scotland and Great 
Britain in the 17th century. 
Some of the scenes and the 
type of life and the family life 
that they describe was 
unchanged from that time to 
when the descendants settled 
in New England. It had that 
same pattern of isolation and 
seeing the world in a certain 
way. 
That has a lot to do with 
the way that my personality 
is, so I assume it has a lot to 
do with the way that I see 
things and paint them. 
Where do you find 
stimulus for your work? 
I go to Bath a lot. That is 
where most of my pictures are 
taken. I seem to be going back 
to the same places, the Carl ton 
Bridge, the area around Bath 
Iron Works and Popham 
Beach. These are places tha t I 
remember from when I was 
really young, that have a 
resonance. I think that, to little 
kids, the impressions that you 
have, because they are the 
first ones, must seem awe-
some and profound. That is 
the connection that I didn't 
lose that comes out in my 
painting. I'm real interested in 
getting back to those places 
and re-establishing that 
feeling. 
Do the images you paint 





When I first got onto this 
landscape theme, as I was 
falling asleep at night there is 
a period when you're not 
really asleep but you start to 
dream, it's called a hypnago-
gic state. Whenever I am 
working on something new, 
or when I'm trying to learn 
something, that state becomes 
enlarged. As I'm falling asleep 
at night, I'm still working. 
When I first started the 
landscapes, I would be 
driving or flying very quickly 
through this vast expanse that 
all looked like my paintings. 
The landscape seems to 
paint itself through you. 
Can you describe the state 
of mind you have while 
painting? 
If I'm thinking about 
anything while I'm working, 
then I really can't work. It's a 
matter of shifting from left 
brain to right brain thinking. 
I'm really not thinking about 
anything at all when I'm 
working. That is analogous to 
the dream state because it 
allows things to come up. 
There Is an Irony In your 
success. On one hand, 
you're supplying a 
demand, so the art-
buying public may control 
you by not buying your 
art. On the other hand, 
seeing so much Interest In 
your work must give you 
the confidence to paint 
what you will. 
The one thing that has been 
really clear in my life and not 
complicated by problems has 
been my art work. If I lost my 
real clear connection to what 
I'm doing with tha t, then I 
would lose my whole orienta-
tion. So I try not to let market 
considerations come into it. I 
was really fortunate to find 
two dealers - Dean 
Velentgas and Penny Schmidt, 
my dealer in New York-
who are totally in agreement 
with that. 
Even though selling is a 
pressure, it's a good thing for 
an artist because if there 
wasn't that demand for us to 
get things done then it would 
be too easy at times to lapse 
back, and back away from 
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something if it's during a 
difficult period. In a way the 
pressure is a pull to keep you 
working, and that in itself gets 
you over rough spots. 
There Is a human figure in 
one of your paintings In 
progress, the first I've 
ever seen In your work. 
He Is reclining In the 
shadows. What Is that 
about? 
That is from an Isak 
Dinesen short story I read that 
really impressed me. These 
two sisters had a brother who 
was a pirate. They doted on 
him, and then he was hung 
and his ghost came back. 
These sisters have lived 
vica riou sl y throu gh this ma Ie 
figure . It is an issue of things 
that you did in life and the 
perspective of that from 
death. 
I saw my father after he 
died. He really looked like a 
dead person. That made his 
dea th a lot easier to accept, 
that it was not such a bad 
thing. I think a lot of my work 
does have to do with death. 
The back-and-forth conscious-
ness. It is the same as dream-
ing: being here and then being 
there, like the transitions 
between waking and sleeping, 
or between lives. I think it is 
the area where peopl~ think 
they recognize things in my 
painting. • 
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Todd Webb: "Street Market, Suffolk Street, New York, 1946." 
Todd Webb: picturing the world • In black & white 
• Interview by Tonee Harbert 
In 1945, when Todd Webb 
moved to New York after 
serving in World War n, his 
~oal was to photograph New 
York every day for a year. 
During this time he met 
Alfred Stieglitz, a photogra-
pher famous for bringing 
photography into the realm 
of fine art. Months later Webb 
was invited to show his work 
at the Museum of the City of 
New York. 
In the 45 years since, Webb 
has photographed and 
exhibited all over the world. 
His works are in many major 
collections, including New 
York's Metropolitan Museum 
of Art and the Museum of 
Modern Art. 
Six books of Webb's 
photographs have been 
published and another one is 
due out this fall entitled 
"Looking Back: Todd Webb 
Memoirs." 
The book will be accompa-
nied by an exhibit that will 
debut in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, then travel to New 
York and Portland, Maine. 
Webb and his wife Lucille 
live in Bath, Maine. 
How did you get involved 
with photography? 
I always wanted to be a 
writer. I was working for the 
Chrysler Export Company in 
Detroit. I used to write 
reports and my boss said 
everything I was writing was 
very visual. He said it would 
be wonderful if I could 
support it with photographs 
or paintings. And I thought 
he was right. It would be 
better if I could show it. So I 
got a camera and books and 
joined a camera club at 
Chrysler. I put some prints 
up at the meeting and 
everybody liked them. Harry 
Callahan (a well-known 
photographer and long-time 
friend of Webb's) belonged to 
the same camera club. Ansel 
Adams came to teach a 
workshop and really set both 
of us on fire. 
In 1946, while you were 
lugging your camera and 
tripod up and down 
Manhattan, there were 
no photography galleries. 
And photography shows 
at art galleries were 
fairly limited. What was 
the climate of 
photography there at 
that time? 
At that time, I don't think 
anybody dreamed that there 
would be a market (for 
photography). I remember 
you could buy an Ansel 
Adams or an Edward Weston 
print for 25 bucks. Then in 
the 1950s, Paul Strand started 
asking $400 for his pictures 
and everybody thought he 
was crazy. The Museum of 
Modern Art has 50 of my 
photographs that they bought 
for $10 each. 
Todd and Lucille Webb. 
What do you see 
happening with the 
photography market? 
I don't know much about 
the market. When I moved to 
New York (in 1945), I was 
more interested in making 
pictures than I was in making 
money. I had to eat of course, 
and I had to buy film. I 
wanted to try photographing 
for a year without being tied 
down to a job. I've always 
said in order to become a 
good photographer, the only 
way to do it is to make 
photographs. You have to 
need to do it. If you just go to 
school and learn a few tricks, 
that's not going to make you 
a good photographer .... 
A funny thing happened 
to us. We were living in Santa 
Fe in the 1960s. And we 
decided we'd go to France to 
spend the rest of our days. 
We moved to St. Restitute in 
CBW(fonee Harbert 
1971, and that was just at the 
time when the photo renais-
sance began and pictures 
started to sell. Before that if 
you got $50 for a picture, tha t 
was good money. 
Harry Callahan used to 
write to me, and he said they 
were beginning to sell 
pictures for pretty good 
money. I had been well 
known in New York before 
we left, but we came back 
and things had changed and 
it took quite a while to get 
known again. And I'm not 
any good at getting myself 
known. 
(Lucille adds:) One of the 
things that is interesting 
about that period (the 194Os) 
is that all of those photogra-
phers whose names are 
famous today did not go to 
school to take a four-year 
course in how to be a photog-
rapher. 
Have you ever tried color 
photography? 
When I was working for 
Roy Stryker (at the Standard 
Oil Project) I was in Louisi-
ana working on a story. He 
sent me 25 boxes of color 
Kodachrome film and a box 
of filters and a color tempera-
ture meter and he said, "See 
what you can do with this." I 
went out and took a lot of 
pictures. The first color 
photograph that was ever 
used on the cover of Fortune 
magazine was a picture I took 
of an oil refinery at night 
with steam coming out. 
Any predictions for the 
future of photography? 
I have one prediction to 
make. In your lifetime you 
will find that you'll see 
almost no black and white 
photography in print. 
People have color televi-
sions, so they think why can't 
you have color pictures? I see 
it happening already. Some-
day black and white photog-
raph y is going to be a 
treasure. You see the old 
platinum prints they used to 
make. Some of them are 
beautiful. But they don't 
make them any more. Kodak 
might be influential in doing 
all cglor. 
Still, the television we 
look at mostly is black and 
white. • 
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Dixie Waligora: painting what she wants 
• Interview by ronee Harbert teach you how to talk and 
rainbow. It is low tide and famous masters? 
end up in the museum, the 
how to act. When I went up the huge Miss Portland, she's 
Well, I don't care what one of the seals. 
Dixie Waligora opened there, no one was in so I 
nude, is sitting on a condo- they do. I have to do mine, 
Dixie's Gallery in November knocked on the door to AI 
minium building. And in they did theirs, my turn is 
Do you have any goals in 
of 1990 on Portland's Custom Waterman's studio next door 
order to make the sand look now. This is me. 
your painting? 
House Wharf. The gallery and said to AI, "When are 
real I used the drip-look 
I feel good now about my 
features her own paintings they coming in?" 
technique. What do you call 
painting. I'm painting what I 
and the work of five other He's a painter and I saw 
that painting? want. I'm not such a good 
artists. Dixie was awarded all his paintings and I said, 
How do people react Tha t' s called "Seals 
sales lady, I need a represen-
third place in the Martin "Gee, could I come and paint 
to your nudes? Leaving the Harbor, Going 
tative to sell my paintings. 
Luther King art show in with you sometime?" 
I see the beauty in the Out There To Get the Fish." 
Down here, the fishermen 
Portland, and she has And I've been painting 
figure, but sometimes you The fishermen tell me, "Aw, I 
don't have the money to bu y 
exhibited at the State Street ever since. 
have to hide it. Some paint- had a lousy day fishing. The 
an expensive painting. But 
Church in Portland and at the 
ings I have to put clothes on seals caught my fish." So 1 
they love to come in and look 
Old Orchard Beach Art Have you ever been to 
them. Like this lady here, she bring the fishermen in here 
at the work. My paintings are 
Association. Her gallery is art school? 
was a nudie, but I put clothes 
very saleable. I would like to 
open mostly on Fridays and No. And Al says I should 
on her because I couldn't sell 
sell in Paris. Paris is where art 
Saturdays. never go to school because 1 
her. She's in the woods and STATE is, and 1 think my paintings wouldn't do what they told she's pregnant; you can see would do very well there. me to do. I'd have to do my the shape of her stomach and Paris is where it's at. Maine is 
What Inspires you? wild things. And if they tell 
the way she's holding it. So I 
where it's at too. I feel New 
I gotta bring out color in me I have to do it this way, 
put clothes on her so people OF THE York is not where it's at. New my paintings, beautiful color. I'm not gonna do it. could buy her and wouldn't York is a nut house. 
A good way to see the color is 
be ashamed to hang her up. 
when I rub my eyes and I see How Is business at 
This painting here of the ARTS 
Why do you sign your 
blurry beautiful colors. Then 1 the gallery? 
woman in the street - she 
paintings with just your 
say that's the color, and I Right now oil paintings 
was nude running around in first name? 
bring it out in a painting. are not selling. Watercolors 
the street and she didn't care 
I was named after Bing 
Colors hit little kids. The kids are selling. So I'm practicing 
if anyone saw her nude. I put 
Crosby's wife, Dixie Lee. I 
love yellOW. Men like pink up on my watercolors. The 
her in the church art show, and tell them, "Here, I got my 
was talking with another 
and women love blue. art students come in because 
but half.an hour before the 
painter, and I was wondering 
they love my work. The show I painted a red dress on 
seals ready to catch your what I should call myself. 
How did you begin gallery is just like a museum, her. 
fish." It's a painting of eight Should I call myself 
painting? they look but they don't buy. 
seals sitting on the Dixie ship. "Grandma's Pigeon"? 
I started painting when I 
Who is the lady in It's in Portland Harbor. And Because that was my nick-
was 14. Could you explain this 
this painting? 
they go out and have a good name growing up. But that 
Lately I've remodeled two painting to me? 
This is Madame La Douce, 
time and pick up the fish. sounded too much like 
houses, putting in tiles, That one is called "Low 
she's a cancan girl. A lot of 
Grandma Moses, so I didn't 
ki tchens and oak ceilings. So I Tide." It's a wild painting. 
artists want to trade a 
How much do the do that. But 1 didn't want to 
feel I could be a carpenter. That is my own style. No one 
painting for that because they 
paintings sell for? go by Dixie Waligora because 
But 1 wanted to do somethmg 1 know paints like that. The 
have no money. But I can't do 
This little painting of the Waligora is such a hard name 
different with my life. woman in the painting, she's 
that too much, I've got to 
seal is $75. Madame La to remember. And Michael 
Something I could have some like Miss Portland. The city is 
make some money. 
Douce is expensive, she's said, "Just call yourself 
fun with. So I went up to the in the background. The sun is 
5300, because she's a master· Dixie." • 
place that prepares people to coming up and the moon is 
Have you been influenced piece ... This piece here is a 
act in commercials. They going down and there is a 
by the work of the 
masterpiece ("Seals"). It may 
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Ip RES E N T SI 
The Passion 
of Dracula 
I SEX. DEATH. REBIRTH. I 
2FOR 1 Thursdays 
Sept.26th&Oct.l 
L Sep1.26-Oct.20 797 -3338 I· -------~ 
• Research and Develop-
ment: Charlie Kohlhase 
Quintet has just released a 
new CD entitled "Research 
and Development" on 
Accurate Records, and 
they'll be entertaining folks 
at cclfe no with cuts from the 
album at a release party 
tonight. A little research will 
20 Danforth St. to be 
'a:Kiest event in town; So 
ter down and celebrate 
- with these 
• Return of Big Breasted 
Chain-Smoking Girls: The 
one-woman show that 
premiered at Mad 
Horse last November to 
sold-out audiences and 
critical acclaim is back, 
and it's as funny as 
before. Joanne 
Chessie will in tro-
duce you to her 
thoughts on confes-
sion, CB radios, 
insanely hideous 
laughter, Formica table 
tops, spit curls, bra 
stuffing, Slinkys, rock 
throwing, black market 
cigarettes, coffee guzzling 
and a handful of charmingly 
Jazz, Tap & 
Streetfunk 
Dance Classes 
Adults & Children 
341 Cumberland Ave. 
Portland 
871-1013 
truthful characters you will 
not soon forget. BBCSG runs 
through Sept. 25, at 7 p .m., 
at the Wherehouse, 29 
Forest Ave. Tixs are $9.99. 
For reservations call 
879-0070. 
• Voluntary Relatives: 
Tonight at 7:30, Voiuntary 
Relatives - Barbara Truex, 
Cliff Furnald, Vincent 
Pasternak & Mlchael Jancz 
- will perform their 21st-
century folk music, drawing 
on a variety of influences 
including folk, pop, rock, 
jazz, "new" & world musics. 
Expect original composi-
tions & songs, pop songs & 
folk ballads, improvisational 
explorations & witty 
commentary. If only invol-
untary relatives could 
provide as much. Tix are $7 
for adults, $5 for students & 
seniors, $3 for kids under 10. 
Call 799-6899 and someone 
will voluntarily give you 
more information. 
• Putting It Together: 
Portland Players will 
hold an open house 
celebration tonight with 
refreshments and tOUTS at 7 
and entertainment at 8. 
There's no admission and 
all are welcome at the 
Thaxter Theatre, 420 
Cottage Rd., South Port-
land. For more info, call 
799-7337. 
~LL · greal grub • great wine • great music 
• 9/19 C.D. Release Party 
for the Charlie Kohlhase 
Quintet from Boston 
.9/20 & 21 Bob Nieske's 
Wolf Soup from Boston 
.9/24 Poetry Reading 8 pm 
Mitchell Goodman 
& Henry Braun 
• 9/25 Chinese & American 
Friendship Association's 
2nd Annuall Moon Festival 
reservationH welcome 
closed sundays & mondays 
20 danforth st .• 772-8114 
• He doesn't vant to be 
alone: Tonight at 8, Fred 
Garbo - comedian, mime, 
magician extraordinaire -
will perform his vaudevil-
lian antics along with 
instructors from his Antic 
Arts Invitational Workshop. 
Tix are $5 for adults, $2.50 
for kids 12 and under. Call 
Celebration Barn Theater 
(located on Stock Farm Road 
just off Route 117 North in 
South Paris) for reservations 
at 743-8452. 
• Protecting Our Environ-
ment: Take a tour today at 2 
p.m. of Wolfe's Neck Woods 
State Park in Freeport with 
environmental activist Leon 
OgrQdnik. You'll discuss 
challenges facing Maine's 
enviro:o"ment and ways 
people can protect it while 
takmg a little walk on the 
wild side - a delightful 
combination of cerebral and 
sensual stimulation for a 
Mosey on down to cafe 




BUY YOUR CHEESECAKE 
DIRECtlY FROM US! 
'" AWARD WINNER AT THE 
·'CHOCOLATE LOVERS· FLING: 
1987.1989.1990, 1991 
'" FEATURING OVER 
20 FLAVORS IN 3 SIZES 
'" MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE 
ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04103 
'" 2D7-797-9990 
Sunday afternoon in Maine. 
Call 865-4465 for more info. 
• "Grounds for Peace": 
Tonight at 10 on Channel 10, 
PBS will air a one-hour 
documentary on Northern 
Ireland's semingly endless 
conflict, presenting histori-
cal background and inter-
views with young people in 
an attempt to understand 
their violent attitudes. Why 
doesn't Ireland's bloody 
religious conflict provide 
the same grounds for 
censorship as 44 AIDS 
activists being arrested in a 
cathedral? Good question. 
Call PBS and ask, or read 
Cheap Thrill to see what 
you can do about it. 
• British animation and 
other oxymorons: If you 
haven' t yet seen "The British 
Animation Invasion," an 
anthology of shorts ranging 
from the surreal to the 
sublime, tonight's your 













With entrees under $10 
you can afford a dinner 
rendezvous whether 






lunch. dinner IlS sundBY brunch 
58 Pine Street 773-8223 
can meet members of the 
Portland String Quartet 
(aka the Lark Society for 
Chamber Music) when they 
appear at First Parish 
Church to make themselves 
known and give a preview 
of the upcoming Portland 
Concert' Series. The doors 
of the p~rish house (425 
Congress St.) will open at 
11:30 a.m. It's free as a lar)<! 
Call 761-1522 fOr detajJs. 
• Kanda Bongo Man will 
appear tonig~t at 8:30 at 
Zootz (31 Farest Ave.) witli. 
his lO-piece Zairian-:'via-
Paris soukous orchestra. 
Admission is $10, Cilll 773-
8187 for details. 
• Stop, listen and look -
Mississippian Mose Allison 
will be doing his thang on 
piano tonight at 9:30 & 11 
at the cafe no. What else is 
there to say? The London 
Observer found this: 
II Allison's en tire perfor-
mance was a poetic stream 
of conscious fire. He 
reminds us to stop, listen 
a nd look; tha t life is ha p-
pening around us and all of 
this to a rocking, grooving, 
jazz-blues beat." Y'all come 
on over to 20 Danforth St. 
- y'hear? Tix are $15. Call 
772-8114 for more info. 
• Bridging the Rio Grande: 
Tonight from 5:30-7:30, 
Danforth Gallery will hold 
an opening reception for 
visiting Mexican artist and 
art professor Juan F. 
Velasco Perdomo, whose 
exhibit of bronze sculpture 
and drawings with pre-
Hispanic, Mexican themes, 
"Bridging the Rio Grande: 
A Cultural Exchange," will 
be on view through Oct. 18. 
For info, call 775-6245. 
• Health and our environ-
ment: The Southern Maine 
I---------~ ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO L.l. BEAN 
Come to Freeport. 
~aD;~~~ 
t.S8: of Maine 
Maine's Famous 
Natural Phenomenon 
Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated 
Coach ToufS • Nature Trails 
• Sand Artist ·1783 Bam 
• World's largest Sand Painting 
• Gift Shop • Store 
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 
• Desert Rd. • Dept. CB • 
Freeport 04032 
Open May 10th 
to October 14th 
Tel. (207) 865-6962 
WITH THIS AD, $1 OFF 
ADULT ADMISSION 
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON 
ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE 
- -- - - ... 
chapter of Physicians for 
Social Responsibility will 
hold a symposium today 
entitled "Health and Our 
Environment: Making the 
Difference in Maine," at 
which panel participants 
will share their views of the 
crucial environmental 
challehge facing Maine and 
the world in the 1990s. Tix 
are $5 'and are available at 
Portland Performing Arts 
box office; call 774-0465. 
• "GROOVE Requiem in 
the Key of Ski": The new 
Greg Stump movie ("an epic 
ski and multi-surf adven-
ture to the moon") will be 
premiering at the Portland 
Performing Arts Center 
today at 2, 4,6,8 & 10. Tix 
are available at Joe Jones Ski 
& Sports. Appearances by 
Scot Schmidt, Kevin 
Andrews, Greg Stump, 
Davey McCoy and more ... 
If you hav~no 
idea who these 
people are, now 
is your chance to 
find out! Besides, 
you might win a 
. door prize if iou 
go. For tix info, 
ca11761-
1%1. 
': ".t r;" 
Thl! ~Iopes ate thlS • 
" man's: stumping 
: grouFld;. SettSaturdilY, 
- Sept. 28. -' __ 
Cheap thrill: Stop the censorship 
• "Stop the Church," a video by AIDS activist and filmmaker 
Robert Hilferty, was scheduled to air as part of PBS's inde-
pendent film series P.O.V. Aug. 27, but was pulled at the last 
minute. When asked to comment on the cancellation, PBS 
vice president John Grant said: "The film simply crosses the 
line of being responsible programming Into being rldicule_" 
• Hilferty's film documents an ACT UP demonstration that 
took place In December 1989, when 5,000 AIDS and pro-
choice activists converged on St. Patrick's Cathedral in New 
York City to protest the Catholic Church for its suppression 
of safe sex and AIDS education In the schools, its interfer-
ence in needle exchange programs and its attacks on 
women's reproductive rights. Police arrested 112 demonstra-
tors, 44 of them Inside the cathedral. 
• What can you do to stop the censorship? First let PBS and P.O.V. know that their 
censorship crosses the line of being ridiculous Into being criminally Irresponsible. 
Then attend a showing Sept. 21 at 7:30 p.m. of "Stop the Church," a video benefit for , 
ACT UP-Maine, at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. 
• "Stop the Church" will be shown along with several other ACT UP videos. ";dmis-
slon Is S7 (more If you can, less if you can't), For more Info, call ACT UP J'1:-774--7224 
or 774-5082. ' 
A .0" fo, falthfu' •• ""a'.me.' W_k'y ' ..... n' Thi' C.'M"" is the Q,,, ') 
whirlwind sampling of Portland's cultural cuisine you've corne to expe<;t every week in 
the middle of Casco Bay Weekly. But this week, the listings that follow the Calendar have'" ~ 
been replaced by our Fall Arts Preview - schedules of arts offerings from Sepfember'"'" 
through December in Greater Portland along with descriptions and telephone numbers 
of the organizations offering them. So clip out the preview, stick it on y~ur fridge, and 
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Friday 9/20 8pm 
MON - SAT 8 TO 5 . THUR 8 TO 7 
SUN 12TO 5 
555 CONGRESS STREET 
PORTLAND • 761-3930 
If you love Phish 
If you groove to Chucklehead 
You'll adore 
Srx;m\ 
FUNK/JAZZ/WORLD BEAT MUSIC 
FRIDAY 
SEPT 20 $4 
At last from Zaire/Paris 
the one and only 
KANDA BONGO MAN 
The master of Soukous 
dance music 
WEDNESDAY 
SEPT 25 $10 
-----
Coming in October - The Mighty Dial1Wnds and Primitech 
22 Casco !Jay Weekly 
AUspeec:I Bicycle & Ski 
You can see the Rockies from Allspeed 
Rocky Mountain Bicycles, 
FUJI, GT, Jamls, Gary Fisher, Yeti, Stowe 
Fall and winter riding at Its besf/ 
All weather clothing, IIghtsets, reflective gear, fenders, 
custom Ice tires, messenger/book bags 
Southern Maine's Mountain Bike Center 
1041 Washington Avenue, Portland, Maine, 04103, 878-8741 
LOWER L08BY·151 MIDIlE ST· PORTlAND ME·773-199IJ.IfEN 10 -10 







& Student Nite 
112 price Beer & Well Orinx with Student LO. 





45 Danforth Street 
(207)871-n 579 
The O'Kencllev. Brothers, 
Proprietors ... Blarney, Inc. 




Kevin McElroy Duo 
'SUNDAY' 
Open Mike Night 
Hosted by 
The Cool Whips 
-TUESDAY-
Entertainment 
• Omlinued from 1O.dJly CALENDAR 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
Boyz Nth. Hood Inner city kids trying to 
grow up unscathed in South Central Los 
Angeles. an environment riddled with 
gangs and drugs. Shocking and enlight· 
ening. 
City SlIck.r. Three middle·aged New 
York men - Billy Crystal. Bruno Kilby 
and Daniel Stem - attempt to recapture 
their lost youth by going on a modern-
day caWe drive. 
Child'. Play 3 Sequel to "Child's Play 2.· 
Kids getting butchered by other kids. 
Don't take the kids. 
Dead Again Suspense thriller about a 
woman who feels she has been reincar-
nated. Starring Kenneth Branagh. Andy 
Garcia, DerekJacobi and Emma Thomp-
son. 
Defenseless Barbara Hershey stars in 
this psychological thriller with Mary Beth 
Hurt as her old college chum. When Hurt 
IS accused of murdering her husband . 
Hershey agrees 10 defend her. Matters 
escalate when an investigalor d iscovers 
Hershey and the dead man had a rela-
lionship. Also starring Sam Shepard & 
J.T. Walsh . 
Doc Hollywood Michael J. Fox slars as a 
plastic surgeon on his way to Hollywood 
who gets sidetracked in South Carolina 
and falls in love. 
Every Oth.r Weekend A woman's at-
tempt to define herself and her children 
in the wake of a collapsed marriage and 
new career. Stars Nathalie Saye. Di· 
rected by Nicole Garcia. 
Freddy'. Dead The last installment in the 
"Nightmare on Elm Street· marathon . 
Hot Shot. Charlie Sheen and Lloyd 
Bridges slar in this spoof about the Top 
Gun pilots of our armed services. 
La F.mme Nlklta French thriller in which 
a woman becomes a secretagentlor her 
country 10 escape a death sentence for 
kining a policeman -then falls in love 
and begins to question the morality of 
her line of work. A jolting , intelligent 
thriller. 
Lat. For Dinner Two friends become 
unwitting participants in a 1962 cryogen-
iesexperimen!. They retum to their home 
town 29 years later 10 strike up old rela-
tionships. Directed by W. D. Richter ("Win-
ter Kills'). 
Llvln La rg. Comedy about a black man's 
struggle to succeed in TV news without 
losing his identity. 
The Mlracl. IrI.h film about two teenag-
ers who listen to jazz music and day-
dream about members of their small 
town. Their wortd Is turned upside down 
when a beautiful American 
Naked Gun 2 1/2 Spoof of Washington , 
D.C. foaJsingontheunderhandedmachi-
nations of politicians who selVe the inter-
ests of evil energy oligarchs at the ex-
pense oftheenvironment. Starring Leslie 
Nielsen, Priscilla Presley, George 
Kennedy and O.J. Simpson. 
101 Dalmatians Dogs, dogs and more 
dogs. Disney at its spotted best. 
Point Break Patrick Swayze plays a surfer 
who likes to rob banks when he's not on 
his board. Gary Busey and Keanu 
Reeves play FBI agents who go under-
cover in shorts and tans to catch the 
surtboarding bank robbers. Now here's 
a story. 
Pure Luck Danny Glover and Martin Short 
Slarin thiscomedyaboutaprivate inves-
tigator whose luckis so bad he Is hired to 
find a girl just as unlucky as he. Lots of 
slapstick, surprisingly funny. 
Regarding Henry Harrison Ford plays a 
ruthless New York lawyer with a lousy 
marriage who is forced to reprioritize his 
life after suffering a serious brain injury in 
a near-fatal accident. Moves a bit slowly 
at times, but move you il will . Also stars 
Annette Bening. 
Robin Hood Kevin Costner plays the leg-
endary hero of Sherwood Forest in this 
sweeping epic filmedin England. Among 
the ensemble are Christian Slater, Mor-
gan Freeman and Mary Elizabeth 
Mastrantonio. 
Stranger. In Good Company Seven 
elderly women on a sightseeing trip find 
themselves marooned when their tour 
bus breaks down 20 miles Irom the near-
est town. To survive, the group of senior 
citizens gather wild mushrooms and 
make a fish trap out of pantyhose. Along 
the way the women leam more than just 
survival techniques. 
Suburban Commando Hulk Hogan and 
Christopher Lloyd star in this comedy 
about a man looking for an apartment. 
Tatle Danlelle Black comedy about an 
older woman who comes to live with her 
nephew and his wife after her servant 
dies. Directed by Etienne Chaliliez ("life 
is a Long Quiet River') . 
Terminator 2 A bigger, more explosive 
sequel to the 1984 hll Arnold 
Schwarzenegger slars as a kindhearted 
cyborg from Ihe fulure who does bailie 
this time with another. nOI-so-kindhearted 




TheCommitment. Director Alan Parker's 
("Mississippi Burning: "Midnight Ex-
press') tale of an Irish rock band devoted 
to black American soul music. 
Th. Britl.h Animation Invasion ~!ew 
anthology of short animation films Irom 
Great Britain. 
Th. Doctor William Hurt stars as a sur-
geon who becomes a patient and even-
. tually a better human being. 
Thelma & Lou". Two women leave their 
crummy menfolk at home to head out on 
the road. They encounter crummy men 
everywhere they go. Thank God there 
are no cultural stereotypes in cinema 
anymore. With Geena Davis and Susan 
Sarandon . 
OOOPS, •• 
Last week's Silver Screen switched the 
pictures of Kenneth Branagh. who stars 
in "Dead Again," wilh Robert Arklns. star 
of "The Commitments: Our apologies to 
those who lound themselves in dark-






Maine Mall Road, S. 
Portland 
774-1022 




Pure Luck (PG) 
9:40 
The Commitments (R) 
1:35,4:15,7,9:30 
Hot Shots (PG-13) 
1 :20,3:25, 5:20, 7:30, 9:25 
Dead Again (R) 
1 :30,4, 7:20, 9:45 
Naked Gun 2112 (PG-13) 
1,3:10,5:10,7:10 
Child's Play 3 (R) 
9:10 
101 Dalmatians (G) 
1:15,3:10,5:10,7 
Regarding Henry (PG-13) 
9 
Robin Hood (PG-13) 
1 :50, 4:45, 7:40 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Sept 20-26 
Shows 1-4 Sun-Thurs; 
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat 
Doc Hollywood (PG) 
1:10,4,7:20,9:35, 11 :55 
Terminator 2 (R) 
12:30,3:30, 6:30, 9:20, 12 
Late For Dinner (PG) 
1:20, 4:10,7:30, 9:40,12:05 
Livin Large (R) 
1:30, 4:20,7:40,9:45,12:10 
The Doctor (PG-13) 
12:40,3:20,6:40,9:15, 
11 :45 
Freddy's Dead (R) 
1:40,4:30,7,9:10, 11 :25 
Defenseless (R) 
1,3:50,7:10,9:30,11:40 
Point Break (R) 
12:50, 3:40, 6:50, 9:25,11 :50 
The Movies 
10 Exchange S1., Portland 
772-9600 




Sat-Sun Maf 1, 3 
Strangers in Good 
Company 
Sept 25-Oct 1 




Temple and Middle streets, 
Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Sept 20-26 
No weekday matinees 
Thelma & Louise (R) 
1 :30, 6:40, 9:25 
City Slickers (PG-13) 
1 :10,7,9:20 
Boyz N the Hood (R) 
1 :20,7:10 
The Miracle (NR) 
9:30 
Every Other Weekend 
(NR) 
1 :40,7:30, 9:40 
La Femme Nikita (R) 
1:50,6:50,9:15 




CD release party with Charlie 
Kohlha.e Quintet fjalz), cafe no. 20 
Danforth St. Portland. 772-6114. 
Blue Roots (blues) Father O'Hara's Pub-
lic House. 45 Danforth St, Portland. 671-
1579. 
Prankster (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market 
St. Por~and . 774-5246. 
MI.-Ion HilI (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-{)444. 
911 (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St. s. Por~and . 767-4627. 
Tom Dyhrberg (acoustic) Tipperary Pub. 
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 775-
6161. 
Acou.tlc Open Mlc Night with Bill 
Cameron (b.y.o. acoustic jam) The 
Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
FRIDAY 9.20 
Tom Kennedy (acoustic) Bramhall Pub. 
769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Wolf Soup fjazl) cale no, 20 Danforth St. 
Portland. 772-8114. 
Btack Letter with Kite (rock) Falher 
O'Hara's Public House, 45 Danforth SI , 
Portland. 871-1579. 
TBA (jazz) lillie Willie's, 36 Market St. 
Portland. 7734500. 
Jenny and the Woodmen (acousllc) 
Moose Alley. 46 Marke l 51, Portland 
774·5246. 
Mission Hill (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-{)444. 
TIger's Baku fjazz fusion) Raoul's Road· 
side Allraction. 865 Forest Ave. Port· 
land. 773-6686. 
The Upsetter. (rock) Spring Point Cafe , 
175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Th. Practical Cat. (rock) T-Birds. 126 
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-6040. 
Peter Gleason (acoustic) Tipperary Pub. 
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 775-
6161. 
Hollander Bash (rock) The Wrong Broth· 
ers Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
ATURDAY 9.21 
Tom Kennedy (acoustic) Bramhall Pub. 
769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9673. 
Wolf Soup fjazl) cafe no, 20 Danforth St , 
Por~and . 772-6114. 
Rockln Vibration. (rock) FatherO'Hara's 
Public House, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 
671-1579. 
TBA fjazz) Little Willie·s. 36 Market St. 
Pordand. 773-4500. 
Jenny and the Woodmen (acoustic) 
Moose Alley, 46 Market St. Portland. 
774-5246. 
MI.-Ion Hill (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-<>444. 
Arnba .. a (reggae) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction, 665 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
6886. 
Th. Up.etters (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Mirror. (rock) T·Birds. 126 N. Boyd St. 
Por~and. 773-6040. 
Jim CIampi Band (rock) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 775-
6161. 
Hollander Bash (rock) The Wrong Broth-
ers Pub at PorI Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. 
Por~and. 775-1944. 
SUNDAY 9.22 
Open Jazz Jam fjazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth 
St, Por~and. 772-6114. 
LIve Irish Music (Irish music) Father 
O'Hara's Pubfic House, 45 Danforth St. 
Poruand. 671 -1579. 
Jenny & Jeremy (rock) Moose Alley. 46 
Market St. Portland. 774-5246. 
The Heaters (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Sunday Brunch in the Ballroom (clas· 
sical) Portland Regency, 20MilkSt, Port· 
land. 774-4200. 
TBA Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 For-
est Ave, Portland. 773-6866. 
The Acoustic Connection (live music 
by three musicians) Spring Point Cafe. 
175 Pickett 51. s. Portland. 767·4627. 
Billy Vanilll (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 
Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
MONDAY 9.23 
Monday Night Football at Moose Alley. 
46 Market St. Portland. 774-5246. 
The Heaters (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton 51, Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mic Nignt with Randy Morabito 
(b.y.o. jam) Raoul's Roadside Attrac-
tion.865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc Night with Ken Grimsley 
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf's End. 52 Wharf St. 
Portland. 773-0093. 
TUESDAY 9.24 
Poetry Reading with Mitchell 
Goodman & Henry Braun (poetry) 
cafe no, 20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-
8114. 
Slade Cleaves (rock) Gritty McDuffs, 
396 Fore St. Portland. 772-2739. 
Open Mlc Nlgnt with The Cool Whips 
(b .y.o. jam) Father O'Hara's Public 
House, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 871-
1579. 
The Sense (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mic Night with Peter Gleason 
(b.y.o.jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
The Ken & Bill Show (acoustic) Wharfs 
End. 52 Wharf St. Portland. 773-0093. 
WEDNESDAY 9.25 
Chinese & American Friendsnip 
Association's second annual Moon 
Festival fjazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth St. 
Portland. 772-8114. 
Joe Brien (folk) Father O'Hara's Public 
House. 45 Danforlh St. Portland. 871-
1579. 
Bachelors' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46 
Markel St , Portland 774·5246 . 
The Sense (rock) Old Pori Tavern . 11 
Moulton SI, Portland. 774·0444. 
Red Lignt Revue (jazz) Raoul's Road· 
side Atlraction, 865 Forest Ave. Port-
land 773-6886. 
Open Mic Nignt with J_J. and the Cool 
Whips (b .y.o. rock jam) The Wrong 
Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 ForeSI 
Ave. Porlland. 775-1944. 
The Walkin' Dudes (acoustic) Wharf's 
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
DANCING 
Gotta Dance, Inc" Thompson's Point, 
second floor Bldg 1 A. Portland. Smoke 
and chem·free dances with swing. Latin 
& ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm 
& Sundays Irom 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558. 
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. 
Cover: $2. Thursday's are College Alter-
native night. No cover with college I. D. 
$1 without. 671-{)663. 
Salutes,20 MilkSt, Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun : 
football afternoon, comedy night; Mon, 
football party; Wed. local bands; Thurs, 
college night; Fri & Sat. bands andior 
deejay. all contemporary dance music. 
773-6040. 
Wherehouse Chem-Free Dance Club, 
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive 
music. Fri·Sat. 9 pm-l am. 674·9770. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave . Portland. Wed: 
Progressives. Thu : Visual Vibe. Fri: 
Deejayllive Music; Sat : Cutting Edge 
Dance;Sun : Request Night. 773-6167 .• 
~~ Community 
Cable Network 
W88k of 9/20/91 
PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE: 
Alpha I (112 hr) 
IN THE GALLERY: 
Maine State Artists' 
Commission. (112 hr) 
HEALTH VIEWS: 
The Future of Maine's 
Community Hospitals. (1 hr) 
TOWARD DEFINING 
PLURALISM: 
Exploring the Health Diversities 
of Cultures, Races &. 
Nationalities. (1 hr) 
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., 
& Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port-
land, Cape Elizabelh Falmoulh & Scar-
borough. Channel varies in Gorham. 






Directed by Cynthia Scott, 1990 
C·A·F·E 
It's O.K. To Eat 
With Your Hands ... 
• Buffalo Wings 
• Nachos 
• Mozzarella Sticks 
• Handcut Fries 
w/Cheese 
Try Our Appetizers! 
Entertainment 6 Nights 
See Listings or call for info. 
175 Pickett St • S. Portland 
767·4627 





every thursday rote 
atB pm $3 
at the cave 31 forest ave 
sponsored bY:IIfMi:fl'l 
~-:og~ 1""44 a [lJ 
,. -------- Coupon -- ------. 
I 'S Italian Restaurant and Lounge I 
BUY ONE REG, DINNER ENTREE : 
GET 2ND DINNER FREE! I 
Free dinner, lesser or equal value . No t v:a.Bd 
wilh dinner specials. Expires 9/30/91 Please pre&ent I 
coupon when o rdering. A 15% gratUity to !.he lOLaI I 
chock will be added berore discounl. 
Coupon good for whole party I 
Fine ItaHan Cuisine Sleaks & Seafood I 
50 WharfSt. Portland, ME 774-6000 I ---------------
865 ForeSI~~enue 
Ticket Info. 773-6886 
Entertainment Hotline 775-2494 
Cure 
"C'.", COIICER TS 
TONITE ~ BIG BAMBU 
(late addition) 
FRI 9/20 ~ TIGER'S BAKU 
SAT 9/21 ~ AMBASSA 
SUN 9/22 ~ TBA 
THU 9/26 ~ DAVE MALLET 
FRI 9/27 ~ MR_ THING 
SAT 9/28 ~ BONEHEADS 
Cult ... Depeche Mode Jesus Jones BS2's EMF New Order Clash U2 REM 
427 FORE ST. PORTLAND 772-t983 
-' 
r 
24 usco Bay Weekly 
484 Stevens Ave. 
Pat's Meat Mart has been a 
part of Greater Portland for 4 
generations, 80 years. 
With our recent expansion, 
customers continue to 
disco\IeT the reasons for our 
success. At Pat's we 
consistantly provide high 
quality products at uery 
competetive prices, a bright 
environment and 
pleasant service. 
So Do Discover 
For Yourself! 
The following Fall Arts Preview Includes stage, music and 
visual arts listings for Portland area organizations. Along 
with a brief description, you'll find a schedule of each 
organization's fall events and a number to call for more 
Information. You'll also find a couple of Introductions to 
local arts celebs. Read. Clip. Save. And enjoy. 
SCHOOLHOUSE 
ARTS CENTER AT 
SEBAGO LAKE 
The Schoolhouse provides 
opportunites for creating and 
exploring the arts for all 
members of the community 
through classes in acting, voice, 
puppet-making, dance, 
photography, mime, drawing, 
sculpture, computer graphicS 
and sewing. It also runs a year· 
round children's theatre, 
"Kids' Curtain Call," as well as 
two community theatres: 
Schoolhouse Arts Center and 
the Embassy Players. Located 
at the intersection of routes 114 
and 35 in Sebago Lake ViIIage, 
tel. 642-3743. 
"Winnie the Pooh" Sept. 20 at 7:30 
p.m., Sept. 21 at 10 a.m., Sept. 22 at 
2. 
TBA Oct. 3-13, Fri, Sat & Sun: Call for 
details. 
"Dirty Works In High Place." Nov. 
8,9,15.16.22,23 at 7:30 p.m .• Nov. 
10. 17.24at2:Ateenagemelodrama. 
"A Chrl.tmas Carol" Dec. 5-22 
(Thurs. Fri & Sat at 8 p.m .• Sun 2): 





The company aims to 
provide opportunities for 
children of all ages to experi-
ence and participate in the 
creation of live theatre. The 
theatre also sponsors The 
Young Playwrights' Contest, 
open to anyone 18 or younger. 
Deadline is March 1; CTM wiII 
produce entries judged to be of 
the highest caliber. For more 
info, call Executive Director 
Lisa DiFranza at '22.A Free St., 
Portland 04104, tel. 874-0371. 
"Jack and the Beanstalk" Nov. 9. 
10. t6 & 17,times TBA: Adapted by 
Charles Ludlum. CTM presents a 
lively. contemporary version of the 
timeless fairy tale. Produced in 
collaboration with King Middle School. 
where it will be performed: 92 Deering 
Ave .• Portiand. Tix: cheap. TBA. 
"Yes, Yes, No, No, the Solace of 
SoIstic. Apogee/Perlg .... Bestlall 
Celestial Holiday Show" Dec. 14-
31. times TBA: A refreshing look at 
the ho~days. written by Tony Kushner. 
with Christmas carols. dance and 
masques. Produced at Porteous. 




Celebration Barn is 
primarily a theatre school with 
workshops in summer and a 
theatre open to the public June 
through October. Performances 
feature the participants in 
workshops. Started in 15172 by 
Tony Montanaro. Located in 
South Paris, Stock Farm Road, 
just off Route 117 North. All 
performances start at 8 p.m. 
Seats arc available on a first 
come, first served basis. Tix: 55 
adults, $2.50 children 12 and 
under, unless otherwise noted. 
For more info call 743-8452. 
Fred Garbo & Friends Sept. 21: 
Whether he's juggling six rings at 
once, balancing a running chain saw 
on his chin. or posing as a zany 
French chef. Fred Garbo is the 
consummate vaudevillian. He is an 
amazing and imaginative comedian. 
dazzling audiences with mime. 
mischief and magic. He will be joined 
by guest instructors from the Antic 
Arts Invitational Workshop. 
"Dark Tale." Oct. 10-Nov. 2: A 
celebration and connection to the 
archetypal past of pagan belief and 
superstition - a past where the dead 
come to life. and rational life trips and 
falls into the chasm of imagination. 
Mime. magic. dance, fire. juggling. 
shadow play. special effects, scary 
stories, dark humor and visitors from 




"Shoestring Theatre is a 
community theatre," says 
founder Nancey Parker, "not 
just a puppet theatre. We are a 
resource for the neighborhood, 
but the neighborhood is also a 
resource for us. The people on 
stage wearing the masks are 
from this neighborhood, and 
that sort of dedication to a non-
paying community enterprise 
is very gratifying." Parker's 
theatre is based on Brackett 
Street in Portland. 
Work In Progress Sept. 21: 
Performance at Common Ground 
Fair. 
Halloween Performance Oct. 31: 
Performance immediately following 
Halloween parade oUlSide People's 
Building. 155 Brackett Sireet. 
PorUand. 
"A Christmas Carol" Dec. 14: 
Performance with West End 
Children's Workshop at the Christmas 
Fair. 
·Other performances TBA on Peaks 
Island and elsewhere around Portiand 




Mad Horse is a resident 
ensemble creating innovative 
productions that often explore 
archetypes and offer stirring 
perspectives on the human 
condition. Performances are 
Thurs-Saturday at 8 p.m., Sun 
at 7. Located at 955 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Tix: $15, $13 for 
students .I< seniors. Reserva-
tions are required; call 797-
3338. 
"The P .. slon of Dracula" Sept. 26-
Oct. 20: By Bob Hall and David 
Richmond's ageless legend of sex, 
death. and rebirth. Mad Horse 
explores the mythic power of the 
feminine Dracula. 
"A Life In the Theater" Nov. 21-Dec. 
15: David Mamers delightful spoof 
which follows two actors through the 
ups and downs of their careers in the 
theatre. 
"In Perpetuity Throughout the 
Unlv.,.." Feb. 6-March 1: Eric 
Overmye(s strange. sinister comedy 
about ghost-writers tuming out hate· 
books for powerful bigots. 
"Dark River" April 2-26: A world 
premiere by Mad Horse playwright in 
residence Martin Jones. Greed and 
self'deception plunge a Maine family 
into tragedy anda town into ecological 
disaster. 
"Born Yesterday" May 28-June 21: 
Garson Kanin's hilarious. classic. 
American comedy thatpils innocence 
::>:::'" ~ru.,., .• ";~ 
BATES COLLEGE 
The college presents over 
300 arts events throughout the 
year including theatre; 
classical, folk/ethnic and jazz 
concerts; several film series; a 
contradance series; and annual 
performances by Bates Modern 
Dance Company, guest artists 
and the annual Bates Dance 
Festival. The college is adjacent 
to College Street in Lewiston. 
Call 786~158 for more info. 
Stage Schedule 
Bat •• Mod.rn Dance Comp.ny 
Sepl20-21. 8:15p.m.: A sampling of 
colorful dance works presented by 
company members. Free. but 
advance reservations suggesled to 
ensure seating. At Schaeffer Theater. 
Ian MacKintosh Sept. 26. 7:30 p.m.: 
The folk singer and instrumentalist 
Irom Glasgow. Scolland. will perform 
traditional and contemporary music 
from the British Isles.lhe United Slates 
and beyond on long-neck banjo and 
concertina. AI Chase Hall Lounge. 
Tix: $1. 
Grac. Paley Oct. 28. 8 p.m.: Award-
winning fICtion writer and poet Paley 
will read Irom her works in Chase Hall 
Lounge. Free. 
"The Clouds" Nov. 8-10& 15-17at8 
p.m .• Sun at 2: Aristophanes' classic 
Greek comedy. which deals with the 
foibles of higher education. Directed 
by Paul Kuntz. professor of theater at 
Bates College. At Schaeffer Theatre. 
Tix: $4 & $2. 
Kevin Shone, a member of I Have No Control Productions, 
refuses to give up the ghost. 
I HAVE NO CONTROL PRODUCTIONS 
This company aims to change the face of American theatre - or 
at least give it a nose job, to create affordable theatre for people 
who have no affordable theatre, and to make sure that all its 
productions are a little bit better than "Wheel of Fortune." For 
reservations or more info, call 879-0070. 
Comedy at the Cave Every Thursday 8 p.m.: Improvisational theatre. The Cave, 
29112 Forest Ave .. Portland. Tix: $3. 
"Big Breasted Chain-Smoking Girls" Sept. 20-25. 7 p.m. :Aone-woman comedy 
delight. The Wherehouse. 29 Forest Ave. Tix: $9.99. 
"Waiting for Godot" Nov. 19-27.7 p.m.: Samuel Beckett's tragicomedy in two acts. 
The Wherehouse. 29 Forest Ave. Tix : $10. 
"The Brady Bunch Live" Opening ea~y December: New England premier with 
new episodes every week. 
"The Little Prince" Sal & Sun afts through December: Antoine de Saint-Exupery's 
classic parable. 
• continued on page 26 
Daniel McCusker gives himself a hand In "Lee-Den." 
The art of conversation: 
Ram Island Dance Company's Daniel McCusker 
Daniel McCusker grew up in New York City. 
He had been working there as an independent 
choreographer when Ram Island Dance Com-
pany came to New York to perform. They were 
presented at the Dance Theater Workshop where 
McCusker's work had also been presented, and 
McCusker was impressed. In 1985 McCusker was 
passing through Portland on his way to vacation 
in New Brunswick. He had never been to 
Portland before. He was ready for a change, and 
the position of artistic director at Ram Island was 
available. 
MM: So just like that you decided to stay? 
DM: Yup. I thought it was a beautiful place, 
and there was a reason to be here. There was 
something to do that was already in place. There 
was a dance company that was doing things. 
MM: How much did you know about Ram 
[sland Dance? 
DM: Not a lot, but word had it that Ram 
Island was an interesting company outside of 
New York doing interesting things. It's always 
been a repertory company, so as well as doing 
the work of their own artistic director, they were 






names I knew from New York who did work that 
interested me. Obviously, I thought, there's a 
sophisticated dance audience in Portland, as well 
as dancers able to do that kind of work. 
MM: What do you feel is the spirit of Ram 
Island Dance? 
DM: The most interesting thing about the 
organization to me is that it has evolved over the 
course of 20 years. It started out as a school, 
turned into a dance company, which was 
primarily a repertory company, and then it 
became a presenting organization. By that [ mean 
that it hires other companies to come here and 
perform. It's a very different thing from just 
maintaining a resident company here in Maine. 
MM: What does the future hold for the 
company? 
DM: Well, it's no secret that times are hard. 
We've made a very conscious decision at this 
point to shrink and to concentrate our resources 
on fewer things, especially the things that we feel 
the most commitment to - the idea of a resident 
modern dance company in Maine, and a 
children's dance program. We're now running a 
program of 21 children's classes a week. The 
classes are taught by members of the company, 
or former company members, or people who 
have moved to Portland after their own perform-
ing careers have ended. So for now, anyway, we 
won't be presenting other companies. 
MM: So what's maintaining your interest in 
Ram Island? 
DM: In a nutshell, what's interesting to me is 
that we're trying to support the creation of 
original dance works by people who live here in 
Portland.l\' s really going to be a resident dance 
company creating new works. 
MM: Times are hard, and everyone in the 
dance world is broke. What keeps you so in love 
with what you're doing? 
DM: WeIl,-dance is something I care passion-
ately about. It's part of a tradition of things that 
are very personal- and therefore exceedingly 
rare in today's world. It's so human. You can't 
learn to dance from a textbook or a computer 
program. You can only learn to dance from other 
people. It's a very personal means of communica-
tion, and it forms deeply personal connections. 
[mplicit in that is a set of values that is disappear-
ing in the modern world. Dance is a small-scale 
activity, like a craft. You learn it from somebody 
who in tum learned it from another generation 
before them, and you pass it on to the next 
generation. That's pretty rare these days. Most of 
us don't have that. There's this whole built-in 
sense of history and connection. 
MM: How does this relate to Portland? 
DM: That's easy. Portland - all of Maine-
is still small enough that a person's activities can 
make a difference. It's not like NYC where there 
are a million other dancers running around 
clamoring to do things and annihilate each other. 
There's not that franticness here, and people give 
you an opportunity to have an idea, and think 
with you about how to make it become a reality. 
For example, last year I had this idea: 
Wouldn't it be interesting to perform in art 
galleries? And the community said yes. So we 
performed at the Barridoff, Hobe Sound and 
Dean Velentgas. [t was really interesting to do 
things in those spaces. For one thing, people 
don't have the same expectations as they do in a 
theater. That gives you the freedom to try some 
unusual things - to take a risk, in other words. 
MM: What's your biggest challenge this fall? 
DM: At this point, just to survive. And that's 
very real for dance - not just Ram Island, but 
dance in Maine. It's having a very difficult time. 
There are fewer and fewer sources of income for 
it. For instance, none of us was funded by the 
Maine Arts Commission this year. But that's a 
long and drawn~>ut tale of woe. But tales of woe 
notwithstanding, generations will teach other 
generations how to dance, and as Zorba the 
Greek said, "As long as there's dance, there's 
life." 
Margot McWilliams 
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ADULT CLASSES 
Ongoing through November 3 
NANCY ETNIER Beg/lnt Modern Tues + Thurs 945-1\15 
GWYIIETN JOIIES Inter/Adv Modern Man + Wed 945-1\30 
Int Modern Man + Wed 530.700 
DAIIIEL MCCUSKER Inter Ballet Friday 945-11 30 
Beg/lnl Ballet Tuesday 530.700 
STEPHANIE LEIGHTON Beg Modern Thursday 600-730 
Individual cla.ses: $7; prepay for 8 cla.ses: $4S 
CHILDREN'S CLASSES 
Fall term begins this week 
Modern Dance • Ballet • Tap Dance 
Creative Movement • Dance Access 
Parent-Child Movement 
ALSO: 
MASTER CLASS IN AFRICAN DANCE 
Monday, September 23 
With Arthur Hall. 600PM $10. Call to register. 
Offered in collaboration with Por~and Concert Association 
RAM ISLAND DANCE CO. PERFORMS 
WITH BERG, JONES & SARVIS 
October 17, 18, 19 800PM 
Por~and Performing Arts Center 
Proud Recipients of the 
Gourmet Diner's Club of 
America's Silver Spoon 
Award two years running 
Dinnerseroed daily 5 - Wpm 
OPEN YEAR ROUND 
26 Casco Bay Weekly 
EVERYMAN 
SHOULD HAVE 
A DENIM SHIRT 
MOD-Sat 9-5, Tburs 9-8, 
191 Main st., 
Saco 283-1400 
"Traditional outfitrers 
for men and women. " 
Look for the opening of our 
new location in October! OPEN SUNDAYS 
... -Putumayo'§ Fall II Collection 
··~ lrupired /iJ Russian MotIfs.,. 
Clothing that'S beautiful and affordable! 
• 
Amaryllis Clothing Co. 
4j exchange St, Portland, ME 04101 
772-4439 
polJ'klno' stamp. available. open ·tll 9 thurs-.a t 
~efore or .9Lfter 
the· Show 
'Dinners in tlie Spot{iglit 
• Sauteea salmon 
• '.BaK..eti stuffeti sfirimp 
• 'lJroi£etf fiatUfocK.. 
• ~ikt mignon 
• Sautua cfiic/(gn tfiigfis 
'Desserts for Curtain Caf{ 
• Sweet potato pu. 
• Cfiocofate mousse 
• ~£ourftss cfiocofate cali:! 
• Lemon ricotta cfieesecali:! 
• 5'lni more! 
. .. 
Seafood f£mEorium 
- Outaoor cafe - ~~'W 
Serving Lunch & Dinner 1l:30am-llpm 
Lounge Hours 11:30am-lam 
425 Fore Street. Old Port, Portland· 772-7713 
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PORTLAND 
STAGE COMPANY 
Portland Stage is Maine's 
unofficial state theatre, and as 
such, it endeavors to open the 
stage experience to everyone. 
Pay-What-You-Can offers 50 
tickets for the 9 p.m_ perfor-
mance the first Saturday of 
each month. They're available 
beginning one week prior to 
the performance and can be 
purchased for any amount the 
patron feels he or she can 
afford . Rush Tickets are sold 
for half price and are available 
10 minutes prior to curtain at 
all regularly scheduled 
performances. Free Post-
Performance Humanities 
Discussions follow the first 
Sunday matinee of each 
prod uction, and bring re-
nowned scholars from around 
the country to discuss plays 
with the audience (or anyone 
else who wants to attend). 
Curtain Call Discussions give 
audiences the opportunity to 
speak with actors and PSC 
staff, and follow the second 
Sunday matinee. Informal 
Brown Bag Lunch Discussions 
with members of staff and 
visiting artists will also be 
offered this season. Located in 
the Portland Performing Arts 
Center, 25A Forest Ave., 
Portland, box office tel. 774-
0465. 
"Goblin Market" Oct. 29-Nov. 17 : A 
chamber musical by Polly Pen and 
Peggy Harmon, in which Christina 
Rosselli's lush and evocative 
Victorian poem comes to life. "Goblin 
Market' tells the story of two adult 
sisters who , returning to their 
childhood nursery, embark on an 
enchanted and perilous journey 
through memory and imagination. 
"My Chlldr.nl My Africa!" Dec. 3-
22 : This work by South African 
playwright Athol Fugard probes the 
devastaling legacy of apartheid and 
"The Mandrake" Jan. 7-26 : Niccolo 
Machiavelli's hilarious look at the 
corrupt side of all of us in a new 
adaptation by Wallace Shawn. 
"Fool for Love" Feb. II -March I : 
Sam Shepard's passionate love story. 
"Th. Substance of Fire" March 10-
29. Exciting new off-Broadway hit by 




The Portland Ballet Co. 
honors the tradition of ballet 
classics - like 'The Nut-
cracker" and "Coppelia" - as 
well as premieres of new 
works. The Portland School of 
Ballet, its affiliate, offers a 
complete education for both 
professional and recreational 
dancers and a creative move-
ment program for 3 1/2 to 8-
year-olds. For info on either, 
call 772-9671. 341 Cumberland 
Ave., Portland, 04101. 
"The Nutcracker" Dec. 5-22,8 p.m., 
matinees at 2: Youth concerts Dec. 
12 & 19 atl0 a.m. At City Theater in 
Biddeford, 205 Main St., Biddeford, 
tel. n2-967 I till Nov 23rd,282-0849 
Nov. 25-Dec. 22 . 
John Ferrell of FIgures of Speech Theatre gets all dolled up 
In a scene from "Whosls." 
FIGURES OF SPEECH THEATRE 
Figures of Speech is a small touring company that does original 
work combining different stage media for adults and kids. The 
company, which is 1 0 years old, travels allover the world to theatre 
or experimental theatre venues and puppetry festivals. It's based in 
Freeport; for more info call 865-6355. Both show below will be 
performed at Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, 
Tix: TBA. 
"Whosls"Oct. 1 D, 1 t & 12, 8 pm .. "Whosls' strides into the light with asong , "Three 
Old Ladies Locked in a Laval'ry: one of the quirky vaudeville numbers taught to 
a daughter by her alcoholic falher. And so begins a journey through the labyrinth 
of memory that swings from dark, slapstick humor to riveting visual metaphor. 
"Cupid and Psyche" Oct. 13,2 p.m.: The company approaches Ihis mesmerizing 
clasSIC with both respect and playful irreverence. The result is an entertaining 
collage of romance, drama and outrageous humor. Intricately carved, three-foot 
tall puppets portray Cupid and Psyche, while the dynamiC roles of Greek gods are 
played by actors in sensational costumes. 
THE PORTLAND 
LYRIC THEATER 
Lyric Theatre strives to 
provide musical entertainment 
for the community and to 
encourage young people to 
become involved in musical 
productions. The theatre, 
which only presents musicals, 
split off from Portland Players 
39 years ago , Tix: $11, matinees 
$9. 176 Sawyer Street, South 
Portland, tel. 799-1421 or 799-
6509, 
"George M!" Sept. 27-Qct. 13 - Fri, 
Sat at 8 p.m., Sun matinee at 2:30 : A 
melodious montage of music from 
the prolific pen of George M. Cohen, 
a master of American musical 
comedy. 
·Where's Charley?" Nov. 15-30 -
Fri, Sat at 8 p.m., Sun matinee at 
2:30: The musical version of Brandon 
Thomas' "Chartey's Aunt,' George 
Abbott and Frank Loesser's only 
collaboration is a hilarious parody of 
Victorian social lunacy. 
USM THEATRE 
DEPARTMENT 
The department presents a 
broad experience of plays, 
providing audiences a well-
rounded exposure to theatre 
arts. This year the department 
will start presenting lectures 
proViding background to plays 
or their themes. Unless 
otherwise noted, performances 
below are at 7:30 p.m., mati-
nees at 4 , Call 780-5147 for 
more info. 
"True West" Oct. II, 12, 13, 16-19,20 
& Oct 12, 13, 19& 20 mats : Directed 
by Mary Ellen O'Hara. Lab Theatre. 
Student Performing Artists Oct. 25 , 
26 & 27: One-act plays. Lab Theatre. 
"Medea" Nov. 8, 9, la, 14-t7 & Nov 
10, 17 mats : Directed by Professor 
Clark. Mainstage. 
"A Night of illusion and Fantasty 
with Junior Rocha, Brazilian 
Mime" Nov. 22, 23, 24 & Nov. 24 
mat: Mainstage. 
Original One-Act Plays Dec. 5, 6, 7 
& 8: Directed by Professors Stump & 
Kilroy. Lab Theatre . 
THE PORTLAND 
PLAYERS 
This organization is 
dedicated to the development 
and fostering of an interest in 
dramatic arts, the creative 
expression of those arts and the 
encouragement and apprecia-
tion of community participa-
tion in all of the theatre's 
activities , All volunteer, lots of 
roles available; call 799-7337. 
Thaxter Theatre, 420 Cottage 
Rd., South Portland, tel. 799-
7337 or 799-7338. 
"Pump Boys and Dinettes" Oct. 4, 5, 
6, II, 12, 13, 18, 19, 25, 26: This 
rollicking musical - written by John 
Foley, Mark Hardwick, Debra Monk, 
Cass Morgan, John Schimmel and 
Jim Wann - embodies the value of 
friendship and life'ssimple pleasures. 
"The Sunshine Boys" Nov. 29, 30 & 
Dec. 1,6, 7,8,13,14: Neil Simon's 
play about a reunion of two elderly 
ex-vaudevillians with a natural 
antipathy for each other. A touching 




Vintage Rep is a small 
professional touring company 
based in Portland. It focuses on 
presenting thought-provoking 
and entertaining theatre. The 
trio also does private bookings. 
Call Jane Bergeron at 828-4654 
for more info. 
One-Act Plays Beginning Oct. 2: One-
acts at cafe no, every other 
Wednesday night at 8 p.m. Tix : $5: 
"The Private Ear" Oct.2& 13: Play by 
Peter Shaffer, author of "Equus: 
"The Public Eye" Oct. 16 and 30: 
Another by Peter Shaffer. 
"Sony Wrong Number" Oct. 30 : A 
one-act thriller of Hitchock fame. 
"Zoo Story" Dec. t 1 : Edward Albee's 
harrowing drama of an accidental 
meeting of two men in New York's 
Central ParI\. 
"A Child's Christmas In Wales" Dec. 
18: Dylan Thomas classic. 
"The Good Doctor" Oct. 4 at8 p.m. & 
Oct. 6 at 6 p.m. : Neil Simon's comedy 
based on the life and wori<s of Anton 
Chekhov. At Saco RiverGrange Hall, 
Salmon Falls Road, Bar Mills. Tix: $6 
seniors, $9 general public . For 
reservations call 929-5233. 
PORTLAND 
FOLK CLUB 
The club is comprised of 
people who love traditional 
and contemporary folk music 
and who make an effort to 
reach a wide audience by 
coordinating a concert series 
and two monthly music swaps, 
held at the Swedenborgian 
Church, the first and third 
Tuesdays of every month at 
7:30 p ,m., 302 Stevens Ave., 
Portland. For more info call 
Charlie Ipcar at 773-9549. 
Schooner Fare Oct. II , 8 p.m. : 
Amnesty International presents 
Maine's favorite sons of the sea in a 
benefit concert at Pickard Theater, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Tix: $ t 0 
in advance, $12atdoor, $5 for seniors 
& students, accompanied children 
under 12 free . For more info or 
reserva/ions call 832-6863. 
Priscilla Herdman Oct. 26, 8 p.m.: 
Hear Herdman's clear, compelling 
voice and selections of new and old 
songs. At USM's Luther Bonn~y 
Auditorium, Portland. Tlx : $8 In 
advance, $10 at door, children half-
price. For more info or reservations, 
call n3-3185. 
Jackson Gillman Nov. 9, 8 p.m.: 
Gillman will try out new material at 
USM's Luther Bonney Auditorium, 
Portland. Tix: $6 in advance, $8 at 
door, children half-price . For more 
info or reservations call n3-9549. 
Christine Lavin et al: Nov. 23, 8 p.m.: 
"On a Winter's Night 112,' an evening 
of contemporary folk music with Lavin , 
David Buskin, Pany Larkin and Cliff 
Ebardhardt. At the First Parish 
Church, 425 Congress St. , PorUand. 
For more info or reservations call 
354-8928. 
Judith Black, storyteller, deals with her food Issues. 
1991 NEW ENGLAND 
STORYTELLING FESTIVAL 
The festival offers eight of the most dynamic storytellers in the 
country who will speak to you in the poetry of face, voice, ~dy, 
laughter, music and movement, The storytellers - Carol BIrch, 
Judith Black, Bill Harley, David Neufeld, Stephen .Stearns, Susan 
Klein &: Jackson Gillman - will perform at the Wmslow Home~ 
Center for the Arts at Scarborough High School, one-quarter mlie 
west of Route 1 and the Oak Hill Burger King in Scarborough. 
Make checks payable to New England Storytelling Festival, P.O. 
Box 112, Peaks Island 04108. For more info or reservations, call 883-
4723, 
"Storl .. of the Supernatural: straight From the Hypnotic" Oct. 25,10 a.m.-
noon: Halloween's coming up; get ready with this collection?f eene, scary and 
funny stories (some of which may be unsuitable for young chIldren) . 
"AnImal Talea: straight From the Hippodrome" Oct. 26,12:30-2 p.m.: Coyote 
vs. Man, Mouse vs. Mountain, Dog vs. Hunger, and others. 
Maine's Finest Student Storytellers Oct. 26, 12:30-2 p.m.: These young 
performers are the best of the best, from allover the state. RISIng stars. 
"Dreama and Heroes: Straight From the Harp" Oct. 26, 2:30-4:30 p.m.: We all 
have dreams and adventures can make heroes out of the most unusual people. 
"Comedy Ext~aVaganza: Straight From the Hyper" Oct. 26, 7:30-9:30 p.m.: 
Adults, don't miss this one. Tix: 48 adults, $5 chIldren t 2 and under, avaIlable In 
advance or at door. 
THE THEATER 
PROJECT 
The Theatre Project, 25 
years old, strives to provide 
theatre of the highest quality to 
people from kindergarten and 
up - through classes, shows, 
special events, touring pro-
grams and other activities, The 
Project is comprised of The 
Theater Project Company, a 
year-round professional 
theater; The Young People's 
Theater, Maine's only touring 
theater by and for young 
people; The Second Stage, 
community theater, Located at 
14 School St., Brunswick, tel. 
729-8584, 
Th. Theater Project Company 
"Th. Boys Next Door" Oct. 25-Nov. 
1 t (Thurs-Sat, 8 p.m., Sun 2): Tom 
Griffin's funny and poignant account 
of four men, three retarded and one 
schizophrenic, who live together and 
share a counselor while struggling 
with suocess and failure.A moving 
and honest picture of this population 
and their relationship to others. Tix: 
$10; $8 for students & seniorcitizens. 
The Young People's Theater 
"Just So Stories" Nov. 16-18&23-24 
(Thurs-Fri, 7:30 p.m. & Sun, 2 p.m.: 
Rudyard Kipling's -The Elephant 
Child: 'How the Whale Got HIS 
Throat" & "The Beginning of the 
Armadilloes' are three of the stories 
presented . An hour of lively 
entertainment lor the whole lamlly. 
Tix : $5 adults, $3 children. 
The Second Stage 
"The Phantom Tollbooth" Dec. 7-9 
& 14-16 (Thurs-Fri, 7:30 p.m. & Sun, 
2: Follow Milo on his adventures 
through Dictionopolies, Digitopolis 
and The Land of Ignorance in this 
adaptation of Norton Juster's 
wonderful story by Susan Nanus. 
Entertainment for the whole family. 




Members of Ram Island Dance perform "No Handle." 
The chorus is a 90-member 
choral group who love to sing 
and perform a variety of music. 
No formal auditions for 
membership; director meets 
with each prospective member 
to determine section placement 
and vocal range. The chorus is 
seeking new members through 
Sept. 25 who have interest in 
and some knowledge of choral 
music. For more info, contact 
PCC at P.O, Box 10005, 
Portland 04104, tel. 892-9437. 
RAM ISLAND DANCE 
Ram Island is a resident dance company that supports the 
creation of new works by local artists. It also runs a children's 
dance program. Located in Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A 
Forest Ave., Portland, tel. 773-2562, 
Faculty Show Oct. 4, 8 p.rn. : At Bowdoin Coliege's Picard Theater in Brunswick. 
Free. 
Ram Island Dance Co. & Berg, Jones & Sarvis Oc!. 17-19,8 p.m.: Ram Island 
and B, J & S share a concert at Por~and Perfonning Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. 
Fri & Sat shows $10, Thurs $7. Call 773-2562 for reservatIons. . . 
McCusker's New Work fn Progress Nov. 16,7 p.m.: ShOWIng In the studIO by 
Artistic Director Daniel McCusker at Ram Island Dance, 25A Forest Ave. 
"Broadway and Beyond" Nov. 9, 
7:30 p.m.: Featuring works by Barry 
Manilow, Andrew Lloyd Webber, 
Benjamin Britten and others. Among 
the music to be performed are: 
"Abraham, Marlin & John: "Old Man 
River: & 'Lullaby of Broadway: At 
PorUand High School Auditorium. For 
info call 892-9437 or 639-4132. 
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A LITTLE PIECE OF ART: 
Handmade Cards by American Artists 
Cards that are as much a 
gift as a greeting -
worthy of framing. 




BANGOR HANOVER PORTLAND 
The Portland Campus is offering 
Theological Study for Laity and Clergy 
Non-degree Workshops 
Portland Evening 
Workshops begin October 1 
• Carl Jung: Depth Psychology as Spiritual 
Experience and Exercise 
(Tuesday, 5:30-7:00 PM, non-credit workshop) 
Rabbi Harry Sky 
• The Illuminations of Hildegard of Bingen 
(Tuesday, 7:30-9:00 PM, non-credit workshop) 
Dr. Carol Kerr 
For more information, or to pre-register, 
call Admission Officer, 
1-800-287-6781 
GET 
FIT ........ ~ 
FALL 
3 MONTHS ONLY 
offer good thru September 29.1991 
Portland A Regency 
HEALTH CLUB 
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054 
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INSTOCK MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT FOR POrrERS 
Ct, 
("C-t-/ . cones Contact Chris PORTlAND POnERY SUPPLY 
8 Fox Street 
~I,.,! IL '---- : ~~;s ~/ • materials (off Washington Ave., Intown side of brtdge) , F=i ~,\. equipment 800-539-4301 or 772-3273 t---t.. M-F 9-5 oWED 8-8 oSAT 9-12 
TARPS 
Custom made tarps for protection 
from the elements in a wide 
variety of colors and fubrics, 
Service, repair & alteration available, 
Leavitt & Parris Inc, 
free estimates, installation & delivery 
883·4184 • 448 Payne Rd" Scarborough 




FAD:C .~: .. ,i.4»-.< 
5 VISITS ONLY $15 
10 VISITS ONLY $25 
8 EXCHANGE STREET 
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THE ORATORIO 
CHORALE 
The chorale's members seek 
musical growth and the joy of 
making music together. Under 
professional direction, they are 
committed to presenting public 
performances of the highest 
quality. This is an auditioned 
chorale that sings music from 
Monteverdi to Rodgers & 
Hammerstein. State Street 
Church in Portland. Call 725-
7103 for info. 
Hanelel'. "Messiah- Dec. 6: Time 
TBA, State Street Church, 159 State 
St., Portland. Dec. 7; Time and place 
TBA in the Bath-Brunswick area. 
LA ARTS 
LA Arts' mission is to 
integrate the arts into the fabric 
of everyday life in central 
Maine through public perfor-
mance series listed below-
which aim to present a broad, 
multicultural view of the world 
to audiences - and through 
educational programs, adult 
community artists' residencies, 
and serving as a community 
resource for arts programming, 
Located at 36 Oak St., Lewiston 
04240, tel. 782-7228, 
Walt Michael & Co, Oct. 26, 2 p.m.: 
"Music Across the Pond: traditional 
and original string band music from 
folk to Cellic to a cappella gospel and 
bluegrass. Featured instrument of 
group is hammer dulcimer. At United 
Baptist Church in Lewiston. Tix: $6 
for adulls, $4 for children & senior 
citizens. 
Luci. Therrl.n - La MUllique Nov. 
9, 2 p.m.: Chanteuse whose 
pertormance will celebrate the Franco 
American heritage and trace the 
evolution of French Quebec music 
from France to Quebec to New 
Wengland. Selecitons include 
traditional, Acadian, Chansonnier, 
contemporary .and original songs. At 
United Baptist Church in Lewiston. 
Tix: $6 for adults, $4 for children & 
senior citizens. 
Mut .... of Big Band Latin: Mario 
Bauza, Paquito D'Rivera & 2G-
Plec. Big Band Nov. 23, 8 p.m.: 
King of Cuban jazz, Mario Bauza, 
and songstress Graciella join forces 
with the hoHest rising staron the Latin 
jazz scene, Paquito D'Rivera . At 
Lewiston Armory. Tix : $12 & $14. 
Paul Winter Consort Dec. 7, 8 p.m. : 
"Songs of Peace From Around the 
World." Unique combination of jazz 
and pop. At Peter & Paul Church. Tix: 
$16&518. 
BATES COLLEGE 
Bates College presents over 
300 arts events throughout the 
year including theatre; 
classical, folk/ethnic and jazz 
concerts; several film series; a 
contradance series; and annual 
performances by Bates Modem 
Dance Company, guest artists 
and the annual Bates Dance 
The Portland String Quartet: Stephen Kecskemethy 
(violin), Ronald Lantz (violin), Julia Adams (viola) and Paul 
Ross (violoncello) are entering their 23rd season as an 
ensemble. 
THE LARK SOCIETY FOR 
CHAMBER MUSIC 
The LARK Society for Chamber Music is a non-profit organiza-
tion whose purpose is to provide high quality chamber music in 
Maine by supporting performances and ed ucational activities of the 
Portland String Quartet. Tix: $45 for complete season, $13 per 
concert, $7 seniors over 60 & students under 12. Concerts are held 
at the Pendred Noyce Auditorium in Dana Health Education 
Center, Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St., Portland , P,O. Box 
11, Portland 04112, tel. 761-1522, 
Oct, 11, 8 p.m.: Mozart's Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, K. 525; Hindemilh's String 
. Quartet No. 1 (1919) ; Dvorak's Quartet in F Major, Op. 76 ("American"). 
Nov, 17,3 p,m,: Mozart's Quarterin F Maior, K. 168; Dvorak's Piano Quintet in A 
Major, Op. 81: Carlos Surinach's String Quartet (1976) . 
Festival. The college is adjacent 
to College Street in Lewiston. 
Call 786-6158 for more info. 
Concert Schedule 
Th. 1991-92 Bat •• Colleg. 
Conc.rt Series Sept. 27, 8 p.m.: 
Noted pianist Alan Feinberg in a 
pertormance of American music of 
the Romantic period, including works 
by Edward MacDowell, Percy 
Grainger and others. At Olin Arts 
Center Concert Hall. Tix : $10, $5 for 
students & senior citizens. 
The Muss.ltones Sept. 28, 8 :30 p.m.: 
The folk trio will pertorm on fiddle, 
accordion, bones and piano for an 
evening of traditional New England 
contra, circle and square dances plus 
waltzes and polkas, with caller Jack 
Carrol. At Chase Hall Lounge. Tix: 
$4. 
The Maine Chamb.r Ensembl. Oct. 
4, 8 p.m. : Under conductor Peter 
Frewen, the ensemble will perform 
Wagner's "Siegfried Idyll,· Copland's 
"Appalachian Spring" and Mozart's 
Piano Concerto No.9, featuring guest 
artist Duncan Cumming as soloist. At 
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall. Tix : 
510, $5 students. 
William Matthaws' "Alleluia" Oct. 
fl , 8 p.m.: Flutist and composer 
William Matthews, associate 
professor 01 music at Bates, will 
present the premiere of" Alleluia," his 
new work for flute and computer; and 
a selection of early American flute 
melodies and Bach's B-Minor Suite, 
for which hewill be joined bya student 
string ensemble. At Olin Art Center 
Concert Hall . Free. 
Marlon R. And .... on Oct. 25, 8 p.m.: 
Anderson, organist and associate 
professor of music at Bates College, 
w~1 per10rm a program of music by 
Buxtehude, Bath and American 
composers. At Bates College Chapel. 
Free. 
Th. Bat .. CoII.g. Choir Nov. 15-
17, 8 p.m.: Heinrich Schutz's 
Christmas Oratorio and Hayd's "Lord 
Nelson" Mass, under the direction of 
John Corrie olthe Bates music facutty. 
AtOtinArts Center Concert HaJl. Free. 
'Th. Bat.s Noonday Concert 
Serin runs through the fall, 
presenting various classicat 
musicians every Tuesday at 12:30 
p.m. in Olin Arts Center Concert Hall. 





The club was established as 
a smaller venue to present a 
wide range of singer / 
songwriters, traditional 
performers, and performers 
from the British Isles and 
Canada on a regular basis. The 
club seeks to present new faces 
and broaden the range of 
music performed in the 
midcoast area. For more info, 
call Marie Dufresne, director, 
at 729-3185, or write to the club 
in care of the Chocolate 
Church, 804 Washington St., 
Bath 04530. 
J.m Moor. and Arlane Lydon Oct. 
5, 8 p.m. : Program of acoustic world 
music in which Moore and Lydon will 
accompany themselves on hammer 
dulcimer, 12-string guitar, Cellicharp, 
Irishfluleandmore.NewYorksingerl 
songwriter Dave Utter will open. At 
the Chocolate Church, 804 
Washington St., Bath. Tix : $7 in 
advance, $9 at door. For more info 
call 729-3185. 
John Rob .... & Tony Barrand Nov. 
t, 8 p.m.: An outrageous duo with 
their traditional songs from the British 
Isles, routines from the Music Hall, 
and general high Jinks. Pordand duo 
Salem Street will open . At the 
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington 
St., Bath. Tix: $8 in advance, $10 at 
the door. Formoreinfo call 729-3185. 
CasUebay Nov. 29, 8 p.m.: Maine trio 
composed of Julia Lane, Mark McNeil 
& Fred Gosbee, whose love of 
traditional and contemporary music 
from the British Isles always comes 
through clearly, and you can expect 
strong vocal harmony and tasteful 
accompaniment on a veritable 
pawnshop of instruments. At the 
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington 
St., Bath. Tix :$7 in advance, $9at the 
door. For more info call 729-3185. 
Lenny Pickett and his band the Borneo Horns will horn In 
on Portland Perfonnlng Arts' 1992 season, 
PORTLAND PERFORMING 
ARTS CENTER 
PPA is a non-profit organization that presents quality artists of 
an alternative nature - primarily ethnic performers from around 
the world, jazz and some experimental and avant-garde. perform-
ers. PPA's eclectic group of performers - heard in the "Big Sounds 
From All Over" series - are outrageous, eclectic, deliberately and 
gleefully non-mainstream. Tix: available at the PPAC box office at 
25A Forest Ave., tel. 774-0465. 
Multi·Cultural Festlvat Sept. 20·21 : Festivities will include pertormances of ethnic 
music and dance from Maine and around the world, international food-tasting and 
an exhibilion concerning Maine's new refugee communities. Two evenings will 
focus on different ethnic traditions: 
"An Evening in Southeast Asia" Sept. 20, 8 p.m.: Southeast Asian refugees have 
been the most prominent group of new immigrants to Maine during the past 
decade. This concert will feature three of New England's leading proponents of 
traditional Southeast Asian music, all recent refugees who have dedicated 
themselves to the preservations of their native cullures In a new land. 
"Accordions That Shook the World,lI" Sept. 21 , 8 p.m.: Accordions are king in 
many cultures throughout the world, and PPA has followed up on 1990's all· 
accordion extravaganza with a second edition featuring squeezebox players from 
several countries. The master accordionists will offer a hands·on workshop (free 
for licket·holders, $5 for others) at PPAC at 3 p.m. Sept. 21 . Foot-lasting begins 
in the PPA lobby at 7 p.m. both eves. 
"Katie W.bster" Oct. 5,8 p.m.: The Swamp Boogie Queen long ago established 
herself as the Louisiana bayou's premier session pianist. contributing to countless 
recording dates by the likes of Ashton Savoy, Guitar Junior (Lonnie Brooks) & Big 
Chenier. Noted for her mastertul keyboard work , robust vocal style and show· 
stopping power, Webster is a major attraction on the international blues festival 
and nightclub circu~ . 
CHORAL ARTS 
SOCIETY 
The society, in its 19th 
season, is interested in bringing 
a wide variety of great choral 
music to Greater Portland and 
the entire state through both 
small ensembles and the 
Masterworks Chorus. For an 
audition, call manager Lise 
Wagner at 828-0043, or write to 
the society at P.O. Box 8815, 
Portland 04104. 
"Johann •• Brahms: A G.rman 
Requiem" Oct. 13., 3 p.m.: Guest 
conductor Robert Shaw, the world's 
most pre-eminent choral conductor, 
wil conduct the Choral Art Society 
Masterworks Chorus with the PorUand 
Symphony Orchestra. The New Yom 
Times recenlly described Shaw's 
pertormance of Brahms' Requiem as 
perhaps the most memorable musical 
event of the 1990·91 season. At 
Portland City Hall Auditorium, 33 
Myrtle Sl Tix: $9·$28. 
"Mozart: Requl.m" Nov. 19, 7:45 
p.m.: Pertormed by Society chorus & 
soloists and Porlland Symphony 
Orchestra. At Portland City Hall 
Auditorium, 33 Myrtie St. TIX available 
only through the PSO offICe: 773· 
8191 . 
"Chrlstma. Delight: A Choral Art 
Socl.ty Chamber Concert" Dec. 
15,3& 7p.m.: Performed by 20 CAS 
members with organ, piano & 
handbells . At Immanuel Baptist 
Church, 156 High St., Portland. Tix: 





tor of the PSO, says one of the 
81-piece orchestra's most 
important missions is to 
support and to perform 
contemporary music, PSO has 
the highest budget per capita 
of any orchestra in the United 
States, meaning it has the 
smallest population base of any 
orchestra this size, This is a 
credit to the PSO and to the 
people of Portland . The 
symphony performs at 
Portland City Han Auditorium, 
33 Myrtle St. Call 773-8191 for 
reservations. 
Celli.t Janos Starker Oct. I, 7:30 
p.m.: Starker will join the PSO for a 
pertormanceofHaydn's D MajorCelio 
Concerto. The orchestra will perform 
Tchaikovsky's Symphony No.4 and 
Dvorak's Carnivai OVerture. A free 
concert preview will precede the 
concert at 6:30 p.m. Tix: $10, $17, 
$23 & $28. 






Quality Bicycle Sales 

















Used Bikes & Repairs 
M-W: 10-5:30 
T-F: 10-7 59 Federal.St., Portland, ME 04101 
(207) 774-2933 Sat: 10-5 
BEHIND LEVINSKY'S. PLENTY OF FREE PARKING 
BUCKDANCER'S CHOICE 
Buy a Guitar and We'll Give You Food! 
\ o1\e of theSe' "e . 
NOllMIT! 
Buy as many 
guitars as you 
like and get a 
FREE burger 






Buy. SeD • Trade • Repa1t • Lessons 
Offer good from 
-t SepL 23 lD SepL 28. 
~/ 
Union Station Plaza, Exit 5A off I 295 
270 St. John Street, Portland 774·2219 
most 
White-cap mlcShmoms 
Sun ripe gro~s Juicy wQ/~mlldm. 
Seasonal meloNS Crisp bl'OtXOii 
You've seen these 
characters at your local 
grocery store. But do you 
expect them at a salad bar? 
Well, a lot of the unexpected 
is at Sizzler's Salad Bar. 
Seafood salad. Potato skins. 
Nachos, Chicken Wings, 
Corn Fritters, Apple 
Cobbler, And More! So 
come see what makes our list 
the most wanted of them all. 
Sizzler 
( BUFFET COURT & GRILL) 
---------.-,( AII-You-Can-Eat )r-------=--
The New Buffet Court & Grill 
So, Portland, No. Windham, Brunswick, Bangor 
Maine ROOIeVcll. Cook', BantOl' 













Need a Private 
, Dining Room with 
Great Food G Ambiance? 
Call for menu information. 
THE ROMA 
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining 
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873 
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion) 




If you think the leaves are vivid ... 
You should see our colors! 
UNITED COLORS 
OF BENETTON. 
56 Main Street, F Maine • 865-6369 
~~W!~l!~~ 
NOW OPEN! ~ .. Rl ser"ie~'~. _. 
~ ... ,-,~ "witll Q J""I, f " . 
@1Rln~~ . 
AT TENNIS OF MAINE 
196 US RTE.l. FALMOUTH. MAINE 7BI-501B 
SERVING FOOD & DRINK FROM 
U:30A.M. TO THE FINAL WHISTLE 













10 Exchonge SI. 
Portkl nd 772-5119 
Hours: Sun. 1 2·5 
Iv\on.'SoI. 10-6, 
Thurs. lill 8 
< 
~'­
Maine's ~ Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
Ogdtel' 
Mixing Good People, Good Food and 
Good Drinks for 13 Years 
Our Full Menu served from HAM to Midnight 
Best Steamers In Town 
Enjoy a view of the Marina from 
the relaxing atmosphere of Q,_,S _ _ _ 
5 Portland Pier 0 
772-4828 
.- t( < 
NEW BUB [ITY 
SANDWICHSMITHS TO THE OLD PORT 
151 Middle Street 









Famous since June, 1991. New Sub City has become a legendary purveyor of 
state-of·the-art sandwiches, rolled Syrians, salads, soups, pizza, Green Mtn . 
Coffee Roasters coffee, sinful chocolate chip cookies (insulin therapy not 
included), muffins and other delectable daily specials to discerning business, 
professional and stressed executives 01 the Old Port office community. 
The Best Hot Pastrami 
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"A Salute to Leonard Bernstein" 
Oct. 19,8 p.m. &Oct.20,3p.m.: The 
PSO presents a salute to Leonard 
Bernstein, incuding a concert version 
of West Side Story featuring guest 
vocalists Sarah Fachada. Robert 
Randle and Sharon Junken ; the 
OVerture to Candide; selections from 
On the Town; and the music from On 
the Waterfront. TiX: $10, $17. $23 & 
$28. 
Youth Conc:ert Satuteto Bernstein 
Oct. 21 -22,9:30& 11 a.m.: Performed 
for students in grades 3-6 by the 
PSO. See above for highlights. Tix: 
$2. 
Mozart's Swan Songs Nov. 3, 2 & 6 
p.m. : Performed by the Portland 
Symphony Chamber Orchestra. PSO 
clarinetist Patty Shands will be 
featured in Mozart's Clarinet 
Concerto. The orchestra will also 
perform Symphony No. 40 and La 
Clemenza di Tilo OVerture. In the 
Eastland Ballroom of Portland's 
Sonesta Hotel. Tix: $20. Discounts 
are available. 
A Soloist'. Recital Nov. 14, 7 p.m.: 
Featuring members of the youth 
ensembles of the PSO, will be 
performed at the Portland Museum of 
Art. Free. 
TheChoraIArtSocietyNov.19,7:30 
p.m.: The society will join the PSO for 
a performance of Mozart's ReqUiem. 
conducted by Robert Russell. The 
orchestra will also perform 
Stravinsky's Symphony in C. 
conducted by Toshiyuki Shimada. A 
free concert preview will precede the 
concert at 6:30 pm. Tix:$1 0, $17, $23 
& $28 . 
Three PSO youth Ensembles Dec. 
4, 7:30 p.m.: PSO's three ensembles 
will perlorm their annual fall concerl. 
Performances will be given by the 
Portland You th Symphony Orchestra, 
PorUand Youth Wind Ensemble and 
Portland Young People's String 
Consort. Tix: $3 adults, $2 children 
and senior citizens. 
"Magic of Christmas" Concert Dec. 
13·22, 7:30 p.m.: The PSO's twelfth 
annual Magic of Christmas concert. 
An additional show at 2 p.m. will be 
presented on Saturdays and 
Sundays. Tix : $9, $16. $21 & $25. 
'For Kids: A percussion ensemble from 
the PSO will be performing 
Kinderkonzerts (for children 3-7) at 
various locations throughout the fall. 
Tix : $2. For more info on the series. 




The department sponsors 
faculty concert series; student 
ensemble performances 
involving several ensembles; 
student chamber music groups; 
and individual performances 
by degree-seeking students. 
Last year USM presented over 
100 performances in Corthell 
Concert Hall, USM Gorham 
campus. They'll be there again 
this year unless otherwise 
noted. Call 780-5555 for tix, 
780-5256 for info. These are 
tentative dates; please confirm 
with the concert manager. 
Hal Galper & John Lockwood Sept. 
20.8 p.m.: Concert with jazz pianist 
Galper and Lockwood. bass. Bob 
Moses. drums. and the USM Jazz 
Ensemble. Tix : $7 & $4. 
USM Concert Band and Wind 
Ensemble Ocl. 27, 3 p.m.: PORTLAND PUBLIC 
LIBRARY'S LEWIS 
GALLERY Faculty Concert Serle. Oct. 4. 8 
p.m.: Gala opening of the 1991·92 
FacultyConcertSeriesfeaturing PSO 
Concertmaster Lawrence Golan. 
violin, with Martin Perry, piano. 
Concert will feature Kreisler 's 
Praeludium and Allegro; Sonata #7 
in C minor. Op. 30 by Beethoven ; 
PablodeSarasate'sZigeunerweisen, 
Op.2O (Gypsy Airs) ; and Son ala in A 
major by Cesar Franck. Achampagne 
reception will follow. Tix: $8 & $4. 
Conducted by Peter Martin. 
performing the premier of a work by 
lacully member Jerry Bowder. Tix : $3 
& $1. 
Laura Kargul Nov. 15, 8 p.m.: The library (5 Monument 
Square) shows mOQthly 
changing exhibits by area 
artists and craftspeople. Artists 
wishing to exhibit should ' 
contact Sally Regan, art 
librarian, at 871-1710 for an 
application. Library hours: 9~ 
Mon, Wed & Fri, noon-9 Tues 
& Thursday, 9-5 Sat . 
Internalionally known pianist Kargul 
will perlorm her acclaimed 1991 
European tour program: Sonata in D 
Major, K 311. of Mozart; Schumann's 
monumental Fantasy in C Major; 
Liszl's Sallade No.2; and the rearely 
heard virtuosic solo piano version of 
Ravel's La Valse. Tix: $8 & $4. 
Thomas Parchman ' & Ellen 
Chickering Oct. 25. 8 p.m .: 
Orange Then Blue Nov. 22, 8 p.m. :A 
hot. 13-member jazz troupe from 
Boston. Tix: $12 general, $8 seniors 
and faculty/staff, $5 students. 
Parchman on clarinet & soprano 
Chickering will join forces to present 
songs and works from the repertory 
of Schubert, Rorem. Puccini and 
Verdi. with a special emphasis on 
songs with texts by women poets 
including "Der Hirt auf dem Felsen' 
by Schubert and Rorem's "Ariel' on 
poems by Sylvia Plath. JudilhOuimby 
will accompany. Tix : $8 & $4. 
USM Chorale Nov. 24.3 p.m.: D~ected 
by Robert Russell , with the USM 
Orchestra conducted by Lawrence 
Golan. Tix: $3 & $1. 
·Photographs of Northern Russia" 
Oct. 2-30: By Dennis Marrolle. These 
Cibachrome prints reveal the beauty 
and interest of the remote towns of 
Archangel, Greater Porlland's sister 
city. and nearby Kargopoi. 
"An Elizabethan Christmas Feast" 
Dec. 6-7, 7:30p.m.: Amadrigaldinner 
sponsored by the USM Music 
Department featuring the USM 
Chamber Singers and various 
instrumentalists plus a special jester. 
In Gorham Dining Center. Price TBA. 
"Bangor or Bust" Nov. 4-29: A juried 
visual art exhibition of work by Maine 
residents ages 59 and over. 
• continued on page 32 
cafe no's David Snow (left) and Paul Lichter never say "no" to jazz. 
The art of conversation: 
cafe no's David Snow and Paul Lichter 
cafe no is Portland's (and Maine's) premier 
jazz venue. It is also a fine restaurant, the scene of 
many poetry readings and dramatic presenta-
tions. All these facets reflect the interest of the 
owners, who opened the no in June of 1990 to a 
skeptical Portland public. The no has since won 
over a great number of epicureans, devotees and 
habitues. 
cafe no is owned, managed and choreo-
graphed by Dave Snow and Paul Lichter. Dave is 
a Maine native who moved to Detroit, Michigan, 
music 




move back. (While in Detroit, Dave managed an 
R&B club called Alvin's - a hallowed place, in 
my book. Many is the time I lost my mind at 
Alvin's.) 
Paul - another expatriate Detroiter - came 
to Portland from "somewhere in New Hamp-
shire" to buy tickets to see the World Saxophone 
Quartet in July of 1989. While walking to 
Amadeus Music from the bus depot, he saw 
circulars advertising a reading by poet Robert 
Creely, and another advertiSing an appearance 
by Mitch Ryder & the Detroit Wheels at the 
erstwhile Tree Cafe. 
The combination of the two events seemed to 
portend good things to Paul; he decided to "hang 
out for at least a couple of weeks" then to "see 
what happened." The no happened when Paul 
met Dave. And here they are: still seeing what 
happens, trying it out. So far, so good. 
WD: So what's happening? How's it going? 
Dave: We're still open, which makes it a 
success in a town that's been pretty hard-hit by 
the economy. 
Paul: It's hard to use standard criteria to 
measure how we're doing. It's a business, and it 
has a bottom line, like all businesses. There are 
other measures that we can go by. 
Dave: We' re a critical success. People have a 
good time here. The jazz fans rave; people even 
complain that the portions are too big, and that 
we don't charge enough for the food . 
Paul: I'll tell you another thing. On any given 
day at lunch, you can see high-powered lawyers 
with serious reputations in this town eating 
lunch next to a table with three punk rockers. The 
fact that other people find this place comfortable 
- and not just the "fringe elements" - is very 
gratifying to me. 
Dave: I hear that sometimes, that it's an artsy-
fartsy place. When we first opened, we got more 
support from the neighborhood working guys 
and the small business owners in this neighbor-
hood, other restaurant owners, y'know, home 
boys. Those are the people who encouraged us a 
lot. 
Paul: Also, people told us early on that it 
would be difficult to do strictly jazz in this city. It 
was a chance that other people had taken in the 
past and failed . There are bands that play here 
that are progressive, innovative and adventurous 
enough in their music that they have a difficult 
time finding venues in Boston. They come up 
here regularly and they feel like they're a part of 
this place. There have been a lot of good players 
here, big names, and there are more on the way. 
WD: What events should we be looking 
forward to? 
Paul: Mose Allison will be here on Sept. 26. 
Dave: And we're going to have our second 
annual Moon Festival here for the Chinese 
American Friendship Society in a week or two. 
WD: What else should we be looking forward 
to? 
Paul: We've applied for and will receive a 
beer license. We've been serving wine here for 
the last six months. And there is a possibility that 
we'll pick up another 400 to SOO square feet here. 
If that happens, we'll be able to expand the 
kitchen and therefore the menu - more hot 
meals during the fall and winter. 
WD: Great. Let's eat. 
w.o. Cutlip 
Recent paintings 
and limited prints 
by R. N. Cohen 
and John Holub 
The pier aI Old Olehard 
$ep/ml1m-19,1991 31 
OPENING RECEPTION 
OCT3 5 -9PM 








VISIONS/DIVISIONS. RECENT PAINTINGS 
LARRY HAYDEN 
SEPTEMBER 20 - OCTOBER 20,1991 
OPENING RECEPTION FRIDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 20,5 - 8 PM 
GALLERY TALK, THURSDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 26, 7 PM 
dean velentgas gallery 
60 hampshire street. portlond. maIne. 772.2042 
GALLERY OPEN lHURS. 12-8 





BRIDGING THE RIO GRANDE; 
A CULTURAL EXCHANGE; 
SCULPTURE IN BRONZE 
Visiling Mexican orlisl and art professor, Juan F. 
Velosco Perdomo, is exhibiting bronze sculpture 
ond drowings principally oround pre-Hispanic, 
Mexlcon lhemes. OPENING. September 26 from 
5 :30 to 7:30 wilh the orlist present. Exhibil runs 
Ihrough Octobe, 18. Hours Tues·SoI, 11·5. 
34 D.nf.,'~ SIr •• ', h"I ... , Mel .. 04101 
775 .. 245 
'J-{earts On :J{ana" 




cof1ecti6fes . frand crafts· fo{(art 
2 Wharf Street· In the Old Pm . 772-7400 
Open daily 9:30·8, Sun. 10·6 
32 Casco Bay Weekly 
"':<{}START YOUR MORNING AT o { MARINER'S CHURCH 
CAFE BAKERY 
• Cafe Blend Coffees 
• Fresh Pastries 
• Scones 
• Affordable Prices 
• Pleasant and Quick 
LUNCH SERVED 






6 a.m. Mon.-Fri. 
8 a.m. Sat. 
366 Fore St. • Old Port 
£~~ ~~r ~ 
"""'"'i'l ~ 
An Old Port Tradition 
Greater Portland Magazine 
Award Winner 
for 
Best Steak • Best Late Night 
GREAT STEAK • FRESH SEAFOOD 
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE 
Why go anywhere else? 
New Fall and Winter hours on Sundays 
Noon - llpm • Open 7 days a week. 








and wall papers 
not found just 
anywhere ... 
and always at 
c S reduced prices!! 
VISIT OUR STORE AT 
2 MILK STREET IN THE OLD PORT 
PORTLAND. 761-2711 
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PORTLAND 
SCHOOL OF ART 
PSA is an accredited 
professional college of art and 
design offering the BFA 
degree, continuing studies 
courses, Saturday School, 
summer programs for teens, 
and a year-round schedule of 
gallery exhibitions, visiting 
artists' lectures and special 
events. The school is located at 
97 Spring St., Portland, tel. 775-
5152. The Baxter Gallery is 
located at 619 Congress St., 
Portland, tel. 775-5152. Gallery • 
hours: 11-4 T ues-Sun, 11-9 
Thurs. 
Exhibition Schedule 
"To Support, To Acknowledge, To 
Promot."0ct.l-Nov.l0:Reception 
Oct. 3, 5-7 p.m. for works by the 11 
Maine artists who have been awarded 
individual artists fellowships by the 
Maine Arts Commission or the New 
England Foundation for the Arts: Mary 
Anderson. Bren Rigby. FraaslSlade, 
Linden Frederick, John Gallagher, 
Rebecca Goodale, Mark Johnson, 
Michael Lewis, Rose Marasco. Betsy 
Meyer & Nancy O'Neal. 
Faculty Exhibition Nov. 19-Dec. 19: 
Reception Nov. 21,5-7 p.m. Recent 
works by PSA faculty members. 
Visiting Artist Series 
(Free admission to all lectures. held in 
the Baxter Gallery.) 
Lobsang Tsetan Sept. 26, time TBA: 
Tibetan Lama 01 the Gelukpa Sect. 
James Harrod Oct. 10, noon: Art 
historian Harrod will give a talk 
"Originat Symbotsof the Psyche: One 
Million Years to 100,000 Years Ago: 
Michael Good Oct. 18. 4:30 p.m. & 
Oct. 25, 4:30 p.m.: Metalsmith and 
jeweler. Reception following. 
Wolfgang Weingart Oct. 24, 7 p.m.: 
Graphic designer Irom Basel , 
Switzerland. 
Grace Hartigan Nov. 14, time TBA: 
Painter from Maryland Institute, 
Baltimore. 




The Maine Gallery on 
USM's Gorham campus 
features works by faculty as 
well as recognized artists from 
the state and nation, in 
conjunction with exhibits, 
exhibiting artists offer lectures, 
workshops and informal 
seminars. Located at 37 College 
Ave. Call 780-5409 for more 
info. Call ahead for gallery 
hours. 
"Main. Coa.t Artl.ts Jurl.d 
Exhibition" Sept. 1&{)ct. 17: Closing 
reception Oct. 19, 1-3 p.m. 
"Maine: Back Yard Main. Artist." 
Nov. 3-21 :Opening reception Nov. 2, 
1-3 p.m. 
Faculty Exhibition Dec. 1-12: Closing 
reception Dec. 12, 4-6 p.m. 
BOWDOIN 
COLLEGE MUSEUM 
OF ART, WALKER 
ART BUILDING 
This fall, the museum is 
exhibiting ''The Here and the 
Hereafter: Images of Paradise 
in Islamic Art," which will 
investigate the Islamic vision of 
the afterlife through ·gallery 
talks, evening lectures, a film 
series, a children's reading 
hour and tours of the exhibi-
tion. Located in Brunswick. 
Free and open to the publiC. 
Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5, Sun, 2-5. 
For more info, call 725-3275. 
Exhibition Schedule 
"The View Camera" Through Sept. 
29 : Photographs ranging from 
historical 19th-century French images 
to contemporary color photographs 
are included in the exhibition. Show 
surveys photographs taken with a 
large view camera, as opposed to the 
small, hand-held camera favored by 
other artists. 
"The Here and the Hereafter: 
Image. of Paradise in Islamic 
Art" Sept. 27· Dec. 15:Amajorexhibit 
which examines the subtlety and 
richness of Islamic concepts of the 
afterlife as a paradisiacal garden 
through the presentation of some of 
the finest art produoed by this cuhure. 
Consisting of 50 Objects lent from 
museums across the country, the 
worl\s include illustrated manuscripts, 
tiles and other ceramics, textiles, 
metal and enamef work which are 
presented in an installation 
incorporating aspects of Islamic 
architecture designed by Charles W. 
Moore. 
"New York at Night" from the PMA exhibit "Berenice 
Abbott, Photographer: A Modern Vision." Opening Oct. 26. 
"Mixing the Etements: Science and 
Art In American Culture" Oct. 1-
Nov. 3: Works on papersetected from 
the museum's permanent collection. 
"Twentlety-Century Art: Selections 
From the Permanent Collection" 
Oct. 8-Feb. 9: Bowdoin's varied 
collections of 20th~entury American 
paintings, sculptures. drawings and 
photographs are featured in this 
exhibition. This showing provides an 
opportunity to studyworl\s dating from 
World War I to the present day. 
including arlistsas various asStephen 
Etnier, Marsden Hartley, AJex Katz, 
Andrew Wyeth and William Zorach. 
"Rembrandt and HI. 
Contemporaries" Nov. 5-Jan. 5: 
An exhibition focusing on 
Rembrandt'scontribution to the art of 
the print. His works are displayed in 
the context of the graphic production 
of his Dutch contemporaries such as 
Claes Cornelisz, Moeyaert and Jan . 
Lievens. Works exhibited include 
portraits, biblical themes. and images 
drawn from daily tife in 17th-century 
Holland. 
"The Photography 01 Todd Webb" 
Jan. 7-March 1: Images drawn 
primarily from the museum's 
permanent collection that span the 
career of one of the most dstinguished 
contemporary photographers. (See 
page 18 for an interview with Todd.) 
Educational Programming 
and Events 
(All events held in Walker Art Building 
unless otherwise indicated. Some 
programming scheduled for weekday 
afternoons has been omitted. For 
more info cali 725-3275.) 
"Islam: Religion for the Here and 
the Hereafter" Sept. 26. 7:30 p.m.: 
Slide lecture by Yvonne Yazbeck 
Haddad. professor of Islamic hiStOry, 
University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst. Presented In conjunction 
with the exhibit "The Here and the 
Hereafter: Images of Paradise in 
Islamic Art: Kresge Auditorium, 
Visual Arts Center. 
"The Here and the Hereafter: 
Images of Paradise In Islamic 
Art" Sept. 26, 8-10 p.m.: Exhibition 
preview and open house of the exhibit. 
"The View Camera" Sept. 29, 3 p.m.: 
Gallery talk on the exhibition by John 
McKee, associate professor of art. 
"Lookln at Later Isfamlc Art" Oct. 2, 
1 p.m. & Oct. 6, 3p.m.: Gallery talk by 
Rebecca W. Corrie, associate 
professor of art and chair. Department 
of Fine Arts, Bates College, Lewiston. 
"Integration: Craft. In 
Architecture" Oct. 3, 4 p.m.: Panel 
discussion and slide presentation with 
a panel of three architects and the 
three craft artists whoworl< with them, 
moderated by Peter Simmons, 
Percent for Art Coordinator of the 
Maine Arts Commission; followed by 
slides of Maine Crafts Assodation 
members who work with architectural 
commissions . In addition , four 
downtown Brunswick galleries wil be 
opening exhibits from 5-8 p.m. which 
concentrate on the theme of 
integrating crafts in arch~ecture. 
"Mixing the Elements: Sel.ne.and 
Art In American Culture" Oct. 20. 
3 p.m.: Gallery talk by Linda J. 
Docherty, assislant professor of art. 
"Chari .. Moore and HI. Work" Oct. 
22,7:3Op.m.:SlidelecturebyCharles 
W. Moore, Fellow, American Institute 
of Architects, O'Neil Ford Centennial 
Chair in Architecture, The University 
of Texas at Austin and designer for 
theexhibition installation for"The Here 
and the Hereafter: Images of Paradise 
in Islamic Art: Kresge Auditorium, 
Visual Arts Center. 
"The Artist's Vision 01 Paradis. In 
Islamic History" Nov. 14,7:30 p. m.: 
Slide lecture by Walter B, Denny, 
professor of art history, University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst and 
exhibition curator. Kresge Auditorium, 
Visual Arts Center, 
"Rembrandt and His 
Contemporaries" Nov. 17,3 p.m.: 
Gallery talk by Susan E. Wegner. 
associate professor of art. 
"Strange Bedfello_?: Art History 
and AIDS Activism, Politics and 
Post-Modernism" Dec. 1,4 p.m. : 
Slide lecture by Christopher Reed, 
assistant professor of art history, USM 
Gorham. Presented for "A Day 
Without Art: A National Day of Action 
and Mourning, AIDS Awareness Day.' 
~~ 
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Dip Into Impressionism at the PMA with ''The Two 
Bathers" by Henri-Edmond Cross French through Oct. 13. 
PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART 
PMA is Maine's oldest and largest art museum, featuring a 
mix of decorative and fine arts dating from the 18th century to 
the present. Works by Monet, Renoir, Horner, Wyeth and Picasso 
are among those housed in a building designed by Henry N. 
Cobb of Pei, Cobb, Freed & Partners. Located at 7 Congress 
Square. Hours: 10-5 Tues-Sat, open Thurs till 9, noon-5 Sun. 
Museum admission: $3.50 adults, $2.50 seniors & students with 
ID, $1 children under 18, $3 groups of 10 or more, free admission 
for alllO-noon Sat. For more info call 775-6148. 
"A Thousand Points 01 Light: illumination and the Impressionists" Sept. 
20, 12:30 p.m.: Gallery Talk - Docent Irene Austin discusses the Impressionists' 
innovative use of natural light, pointing out examples in the exhibition 
"Impressionism and Post Impressionism: The Collector's Passion." 
"CrOssing the Atlantic: American Impressionists" Sept. 26, 5:15 p.m. & 
Sept. 27,12:30 p.m.: Gallery Talk - Docent Lois Chazaud focuses on works 
by leading American Impressionists such as Maurice Prendergast as she 
leads visitors through the Impressionism exhibit. 
"Fun with a French Accent" Sept. 28, 1-5 p.m. : Family Day - PMA 
celebrates French-speaking groups throughout the world in a day of music, art 
workshops and spedal tours, offered in French and English. All free with 
museum admission. 
"Edgar Degas: The Unquiet Spirit" Oct. 2, 12:30 p.m.: Video - Now 
celebrated for his graceful ballerinas and bathers, Degas once stirred celebrated 
controversy for depicting women in everyday life. removing a veneer of glamor 
traditionally associated with the female form. Exploring the artist's career, this 
video features the most delicate and fragile of Degas' masterpieces, his rarely 
seen wax sculptures. 
"Flowers and Fashion in the Age 01 Impressionism" Oct. 3, 5:15 p.m . & 
Oct. 4, 5:15 p.m.: Gallery Talk - Docent Linda Frinsko leads visitors through 
the bountiful, stylish gardens captured on canvas in the Impressionism exhibit. 
"And the Critics Said ..... Oct. 9, 3 p.m.: Dialogue - Actors from Portland 
Stage Company create an engaging dramatic dialogue as they play out the 
often-stinging criticism that met the first Impressionist exhibitions. where 
works by Monet and others were considered a shocking departure from the 
accepted traditions of academic art. A walk through the exhibit offers an 
interesting exercise in changing standards of excellence. 
"ImpreSSionism In the Glided Age" Oct. 10,5:15 p.m. & Oct. 11, 12:30 p.m.: 
Gallery Talk - Kathleen Rummier, docent and volunteer coordinator at the 
Victoria Mansion, discusses artistic response to the Victorian era as she teads 
a tour of the Impressionism exhibit. 
"Children's Concert - Babar and Other Elephants" Oct. 13, 10 a.m.: 
Blocks & Bagels - Block Ensemble concert featuring music especially for 
children, including Poulenc's "Babar the Elephant" narrated by Ed Morin of 
Maine Public Radio. Ticket prices include an exclusive viewing of the 
Impressionism exhibit. Concert geers enjoy an informal atmosphere where 
beach chairs, cushions and the Sunday paper are welcome and breakfast 
includes bagels and cream cheese, coffee and juice. Admission : $5 for PMA 
members, seniors and students with 10; $7 for general public; $3 for children 
under 12. 
"Berenice Abbott, Photographer: A Modern Vision" Oct. 26·Jan . 12: Now 
a Maine resident, Abbott began her career in Paris in the 1920s, capturing 
quintessential portraits of James Joyce and other luminaries of the era. 
Returning to New Yorl< in the 1930s, Abbott pioneered modernist photographs 
of the city's burgeoning skyscrapers. She later summoned the scientific spirit 
of a new age, picturing aspects of physics in such haunting images as "Multiple 
Exposure of a Swinging Ball in an Elliptical Orbit." 
"The Vision 01 Berenice Abbott" Nov. 1, 12:30 p.m.: Gallery Talk - The 
unique perspective of a photographer who pioneered modernist use of the 
medium will be the topic of a walk through the exhibition, led by Wes 
laFountain. PMA's education outreach coordinator. 
Community Celebration with Payson Collection Nov. 3, noon-5 p.m. : PMA 
opens its doors free to the public all day to celebrate the arrival of the Joan 
Whitney Payson Collection. 200 masterworks by the top artists of the 19th and 
20th centuries. Free piano concert by Eva Virsik at 3 in the auditorium. 
''The Joan Whitney Payson Collection: Inaugural Exhibition at the 
Portland Museum of Art" Nov. 3-Jan. 13: PMA debut. 
Joan Whitney Payson Nov. 22,12:30 p.m.: Gallery Talk - PMA Curator of 
Collections Martha Severens discusses the works assembled by a uniquely 
talented collector whose vision ranged from a taste for Sargent to a clear 
recognition of the genius of Picasso. Free with museum admission. 
A Victorian Holiday Dec. 5,3:30·5:30 p.m. Welcome the holidays with PMA's 
traditional lighting of the Copper Beech Tree. 
BATES COLLEGE 
MUSEUM OF ART, 
OLIN ARTS 
CENTER 
Bates COllege presents over 
300 arts events throughout the 
year including theatre; 
classical, folk/ethnic and jazz 
concerts; several film series; a 
contradance series; and annual 
performances by Bates Modem 
Dance Company, guest artists 
and the annual Bates Dance 
Festival. The college is adjacent 
to College Street in Lewiston. 
Regular museum hours are 10-
5 Tues-Sat, 1-5 Sun, with 
additional hours often sched-
uled on the evenings of 
concerts and other special 
events at the Center. Call 786-
6158 for more info. 
"Robert Indiana, The Hartley 
Elegies" Sept. 20-0ec. 20: In the 
upper gallery. an exhibition of Robert 
Indiana's 10 most recent silkscreen 
prints created as an homage to artist 
Marsden Hartley, a Lewiston native. 
In the lower gallery, the Hartley oil 
painting "Morgenrot, Mexico: and 
selected drawings and photographs 
from Bates' Hartley collection . 
Boston Museum Trip Sept. 26: 
Museum Bus Trip to Boston's Isabella 
Stewart Gardner Museum and 
Museum of Science. Bus leaves Olin 
Center parking lot at 7:30 a.m. $35. 




The association is a non-
profit organization established 
for the benefit and education of 
Maine craftspeople. Its purpose 
is to advance interest in and 
appreciation for crafts and 
their makers by representing 
and promoting the highest 
quality in contemporary and 
tradtional work. To this end, 
the association holds juried 
and invitational craft invita-
tions, educational programs, 
workshops, classes; keeps 
professional portfolio files for 
each member; and puts out a 
bimonthly newsletter as well as 
''The Maine Cultural Guide." 
Portland Pottery and Portland 
PotterySupply Month-Long Open 
House Through Sept. 31, 9 a.m.-4 
p.m.: 118 Washington Ave .• Portland. 
Workshops. classes. displays and 
studio rentals. Call 772-4334 for more 
info. 
"Integration: Crafts in 
Architecture" Oct. 3:A collaborative 
program featuring a panel discussion 
from 4-6 p.m. with three architects 
and three craft artists who work with 
architectural commissions. From 5-8 
p.m. the galleries HobeSound North, 
Elements, tCON and O'Farrell will 
open exhibits designed to highlight 
artists' who work with architects and 
interior designers. Open to the public. 
See Bowdoin College Museum of Art 
listing for further details, or call the 
association at 348-9943. 
"Forgotten Connections: Maine's 
Role In the Navajo Textile Trade, 
1880-1930" Oct. 3-Jan. 16: York 
Institute Museum, 371 Main St .. Saco. 
Hours: 1·4 Tues-Fri, 1·8 Thurs. For 
more info call 282·3031 . 
"Jurled Fiber Show" Oct. 10·22: 
Center for the Arts at the Chocolate 
Church, 804 Washington St. , Bath. 
For more info call 442-7909. 
Northeast Handspinners 
Assocfation Open House Nov. 
26,10 a.m.·4 p.m.: Spinners from all 
over New England. Lewiston·Auburn 
College. Lewiston. 
Mask Making Workshop Oct. 27: 
With Debra Rule and Kathrine 
Sweeney, The Open Stable, 273 
Presumpscott St .• Portland . $15 
materials fee. Contact Ruthanne at 
737·4749. 
"Backyard Maine" Oct. 3D-Nov. 21 : 
Artisrs reception Nov. 2, 1-3 p.m. for 
an exhibition at USM's Maine Art 
Gallery, Gorham. featuring the work 
of Louisa Boehmer, Alan Bray, 
Elizabeth A. Busch, Gayle Fraas/ 
Duncan Stade/Rosamond Field, 
Karen Kilg , Stuart Kestenbaum, 
Marjorie Moore. Amy Rey. Alice 
Spencer. Susan Webster & Richard 
Wilson. Call 780-5409 for info. 
~ ~ 
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ABSOLUTELY 
A1B30RJIGJINAL 
Originally Absolute. Come see new work 
by Australia's contemporary top artists. 
Sample Australian wine while you look, 






THROUGH OCTOBER 2 
Itll TIlEPINE~ESHOP 
BAYVIEW GALLERY 
75 Market St. • Portland, Maine • 773-3007 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 11-4 
.:. Eggs Benedict .:. l)ancakes .:. 
.:. French Toast .:. Hungry Person Special .:. 
.:- Omelettes .:. Much More! .:-
Sunday Papers Available 
FREE with BRUNCH 
Bloody Mary or Mimosa (with Shrimp!) 
'Why wait in line for a tiny table and pay 1'I1DreP" 
773-3760 
Corner of Middle & Market Sts. • In the Old Port 
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"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
'A sensible, direct and 
easy-to-read parenting guide. 
Designed to provide direction for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to instill confidence. 
Issues and behaviors are 
common in childhood and 
adolescence. Tells parents what 
to do and what not to do. Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by Carl 
Metzger, M.D., who has a private 
psychotherapy practice in 
Portland, and hosts "Health line," 
a weekly radio talk show. Send 
$10.95 check or money order to: 
." ".,,1" 
, .. p-';! 111'1, 
\.'" ........ ,,: .. ,.~\'" 
~ .. ~~~~; 
Good Parenting Guide 
P.D: Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101 
DON'T MISS OUT 
In the October 17 
issue of 





counseling (any type) 















For $20, you 
can join the 
growing list of 
practitioners of 




















Life of the Spirit 
in 
Worship, Ihe Arls & 
CommunilY Service 
SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH 
302 Stevens Avenue 
Portland. ME 04 103 
(2071 772-82 77 
Rev. Ken Turley 




Lal Casco Bay Waakly's 
Calandar and Listings avanls 
carry you away! 
raatn~ Co., Inc. 
JA1'L",HtV 1913 
"Quality merchandise 
and experience you can trust" 
We Buy Anything Worth Buying 
- - - WE PAY CASH - - -
Be Ready For School: 
Sale on slightly used 
Flutes • Clarinets • Saxes • Trumpets 
Use our convenient Lay-Away pian 
14k Gold $13.95per gram 
BlTY-SELL-T1UUDE 
4 Stores to Serve You 
498 Congress St., Portland 
772-3932 
Usbon 
55 Front . 
177 Water 
Welcome to 
Casco Bay Weekly. 
These new and returning 
advertisers help support us 
in our endeavor to provide 
you with an alternative to 
the daily news. 
• L. A. Arts, Lewiston 
• Maine Audubon, Falmouth 
• Tennis of Maine, Falmouth 
• The Village Cafe, Portland 
• Bangor Theological Seminary, 
Bangor, Hanover, Portland 
• Martha Hall Yarns, Yarmouth 
• Fila Outlet, Freeport 
• Portland Concert Association, 
Portland 
• Amigos, Old Port, Portland 
• Seamen's Club, Old Port 
• Baker's Table, Old Port 
• Saigon Thinh Thanh, Portland 
• Meander Gallery, Portland 
• Greg Stump Productions, 
Portland 
• Customique, Portland 
• Tim Ferrell, Portland 
• Old Port Artisans, Portland 
• R. N. Cohen Art Gallery, 
Portland 
• Portland Museum of Art, 
Portland 
• Choral Arts Society, Portland 
• Danforth Gallery, Portland 
Exclusive Distributor in Maine of 
UTRECHT PRODUCTS 
305 COMMERCIAL STREET· PORTLAND 774-3599 
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body a soul 
KRIPALU BODYWORK. Integrating mas-
sage, foot reflexology, energy balancing 
(polarity). Feel relaxed and rejuvenated. 
Bodywork is integral to personal growth 
and healing. Gall Jacqueline Renee Lacoste, 
C.M.T., C.P.T. 761-7608, West End. 
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Mar-
tial Art, based on mental and physical bal-
ance. One learns to blend with an oppo-
nents force to control it. TAl CHI is a fluid 
system based on meditation in movement. 
Excellent for spiritual growth, radiantphysi-
cal health and unequaled in reducing the 
effects of stress and tension in ones life. 
Beginners through advanced classes, in-
cluding Push-Hands. Visitors welcome. For 
information call Gene Golden, 772-9039. 
The art of being yourself. The art of being 
creative. Mark Nakell-Psychotherapis~ 773-
4413. 
A WOMEN'S GROUP STARTING Septem-
ber 30th. Discover, explore and release 
buried feelings in a safe, supportive atmo-
sphere. Mondays 6-7:30pm, $30, (insur-
ance reimbursable). For more information 
call Jane Gair, MSW, 774-8633. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired, ach-
ing, stiff muscles while improving circula-
tion and soothing tension. Sliding scale. 
Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P. Certified. 
775~636 . 
TAROT READINGS- Give your inner wis-
dom a voice.lnsightforyourself or as agift 
for a friend. Call Jeanne 799-8648. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax !ired, ach-
ing, sUff muscles while improving circula-
tion and soothing tension. Sliding scale. 
Call Pam Richards,A.B.M.P. Certified. 775-
6636. 
WOMEN'S THERAPY GROUP focused on 
cultural roles, codependency and adult child 
issues, building on healing workin progress. 
Beginning again in September, for 24 ses-
sions, on Wednesdays from 6:15-7:45 p.m. 
Call Jane McGarthy, LCSW, at 761 -7783, or 
Diane Paige, M.A., at 828-0526. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen, 
MA, L.M.T., licensed Massage Therapist. 
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, 
neck and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, 
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circula-
tion, athletic performance. Byappointment, 
865-{)672. 
TROUBLE RElATING? An experiential 
group forming for men & women focusing 
on issues of intimacy and communication. 
Contact Anthony Provazza, M.A., 
Psycotherapy Center of Maine. 871-9256. 




CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A caw CLASSIFIED AD 
ALCHEMY GROUPS FORMING IN OCTO-
BER.lntroductory group for those unfamil-
iar with the archetypes and the inner child. 
Advanced groups for those needing to com-
plete their inner child work. Suitable only 
for those willing to assume responsibility 
for their own life experience. For info: 
Anurag, 926-3257. 
ASTROLOGICAL CONSUL TATIONSprovide 
insights into the many paths available for 
self-llealing and change on the physical, 
mental, and spiritual level. Gall Jan Moody, 
Astrologer at 725-8226. 
ESOTERIC AND ANCIENT TEACHINGS, 
unusual gifts and children's books at Maybe 
Someday ... a non-profit bookstore. Open 
1 ~ daily. 195 Congress St. on Munjoy Hill. 
773-3275. 
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP- space avail-
able. Rebuilding After the End of a Relation-
ship- new fall group. RelationshipsAre My 
Teachers- new falV winter group. Call Gar-
rie Peterson, MA., M.S. 773-9625 for in-
formation . 
JUNGIAN DREAM GROUP in fourth year 
seeks new members, especially men, for 
the long haul to selfhood. Call Dr. Gary 
Astrachan, 772-0031 or Dr. Garole Bu rstein, 
883-4989 for further information. 
DANCING FROM THE INSIDE OUT- Dis-
cover your body's innate intelligence 
through a spontaneous and liberating ex-
perience of movement as a medium for 
inner growth . It's fun and funky. Ongoing 
classes- first class is free. Deborah Tracy, 
772-7549. 
USING YOUR HEART AND MIND to create 
the life you wanl, October 5th in Westbrook 
with David Lee, M.Ed. Learn how to har-
ness the creative power of your concious 
and unconcious mind to bring more mean-
ing, purpose, balance, and happiness into 
your life. For a brochure, call 1 -800-962-
8218. 
SPIRITUALITY AND CREATIVITY CIRCLE 
GROUP will meet Thursday evenings, Oct. 
3-Nov. 7, 7-9 p.m. in PorHand. Come and 
nurture your creative, spiritual self in a safe 
small group setting. We'll share a variety of 
creative experiences as we explore our in-
dividual spiritual paths. Costforthis 6 week 
program is $15 per week, enrollment lim-
ited to 8 participants. For further informa-
tion , please call Debra Sanborn, Director, 
Visions- Pathways To Potential, 775~956. 
SPIRITUAL RENEWAL WORKSHOP with 
Lyn Rainbow, Saturday, Sept. 28th, lOa.m.-
4p.m., Kimball Health Center, Saco. $20. 
Pre-register: 284-5784 to recieve additional 
information. 
TAKING THE BUDDHIST PATH, A weekend 
workshop by Tibetan lama, Geshe Tsetan. 
7 p.m. Friday, 9/27. All day, beginning at 9 
a.m. on Saturday, 9128 at Yarmouth Medi-
tation Group, 24CumberlandSt., Yarmouth. 
Cost: $20. For more info call 846-{)764 or 
761-2461 
OPENINGS IN MONDAY EVENING 
WOMEN'S HEALING GROUP: explore old 
wounds and patterns in a safe, supportive 
atmosphere. Learn to feel more & feel bet-
ter. Call Lynda Despres, M.S.w., 883-5597 
or Nicole Wolf Gilbert, 767-3848. 
SCULPT YOUR BODY through a program 
of progressive resistance weight training. 
Offering l-on-l and small group instruc-
tion. Leah Aranovitch, BA., MA., personal 
trainer. Gall The Body Firm: 284-5376. 
Alcoholics from other people. As 
the disease progresses they rely more 
and more on alcohol for support. If you 
or someone you love, has 8 pr~em 
wilh alcohol, or other drugs, call me! I 
may be able to help. 
GARY W. Mc KENNEY 
licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
Certified Hypnotherapist 
142 HIGH STREET, SUITE 306 
PORTLAND, ME .772-3889 
AOOICTION IS A TREATABLE ILLNESS! 
POLARITY 
THERAPY TRAINING 
Learn to work with the Healing Energy 
of the Life Force. 
160 hour weekend Certifocation Program 
Begins Oct. 19-20. 
Polarity Reallzatlon Center 
Scarborough 772-0066 
shiatsu " '., 
acupressure (S ,) 
Gentl,. rtl4xing. ht4Jing ,.~. __ .... l 
An IxptrillfCt of dttp b4UUJCt 
Stress management • IJ1iuries 
Body awareness/acceptance 
AdulLs . Children . In(anLs . Pre·nalal 
772-2442. Al\l\TA . 158 Danrorth ST 
I WE MAKE NEWS MAnER I 




Coleen Connolly, R.N., M.Ac. 
Licensed AcupunClurist 
Find Out How Acupuncture Can Serve You ... At an 
Open House 
Saturday, September 21 1-6 p_m, 
399 Fore St., 2nd noor 
Portland 
Portland Yoga Studio 
Certified Iyengar Yoga 
VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN 
Certified NeuroMwcular Therapilt 
·When you are [wUy in tbe bod~' 
you. meet the soul . .. 
- B.X.S. ry-,gar 
Elaine & Francis 
McGillicuddy · 797-5684 
.:. 772-6411 .:. 
SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RlllEF 
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN 
Charge your Classified ads 
by phone 
775-6601. 
To better know myself and others 
Led by 
C. WAITE MACUN, M. Div. 
October 1 and 8 
6:30 pm to 9:30 pm 
For Information and Brochure 
Call 773-1314 
Lisa Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T. 
Individual & Group Therapy 
foc Women Focusing on 
• Food 
• Body Image 
• Sexuality 
232 St. John St. 775-7927 
T' AI CHI CH'UAN 
Offering Introductory and 
Ongoing Classes 
10 Exchange St. Suite 202 
Larry Landau - 985-6621 
Jane Wendelken - 929-4087 
INTOWN COUNSELING 
CENTER 
Addictions· ACOA Issues 
Co-Dependency. Individuals 
Groups. Couples 
Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC 
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
761-9096 
477 Congress St., Suite 410 
Portland, ME 04101 
//' BETSY 
./ /HOOD, M.A. 
LicfmS4ld s .. bst"""" Abuse Ccunse/or 
OPENINGS FOR WOMEN IN NEW 
AND ON-G01NG TIIERAPY GROUPS: 
1) Inner Child work based on 
John Bradshaw's ·Homecoming" 
in small women's group, now 
being formed. 
2) Experiential therapy for 
co-dependence in on-going 
co-ed group. . . . . 
For more information, 
call 829-3221 
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 775-6601 ORDER FORM 
RATES 
1 week add'i weeks 
up to 30 words $9 $6 
31 to 45 words $12 $8 
each additional word 25q; 
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes, 
no refunds, 20 word limit. 
DEADLINES 
Line ads: Monday at 6PM 
Display ads: Friday at 5PM 
Call 775-6601 for display rates. 
FINE PRINT 
Classified ads must be paid for in advance with cash, 
personal check, money Older, Vi"" or Mastercard. Lost 
& Found itsms 6sted free . Classified ada are 
non-refundable. CBW shall rot be liable for any 
typographical errors, omissiol18, or changes n the 
CATEGORIES 
o body " ooul o dating services 
o roommatH o stuff for sale 
Oaplalrent o garagelyard sa In 
o hOUSH/rent o wanted 
o officealrent Ocomputere 
o atudioalrent o muaiclinatrument. 
o seasonaVrent o wheels 
o real estate o theater arts 
o auction. Oleaming 
o child care o publication. 
o help wanted o animals 
o job. wanted o lost" found (free) 
o bUlines. service. o legal notice. 
o busine .. opportunitie. o bulletin board 
ed which do not affect the value or content, or 
substantially charge the meaning of the ad. COldit wi! 
be issued when a viable error has been determined 
within one week of pubflcation. Tear sheeta avaikIDte 
lor $2/copy. 
Your classified ad: _____________________ _ 
Name: ___________ _ Total words: ______ _ 
Address·'--____ ______ _ 1st week:, ______ _ 
__ add 'I weeks al: ______ _ 
Telephone: ___ _ ______ _ Total: ______ _ 
PHONE IT fN: 207-775-6601 Voss or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order 
FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard OVisa 0 Mastercard 
MAlLlWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101 
Credit Card #: _________ _ 
Exp.date·'--_____ _ 
36 Casco Bay Weekly 
Brooke Alexander, M_ Div_ 
Pastoral Counselor 
The Hole in the Soul Gang! 






Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy 
WHILE IT LASTS; Modern condominium, 
close to beach, close to shopping. I only ask 
for consideration and common courtesy in 
return for same. $212.50 +util. 284-9466. 
RESPONSIBLE, NEAT, NIS FIM to share 
sunny, cOli apartment in Falmouth. $300 
includes all- parking, laundry, HBO, yard, 
--========================"iJ etc. Only 5 minutes to Portland . Available rr immediately. 781-3101. 
874-0526 
Kim Chandler 10 Exchange ST 
874-2341 Portland 
PEAK PERFORMANCE 
Use clinical hypnosis to overcome obstacles, and to achieve 
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE HOUSEMATE 
WANTED to share Quiet, comfortable West 
(or surpass) your goals. 
• athtetlcs 
End house with 40's professional woman. 
• test anxiety . . 77 1831 
• perfonning arts • procrastination $350/mo. includes all utilities. 2- . 
RIC K L Y N C H 8 7 4 - 0 6 811M ROOMMATE WANTED lOll for spa-
lk=~~~~~~=:;~========~==~"",,=:;!J cious3 BRapt. near Back Cove, USM. Many ...-_______________________ -, amenities. $240 +util. 773-0591. 
~ CARO!::.~~S 2BEOROOMAPARMNT.,ho.(md 
"_ studio! additional space) with responsible 
RUBENFElD SYNERGY® individual. Down to earth environment with 
-Experience Rubenfeld Synergy-a healing .system using educational and artistic concerns. $420 
touch, movement, di:llogue, imagination and humor 
207
-363-8939 to integrate body, mind and spiric- rent to be split monthly. Call Scott, 761-
~~~~~~~---~I~n~Po~~==~b~y~a~p~~in=~=e=nc~--------~ _700_1_. _________ _ 
PEAKS ISLAND, SHARE a large house, 
EXPLORING RELATIONSHIPS: GOING DEEPER large yard, garden space, basement, and 
A one day workshop for Women, October 12th _ more. Available now. Prefer NlS. $300lmo. 
INTIMACY & COMMUNICATION: OPENING TIlE HEART 766-9774, please leave message. 
A one day workshopfor Lesbians, October 5th ~ _ GM, 27, LOOKING FORGM, 400ryounger, 
W. JO MOSER, M.A. 767-3848 . .=:::-. to share beautiful log cabin home with 
Counseling/or ; .. d;vidua/s, r.ouptos, groups. garage on 6 acre property. $300 plus 112 
L.:.:... __ ::..:~ ___ :........:.._...:..:....:~-------------I utilities. 30 minutes lrom Portland-west of 
Gorham. Pets welcome. Call 642-5912. 
.1:,. "I~ -\.~~ ~~ '3: ~~~~ 
Expressive Therapy Center 
A VERY MOVING STORY 
~...,.. Explore Self through Authentic Movement 
Cuoliac: Loupe' DirectOl . 150 SUa! JohD Street· Portlad . Tel B71.8271 




Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 















ARE ON THE 
MOVE 
3rd HOUSEMATE WANTED. Must be clean, 
llexible, energy conservative and friendly. 
Must be able to tolerate 2 cats, 1 child. Call 
Kitty, 879-0725 eves.l874-1092 days. 
EASTERN PROM AREA. EaSYiloin9 room-
mate wanted. Share nice 2 bdrm. Bdrm 
available is large wl2 closets. I am female, 
smoker w/cute kitten. Avail. lOll. 775-
3405. 
HOUSEMATE TO SHARE pleasant country 
home 112 hour north of Portland. Garage; 
pets negotiable. $300/mo. including utili-
ties. Call 998-2929. 
PEAKS ISLAND. HOUSEMATE NEEDED TO 
SHARE spacious house with two others. 
Large yard, close to ferry, no pets, no 
smoking. S175/mo. plus 113 utilities. Call 
Beth or Jeff, 166-4425. 
SPACIOUS, SUNNY, QUIET, 2 bdrm apt. to 
share wi F grad. student. 2 LR, hardwood 
floors, near USM. Prefer independent per-
son who likes pets, Quiet. $300lmo. +utils. 
Avail. Oct. 1.775-5865. 
FREE MONTH'S RENT! West End-Intown· 
Old Port- Outer Portland, we have an apart-
ment for you l From studios to three BRs. 
Some offering heat, hot water, parking, 
exposed beams and brick, cathedral ceil-
ings, WID hookup, big yards, sunny open 
layouts, fireplaces and more! Rent begin-
ning as low as $300. Section 8 welcome at 
most prope rties. Fo r more details, call SPEC-
TRUM, INC. morns. at 797-0223. 
PEAKS ISLAND- YEAR ROUND, 4 room 
apartment on ocean, facing Portland sky-
line, 10 min. walk to ferry, recently reno-
vated. $GOO/mo. including utilities. 766-
5103. 
MINUTES FROM MONUMENT SQ.- This 
COli immaculate one bdrm is completely 
renovated with new galley kitchen and bath 
only $350/mo. + utils. 774-6363. 
PORTLAND: 16 DOW Street, 1 BR, $350 
heated. Security and references. 767 -3920. 
PORTLAND: 16 DOW Street, 3 BR, $500 
heated. Security and references. 767 -3920. 
OCEAN PARK-QUIET, attractively furnished 
1 bedroom apartment, beach block. Heat 
and utilities included. $450 plus 112 secu-
rity. 934-2215. Easy commute to Portland. 
PHIPPSBURG- COZY 1 bedroom mobile 
home in Quiet country setting. All new inte-
rior, WID, microwave, AlC. 15 minutes to 
B.I.W., pets allowed. $375. Call 389-1500. 
WONDERFUL OLD PORT VALUE: 2 bed-
room with historic view, Channels on upper 
India St. Very interesting and convenient 
location, near exit 7, 1-295. Heat, hot water 
and parking included. Only $462. Security 
deposit, references. Marigold, INC. 773-
1527. 
HIGGINS BEACH: FURNISHED 3 room 
apartment across from beach, nice porch. 
Available 'til 6115. $350/mo. plus utilities. 
883-2526,days/ or 781-5579 eves. 
SUNNY 1 BRAPARTMENT, Quietneighbor-
hood, heatlhot water included, parking. 
$495/mo.854-1583. 
SOUTH PORTLAND, WILLARD BEACH 
AREA, large sunny studio room with kitchen 
privileges, off-street parking, storage, NlS 
female, S350/mo.includes utilities and heat, 
security deposit. Call Dawn, 767-3950. 
real estate 
roommates 
FREEPORT: SHARE AN OLD FARMHOUSE 
with a publisher and other uncommon 
people. $300/mo. plus futilities. Gene: 865-
6495. 
QUIET, MIF ROOMMATE WANTED: airy 2 
BR apt. near USM Woodfords. WID. Must 
like cats. $250/mo. + 112 utilities. 874-
0744. 
WEIRDO WANTED- Obtuse perspective 
preferred for our homey laughing house. 
Our rent's the best, but first you must 
match your dementia to ours. No mobile 
pets. 772-8529. 
SEEKING F ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bed-
room apt. wi F artist and her small menag-
erie. Must be open-minded and care about 
your living space. Greatiocation, only $200/ 
mo. + utilities. 773-8368. 
CHARMING HOME IN PORTLAND'S West 
End.3 bedrooms, 1112 baths, hardWOod 
floors, high ceilings, small fenced yard, 
much more. Only $89,000. Call 926-3332 
for appointment. 
PORTLAND- DEERING, 4 bedrooms, 2112 
baths, LR wllireplace,ig. family room, HW 
floors, FHW- 3 zone- new burner, quiet 
street, nice yard, excellent schools. 
$134,900. Connie Dinsmore, MarkStimson 
Realty- 773-1990. 
WESTERN PROM SINGLE MOM seeks fe-
male (professional or student) to enjoy and 
share family household. Full prvileges, pri-
vacy, safe area on bus line $75/week. Long/ 
short term arrangement possible. 772-
1402. 
CHARMING VICTORIAN 
Perfect owner-occupied, upstairs 
rented, downstairs hardwood 





$14,995 or $159 for 
180 months with 
$1,499 down, for a 
new 70 x 14, 3 bedr. 
11.5 APR. 80 x 14 3 
bedroom, $19,995, 2 
full baths, vaulted 
ceilings thruout, utility 
room, lots of cabinets, 
vinyl siding, shingled 
roof and bay window. 
Double wide 3 bedr, 




Park, Mansion, Norris, 
and Skyline. (207) 
539-4759. Daily 10-7, 
Sunday 10-5. 
LUVHOMES 
Rt 26 OXFORD 
A NEIGHBORHOOD THEWAYit used to be: 
Deering Center, 8 room bungalow within 
walking distance to schools. 4 bedrooms, 
remodeled eat-in country kitchen with sky-
light open todeckandyard,livingroom, 111 
2 baths, fenced yard, brick sidewalks, trees 
and much more.$11S,900 by owner. Shown 
by appointment. 774-4217 evenings. 
STANDISH. 4.6COUNTRY ACRES of woods. 
The lot gradually slpoes from the road 
down to Josie's Brook, which leads into the 
Saco River. Soil-tested. Reduced to sell at 
$46,500. It's worth looking at! 839-4606. 
MATURE HOUSEMATE WANTED To share 
home in West End. Available Oct. 1. Profes-
sional mid 40's woman seeks clean, fo-
cused individual to share my home. I try to 
live with respect for the planet and seek a 
housemate who shares this commitment. 
$300/month includes wood heat. Other utili-
ties shared equally. I have a dog & cat. One 
more dog a possibility. Please call 774-
1682, leave message. 
FEMALE PROFESSIONAL with small dog 
seeks NIS female to share fumished High-
land Lake home, 1112 miles from dressage 
horse stable, 20 mins. from Portland. $350 
monthly. Call 892-7297. BEAU£IFUL APARTMENT TO SHARE 
401 Cumberland Ave. - Back Bay Tower. 
Featuring: Security/Indoor Parking/ 
Heated Indoor PooVGyrn!Sauna/ 
Roof Deck/Garden/2 BRl2 Bath! 
LR/DRIStudy/Dishwasher/Disposal 
_ Atl New! Lots ofCtosetS, W/W 
Carpeting/On-site Laundry. 
$400/mo. Includes Utilities. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Immaculate 6 y.o. Reverse 
Saltbox. 3 BR, 1.5 bath with 
jacuzzi whirlpool. 2 car 
garage. Open Concept first 
floor, tastefully decorated. 
Oak doors and cabinets. 
Lovely private yard with 
cedar stockade fence, 
perennial garden, 12 x 24 
deck, concrete basketball 
court. $165,000. 
YARMOUTH: FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted 
for smalt 2 BR apartment. Nice sunny du-
plex with parking. $262.50 plus 112 utili-
ties.lncludes heat. Call 846-1310 eves. or 
781-5251 days, ask for Keith . 
TWO CLEAN, COURTEOUS, mature, re-
sponsible, N/S roommates to share a nice 
house in Cape Elizabeth. 5 minutes to beach, 
10 minutes to downtown. Pets allowed. 
$325Imo. + 113 utilities. 767 -8119. 
MATURE F NIS WANTED for beautiful West 
End apt. HWfloors, high ceilings, off-street 
parking. Cats are great. Lots of room. $2751 
mo. +112 utilities. Call 879-1882. Leave 
msg. 
RESPONSI8LEINDIVIDUAL toshare house 
in C.E. at KeWe Cove. House to share with 
3 others on water. Spacious and comfort-
able, unique opportunity. $260 plus utili-
ties. 799-6005. 
A PLACE TO CALL HOME during this por-
tion of your life. Environmentally-friendly 
roommate sought for large West End 2 BR 
with furnished kitchen, living room, shared 
office space & the world's longest hallway. 
Lowered rent $260+. NO SMOKEY. Mid or 
end of September. 773-1782. Thank you. 
ROOMMATE WANTED toshare large, sunny 
apt. near Eastern Prom. Rent $225 + 112 
utilitiesi heat. Avail. Oct. 1 Please call 774-
0474. 
HOUSEMA TES-IM, 30-40, EasygOing, NI 
S, chemfree, share very large two family 
house. Two kids part-time, two adults now, 
want 1-2 more adults, Hartley Street, back 
door direct to Baxter Woods, $200-$250/ 
mo. + split util., reduced rent possible in 
exchange for pre or afterschool care, pet 
possible. Available immediately. Call Dick, 
828-1532. 
DO YOU LOVE LITERATURE? Do you value 
your privacy? I'm seeking warm, but 
independant roommate to share beautiful 
Weste rn Prom bi-level Victorian Townhouse 
ove~ooking ocean.$400/mo. includes utili-
ties. 874-0247. 
NORTH DEERING: Seeking responsible, 
quiet professional, n/s, MIF to share 2 BR, 
1 112 bath condo. Near bus, parking . No 
pets. Refs. 797-9088 after 1:00 p.m. $275 
plus 112 utilities. 
1M TO SHARE 2 BR TOWNHOUSE condo 
in Old Orchard Beach. Located 112 mile 
fiom the beach. $JOO/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. 
934-9448. 
ROOMMATE WANTED, 1M, share two BR 
apt. Hardwood floor, non-smoker, WID, 
fireplacelwoodstove, no pets. Newly reno-
vated, S325imo. Heatl electric included. 
Walk to MMCI USM. 874-2448. 
ROOMMATE WANTED, MIF, share Ig. 5 
bedroom apt. $145 plus 1/5 utilities. Heat 
included. Call 775-5319. 
Call 773-5382 or 828-2000 
apts/rent 
PEAKS ISLAND YEAR ROUND waterfront. 
LR, br, sun porch, beautiful view of Port-
land. 10 mins. from ferry. $G50/mo. in-
cluding utilities. 766-5103 evenings and 
weekends. 
PEAKS ISLAND, Large sunny 2 BR apt. 
Water view, big yard. $5~0, heat included. 
766-2628. 
WEST END: Attractive, sunny 2 BR, large 
kitchen, wrw carpeting, yard, parking, 
S400/mo. + utilities. Call Fred, 865-4743 
days/772.a397 evenings, weekends. 
A PLACE WITH PERSONALITY- 2 bed-
rooms, bright, sunny, yard, Quiet street. Pet 
considered. $575 includes heat. Available 
Oct. 1st. 775·3278. 
OLD ORCHARD BEAcH- Sunny 2 bedroom 
apartment, newly renovated, new kitchen . 
Drw, wrw carpeting, sundeck, 4 minute 
walk to beach. '10 Fern Park. 5495. 773-
5573. 
NEWER NORm DEERING 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
(PRESUMSCOT RIVER PLACE) 
Call 878-2239 evenings 
and weekends, for appt. 
ATLANTIC VILLAGE 
Near three beaches ... 10 minutes from Portland 
Beautiful New Ranch on Tree-Shaded, 
Landscaped lot 3 Bedrooms! 2 Bath.! 
$49,985 
(Set-up, ready to move in, payment. under $490 per month) 
Located just off Turnpike Exit 5 at Old Orchard Beach 
CALL 934-5655 For Information 
Bank linancing. 10% down, 11 .5% APR, 20yr mortlge, Closing cost $21 ,00. Lot Lease $158/month. 
Mention 'Ns ad lind recJeve. FREE 
FROST· FREE REFRIGERATOR .. th,..,... r.w homO! 
LOW DO 
PAYMENT! 
$1,499 down 180 @ $170. 
(1992) $14,995, 70 X 14, 
3 BEDR, APR 12.9 
LOTS OF OTHER BARGAINS 
DAILY 11-6 (CLOSED WED) 
SUNDAY 1-5 ... 
FAIRLANE 
(603) 286-4624 
(RT. 93 EXIT 20) 




RT 18, 4 miles. North 
OF LITfLETON, NH 
houses/rent 
PEAKS ISLAND- SUNNY Victorian won· 
derful 4 BR, 2 bath, near ferry. Nooks, 
crannies, storage, gardenspace, washer, 
plano, more. No smokers. $650 + utilities 
and security deposit. 766-5153. 
onlces/rent 
ARTISANS, BUSINESS PEOPLE, PROfES-
SIONALS: very visible, busy, in accessible 
location at 284 Congress St. Near exit 7, I-
295. Plenty on-site parking. Next door to 
Levinsky's. 1 st lIoor, bright and sunny 4 
rooms, private bath, heated, hot water in-
cluded. $549, references, security deposit. 
Lease. Good live-in opportunity. Phil 
Levinsky. 774-6648. 
studios/rent 
ARTIST/ MERCHANTI PROFESSIONAL: 
Come to Portland's Montmartre (Munjoy 
Hill) 9S0 sQ.ft., Congress St., 1st II., ample 
on·street parking. Possible live-in. 871-
1095 anytime. 
seasonal/rent 
FLORIDA KEYS. Advance reservations '91· 
'92 season. Secluded waterfront home on 
Gulf. Fully furnished, two bedrooms, two 
baths, swimming pool, dock. Five miles to 
Marathon Airport. By weeki month. Pho-
tos. (207)729-8890. 
child care 
CHILDCARE-Skilled childcare needed two 
children, 9 & 12, in my home. 40 hour~ per 
month. $5i11r. Car is needed. Please call 
after 7, 775-0437. 
help wanted 
$40,000lYR! READ BOOKS and TVscripts. 
Fill out simple "like/don't like" form. EASY! 
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations. 
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour re-
cording. 801-379-2925 Copyright 
IMEI14EB. 
BE ON T.V. Many needed for commercials. 
Now hiring all ages. For casting info. Call 
615-779-7111, ext. T-1265. 
EASY WORK, GREAT PAY. You must type 
well or have good handwriting. Hours and 
location flexible. Call now 1-800-783.a946 
ext. 232. ' 
KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED, 
$35.00 & up per hour. Taxfree. Both skilled 
and unskilled. For info call 615-779·5505, 
ext K-1813. 
BE ON T.V. Many needed for commercials. 
Now hiring all ages. For casting info call 
615-779-7111, ext. T-897. 
NEED A JOB FAST? Receptionistl secre-
tary, bookkeeper, accounts clerk, ware-
house laborer, construction, trades, deliv-
ery routes, hotel, restaurants. Up to $400-
$600 weekly. l.a00.a32-2626. 
EARN $1000 PER MONTH PART-TIME 10 
hours per week. Southern based envi;on-
mental and educational company expand-
ing in New England. local and regional 
training opportunities. $25 investment. For 
interview call 856-6556. 
NEED A JOB FAST? 
Receptionist • Secretary 
Bookkeeper. Accounts Clerk 
Warehouse· laborer 
Construction Trades 






DO YOU BELIEVE GOOD HEAL THCARE IS a 
necessity and not a priviledge? Do you or 
someone you know need good healthcare 
at home? Exceptional C.N.A.I H. HA look-
ing for similarly upbeat client committed to 
quality of life. Lefs talk. Call 773-4910. PI. 
Lv. message. 
business services 
COLLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK avail-
able to do odd jobs and moving . Very handy 
and can fix most anything. Experienced 
mover who will move you for less. 774-
2159 anytime. 
PHOTOGRAPHY,FROMTOPTOTOE:Wed-
dings, Portraits, Families, Friends, Chil-
dren, Births, Celebrations; darf<room and 
camera instruction, film processing, con-
tacts and fine printing. Charles B. Melcher. 
775-6301. 
Today you need a PERFECT RESUME. La-
ser resumes (Macintosh) for as liWe as 
$18.00 Computer resume lax service laser 
envelopes, and same-ilay service available. 
Satisfaction guaranteed! 854-2972. 
ASYMPTOMATIC PERSON with AIDS look· 
ing for needed income; graphic design 
landscaping/gardening, planting and main~ 
tenance, minor renovations & rebuilding, 
slonewall work, painting, etc. $$ neg. Ref-
erences- 761-2582. 
HOUSECLEANING-Haveahousethatneeds 
cleaning and no time to do it? Call Carol's 
Coastal Cleaning at 775·6908. Reasonable 
rates and Quality work. 
I DO HOUSEWORK SO YOU DON'T HAVE 
TO. I have 4 openings for new clients. 
Reasonable rates. 353-6319. 
RESIDENTIAL HOUSE CLEANING- Have our 
experienced personnel clean your home 
the way you want it done. Courteous, pro-
feSSional service at competitive pricing. 
Call Classic Cleaners at 871-8168. 
BOOKKEEPING, ACCOUNTING & TAX 
PREPARATION for small businesses and 
individuals. Qualityworkatreasonable rates. 
18 years experience. Steve McCracken Ac-
counting Services. 797-4510. 
Serving Maine With Pride For 182 Y..,. 
~ AMERICAN 'UI STEfl AND AWMINUM roRP. 
l . CO'WOM"" 
115 Wallace Ave. So. Portland, ME 04100 
INTRODUCES 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
A NEW SALES PROGRAM 
FOR All.. METAL PRODUCTS 
MON-FRI 7 AM - 5 PM 
YOU PICK-UP 
CASH OR CHECK 
NO ORDER IS TOO SMALL 
CALL 772-4641 OR 
1-800-442-6763 




~e modem cylinder lock was invented in 1848 by 
Linus Yale, Jr., who adapted the idea from a 
principle several hundred years old. 
Brief! y, the lock operates through a series of spring-
drlven pm tumblers, each of which is divided into 
upper and lower sections. 
~en the correct key is inserted, the pins are aligned 
Wlth the surface of the plug, allowing the cylinder to 
turn. 
All you have 
to do is pick 
the right key 
for the lock. 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift 
certificate from Alberta's for the first-prize winner. 
The second-prize winner receives two free passes to 
The Movies on Exchange Street. Winners will receive 
their prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at 
random. Contestants are ineligible to win more than 
one prize in a four-week span. Onty one entry is 
allowed per personper week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by 
Wednesday, Sept. 25. The solution to this week's 
puzzle will appear in the Oct. 3 issue of Casco Bay 
Weekly. Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #89 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Solution to Real Puzzle #87 
(Mental Btocks) 
Pattern 5 is the major stumbling btock for most people. 
September 19, 1991 37 
(Don Rubin's book, BRAlN-
STORMS, was recently published 
by Harper and Row.> 
Patt~rns 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 12 fonn cubes when folded atong the appropri-
ate lines. 
This week, Cape Elizabeth's Becky Dennison and a friend will dine at 
Alberta's. Porttand's S. R. Werner and a friend will take in a movie at The 
Movies on Exchange Street. 
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3. CaSCD Bay Weekly 
GOOD USED ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER 
needed to begin war\( on The Great Amen-
can Novel. $100 is the budget, but you'll get 
a mention in what promises to be a Best 
Seller in your lifetime! 797-4574. 
WATERCOLOR OR OIL PAINTING- In- JA11. PIANO LESSONS- Begin with the 
termediate level. Mon. or Sat. A.M. 9- blues and advance to contemporary 
Q~A~:O~~~:~':~G~~~'" J 
11:30. Beginning week of Sept. 23. 6 styles. College instructor givingpnvate 
weeks. Drawing- Beginning and beyond- lessons to students of all levels In tech-
Friday 9-11 :30. Sept. 20-Oct. 25. Small, nique, theory, and improvisation. DaVid 
supportive classes. For Info: Sarah Libby, 773-6530. 
music Knock, 247 Blanchard Rd., Cumberland, CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS- USM 04021; 829-5750. and UMO instructor available for les-
Practical seminar covering ~anagement . 
uses of record keeping information, tax planning, 
and the effective use of consultants In your 
business. 
Understated Elegance 
for your Wedding 
sons at all levels. Instructor has B.M. 
FICTION WRITING WORKSHOP WITH and M.M. in guitar pertormahce, seven 
Dianne Benedict. Constructive and sup- years study in Spain,. and is a Maine 
portiveatmosphere.Beginners welcome. Touring Artist. Call Keith Crook at 828-
Meets every other Sunday afternoon, 
Sponsored by the seoc ').{rCJf.3'£,L X3'lZ 
ClASSICAL GUITARIST 
3:00-5:30 in Portland. 6 sessions start- 0927 . 
ing October 27. 595. Call 721-9768 or PARENTING TRAINING at The Center 
(after October 1) 729-8953, to reserve a for Personal Growth, 812 Stevens Av-
space. enue, Portland, ME 04103. Saturdays 
Four Wednesday evenings, starting Oct. 9 at USM. 
Call for brochure 797-0466 Classical & Folk Guitar Lessons 
773-1133 
Oct. 12toNov.16,$75forsixsesslons. 
WRITING WORKSHOP with Alfred Call Marge Burney, 797-5851 for Infor-
DePew. Wadnesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm. mation and registration. visual arts October 9- November 20, seven ses-
-'\ sions. For anyone interested in explor- PRE-SCHOOL MUSIC & MOVEMENT A small company you ca~ depen~ on 
for personalized cleamng services. ~ use CBW ing new material, ideas and fresh ap- classes and kindergarten piano classes ~ ~~ f' d proaches to short fiction and essays. beginning October 1st in Portland. For 
~ ~ ,-" classi Ie s I F more l'nformat'lon and registratIOn, call ~ $100. Registerearlytoensure P ace. or 
Commercial & Residential Cleaning 
883-3689 wheels 
~==========:,~:::::::::::::;:::::::='" CHEAP! FBIN.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes ... 
dating Services $200; '86 VW ... $50; '87 Mercedes ... $100; '65 Mustang ... $50. Choose from thou-Atlantic Painting 
Painting & Paper J-Ianging 





U.S. Asian Connection- For free photo 
brochure and details of beautiful, faithful, 
marriage-minded ladies from overseas, 
write: P.O.Box 60283, Las Vegas, NV, 
89160, or call 702-451-3070, leave mail-
ing address. 
sands starting $25. FREE 24 hour record-
ing reveals details: 801-379-2929 Copy-
right I ME114JC. 
MITSUBISHI CORDIA '86- 2 door hatc~, 5 
speed, AMlFM cassette, front ~eel dnve. 
Excellent condition. 80,000 miles. $3000 
or B/O. 871-0182. 
NASTY~NEAT 
COMPULSIVE/CLEANING 
and olher life support services 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning person ... or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 




LAS E R 
CARTRIDGE 




People to ~all a 
dating service-until they 
learned about the 
NEW WAY TO 
MEET IN THE 90s. 
We ..... y "'nDW so".eotu spe&iiU 
,.,,,i,ina to "'now you. 
883-1066 
Portland 
stun lor sale 
REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE- Call USM 
Recycles and find out more. casco Bay 
Weekly is using our service and we can 
work for you, personally or prolessionally. 
Call Today!!! Recycling Hotline 780-4998. 
NEED A RELIABLE VEHICLE to transport 
people, things, or travel cross:countlY m? 
We have owned and enjoyed thiS vehlcJefor 
five years. We no longer need It. Pnce 
$6000. Tel: 879-0527. 
CLASSIC 1963 MERCEDES BENZ 220S-
Mechanically pertect, very reliable 4 speed. 
92000 original miles. Must sell. $4000 or 
BIO. 929-6603. 
t988 FORD RANGER S, 5 speed, 18,000 
miles, $224 monthly. 1984 BMW 528E, 5 
speed, new tires, brakes, exhaust 775-
719t . 
1987 DODGE RAM SO- Red sport model, 
automatic, AMlFM casselle, PIS, PIB, tilt-
steering, 4 new tires. 53900. 775-34411 
772-4956. 
1990 RED CORRADO VW, loaded, 1900 
miles, need larger auto, great sports car. 
Call anytime 878-2704. S14,000, listed at 
$20,0001 
1988 MAZDA B2200 Pickup, SE-5 pack-
age, AMlFM stereo, new tires, 55!000 miles, 
well maintained, excellent condillon, $3995/ 
best offer. 797-5570. 
1989 PONTIAC LEMANS- 4 speed, 2 door 
hatCh-back, 67,000 miles, AMJFM stereo, 
excellent condition. Asking $2,950. 865-
0708. APPLE IIC COMPUTER. Has the larger II E 
monitor. Image Writer Printer. Surge pro-
tector. All original manuals. Used very m-
~~~~~~~~~~~~; frequently, thus it is in like new conditiOn. 
; Asking $695. call Jason at 799-9848 after 
d d 5 p.m. or leave message anytime. 
1981 FORD ESCORT. Newtires, new clutch, 
new exhaust. Runs great.$500. Call Charlie 
at 773-1814 days, or 774-3331 nights. 
Leave message. 
Charge your Classifie a s 
by phone USED BIKES from $150- $350. Mosdy road 
6601 bikes! ten-speedS. Mention this ad and 775- . 774 2933 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;~;;;;;;;;;-' recieve 15% off! CycleMania, - . 
business opps 
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Leam this trade, 
we send instructions, parts, and check for 
assembly. Call 404-426-0672, ext. W83027. 
LOCAL COMPANY OFFERS vending oppor-
tunities at lowest cost. Service your own 
machines and earn $100 per hour In al-
ready secured locations. Act before the 
best are taken. call 878-3310. 
LAWN BUSINESS FOR SALE: Seasonal 
wor\(. Beyour own boss. Make$10,000per 
season in the Falmouth Foreslde area. Ideal 
high schooV college summer job. Asking 
$7,SOO for clients! equipment. Call Scott, 
775-0537. 
BIRTH CONTROL for men & women : No 
anxiety. No embarrassment. Just quality, 
name brand products available through the 
privacy of mail order. Write : TPC, P.O. Box 
1513, Fairtield, CT 06430 for free product 
list. 
BRAND NEW 1YR WARRANTY-386SX- 20 
MHz 2MB Ram, 90 MB hard drive, 3112, 5 
1/4 hp-floppy drive, 14' SVGA .28mm color 
monitorand tower case. Greatfor bUSiness 
and home use. $1495. 874-0656. 
WOOD/COAL STOVE- Suburban model, 
thermostat controlled. $150. 797-4574. 
wanted 
FORD RANGER, 1984, V6, 4 spd., 7 ft. bed, 
sliding r. window, mech. sound. 829-3980 
afetr 5 p.m. 
Responding 
to a 
CBW Box #? 
Casco Bay Wcckly 
551A Congress St, 








the public~tion of 
the next Issue. 
learning 
SUCK-SO(The Engine Protector) Outstand-
ing MLM business Opportunity. Call 725-
8381. (24 hour recorded message) 
SAILBOATwanted. 29-35 foot cruiser. Will-
ing to take over payments. Call 774-1765, 
leave message. or DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE. Mon. 
Wed. eve. classes. beg. Sept. 23125, 
wks. $250 tuition. Brochure: K. Boldt, 
Birch Knolls, cape Elizabeth, ME 0410 ARTISTS AND HANDCRAFTERS: We need 
yourwor\(forupscaleco-op inthe Old Port. 
871-1090. 
PC COMPATIBLE LAP TOP COMPUTER. 
774-0723. 
DOUBLE FUTON AND FRAME that converts 






DAN C E CENTt:11 
Gay & Lesbian Ballroom Dancing 
Classes now fonning. 
773-3558 
1110MPSON'S POINT, POR1V.ND 
4 X If 
wheels You're 
4 X Single, 
weeks 
4 --- We're -dollars Free The Best 
Wheels Deal 
Trying to meet 
Around! someone new? Try 
Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds. Casco Bay 775-6601 
Weekly's Personal 
Call\!P _ On FAX 
bulletin board FREE THURSDAY 
fax your ad of 30 
PORTLAND WOMEN'S RUGBY fall season words or less to 
has started. Practices Mondays and Thurs- 775-1615 between 
days 5:30-7:30 p.m at the soccer field on 
9am and 4pm and the Boulevard. Newcomerswelcome. Ques-
tions contact Usa, 772-1218 or Dawn, 878- get your Personal 
5087. Call\!p ad absolutely 
BACK.COUNTRYMOUNTAIN BIKE EXCUR- FREE. Don't forget 
SIONS, Southern Maine, SatlSun, Oct.5i6. to include your 2 guided bike trips (3-4 hrs. each), over-
. name. address & night tenting, a sweat lodge style sauna, 
pancake breakfast, Maine maple syrup, phone number so 
swimming and some snacks, ndlng 10 fo.ot-
we can send you hillsofWhiteMtns.Aspirit, body, andmmd 
experience. $35 per person per weekend. your Personal Call\!p 
For info/enroll phone 207-625-8189. number-
DENVER COLORADO. ONE WAY TICKET 
from Boston to Denver, leaving October For more information 
16th. Please (207)633-6314. Answenng 
about Casco Bay 
machine anytime. 
Weekly personal 
OPEN HOUSEfor CHILDREN'S MODELING ads, Personal Call\!P 
AND ACTING CLASSES atGibson School of 
Modeling, 6SO Forest Avenue, Portland, and FAX FREE 
Saturday, September 21 from 2-5 p.m. THURSDAY call us 
Come meet the techers and register the at 775-6601-
kids for Saturday classes that are enjoyable 
and develop talent and se~~steem. For If~UII:LIII more information, call 772-2638. 
1',\ (44 ~ 'Ij WIN A TRIP TO HAWAII. TIY our bottled water appliance. Free trialfor5 days-makes 
bottled quality water for 3 cents/gallon In 
Ii ation. Re ister to wm your home. No ob g g 
trip. Survey data needed. 856-6556. 
SqI/ember 19, 1991 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL (Calls cost 99<t1min) 
women .. men 
THE SUN ALSO RISES in the shade of you r 
acorn shirt. The sun sets the color of my 
skirt( orange, tangerine, apricot, whatever). 
My friend misses the cushion inside her 
shoe. In your car, perhaps? .. 5600 
WONDERING WHAT Continuing Ed. course 
to take this Fall? I considered dance, myths, 
hang gliding or yoga. Instead, I wrote this 
ad. If you've got the prerequisites: LOM, 
SOH, HM, NTSASE (love of outdoor adven-
ture, sense of humor, health-minded, not-
too-self-absorbed-self-exploration), con-
sider writing this early 30's SF with similar 
prerequisites. Or you could take a course in 
How to Bonsai Your Pet. Please respond 
CBW Box 797 ... 5700 
THIS GIRL LOVES TO LAUGH! and is look-
ingforasincere, honest, NIS, SWM, 25-35, 
positive attitude, easyijoing personality and 




men .. women 
MIKEY LIKES IT. SWM, attractive, mature 
business professional wishes to meetsingle, 
attractive, active woman over 30. Interests 
include health, fitness, travel, good food. 
Call today for ahealthy relationship ... 5597 
THE HECK WITH BARBIE the blonde and 
Kimmee the brunette, I want to meet 
you ... The Woman In Red! DWM-28, brown 
hair. blue eyes, seeking the most beautiful 
red-head in Maine, to begin a meaninglul 
relationship . Prince Charming: P.O. Box 
8591, Portland, ME 04104 ... 5690 
ATIENTION BEAUTIFUL WOMEN, 32-42, 
tired of being taken to fancy resturaunts in 
exotic cars and showered v,;th expensive 
gifts by boring rich men? DWM, honest, 
healthy, wliimiteddating budgetseeksyour 
company for friendship, fun and romance. 
I'm active, like kids and kinda cute, too! 
"5595 
YOU, IN BLUE bathing suit, were leaving 
Scarborough Beach, 2:15, Friday, August 
30. We passed near the entrance, our eyes 
met, you said, "Hello." I turned around, 
hesitated, and let the moment pass . Now I 
wish I hadn't. Please resond P.O. Box 7629, 
Portland, ME 04112 ... 5596 
MARRIAGE MINDED! Attractive, romantic, 
fiesty, dar\(, Italian bUSinessman, 38, thor-
oughbred gendeman seeks exceptionally: 
attractive, intelligent, fun loving, classy 
woman, 25-40, who's highly skeptical of 
answering an ad like this.CBW Box 788. 
.. 5598 
33, SWM, HARDWORKING, honest, with 
many good qualities, looking for a similar 
lady who wants a lasting relationship. CBW 
Box 790. 
BRIDGTON AREA- DWM, 35, NIS, 5'7' BId.-
Brn. Graphic artist into writing, making 
music, all night cafes, country dirt roads, 
splitting WOOd, driving nails, walks, talks, 
bUSiness, travel, old trucks & touching. 
Seeks well balanced SF or OF, 25-40, who 
is open, creative, adaptable & wants to 
wor\( toward some common goals & de-
sign a love life. Photo appreciated. CBW 
Box 791. .. 5599 
A TIRACTIVE, BUSY professional DWM, 
29, n!s, active, likes sports, music, movies, 
dining out or in, quiet evenings at home, 
walks, etc. Seeking attractive, slim, SIDWF, 
27-33, with similar interests and qualities. 
Positive outlook is important and sense of 
humor a plus. "5590 
SWM, 38, non-drinker, wants to meet SF 
who is intelligent, caring, sexy and not over 
40. Not flashy or a big spender, but enjoy 
variety. Enjoy sailing, guitar playing, folk 
music. Tall and handsome. Respondents 
please send photos. CBW Box 793 ... 5589 
I'MA DRINKER, I'M A SMOKER, butI'm not 
a midnight toker. Sincere, honest, 
hardwor\(ing, tall, dar\( and handsome, 
funloving SWM seeks to meet SlDWF in 
Portland area, 20-30, attractive and slim, to 
share life with. Write SUite 333, P.O. Box 
9715, Portland, ME 04104 ... 5682 
DWM, 32, 5'11, 210 Ibs. Attractive, N/S, 
looking for a lasting relationship. Some of 
my interests are fish keeping, camping, cars 
and finding Mrs. Right. Are you her? Let's 
talk and find out. .. 5683 
YOU, MOVIE MAGIC, SCARBOROUGH, 81 
15, helped my son & his friend select Van 
Damme movie. Aside from your pretty face, 
sassy short blonde hair and tan thai matched 
mine- I saw something special- but was 
caught offguard due to the kids and didn't 
appropriately follow through. Spotted you 
in black car recently, couldn't catch you. 
I'm single, COUldn't tell if you are, please call 
even if "no thanks". (Hey, Movie Magic, 
post this in exchange for the advertising!? 
I know this lady is a regular.) .. 5684 
I'M THE KOALA REFERRED TO BYFRIEND'S 
mates in "Why can't you be more like .. ." 
statements. I'm the lion most feared by my 
competitors. I'm the hyena invited to all 
parties to ensure fun for all. I'm the "great 
catch" that wants to be caught. I'm the prey 
that stalks my huntress and will roar & purr 
only for beauty, brains and warm hearts. 
Otherwise I will never trade my gilded cave 
for a gilded cage ... 5686 
SWM INTERESTED IN MEETING SWF that 
enjoys dancing, sports and loves life. If you 
would like to meet an attractive 6'0' SWM to 
have fun in the sun, then I'm your man. 
P~efer ages 35-48 . .. 5687 
INSPIRED BY LIFE, this animated, athletic 
and thoughtful single guy seeks a female 
adventurer, 25-30, to grab all that life has to 
offer; you'll be ... cute, affectionate, ener-
getic and smilin'; I'll be ... waitin' to hear 
from ya. The best is yet to come ... .. 5689 
MWM- 36, AVERAGE SIZE, OK LOOKS, 
caring, healthy, fit, seeks MlSF, 25-40, car-
ing open-minded, healthy, trim, attractive 
for friend and lover, should enjoy music, 
massage, hot tubs, fine cuisine and wine 
(moderately), passion and fun . Photo ap-
preciated and returned. All answered. CBW 




on this page. 
Call 
900-370-2041 
Call costs 99¢ a 
minute. 
person 01 the week 
Wondering what Continuing Ed. course to take this 
fall? I considered dance, myths, hang gliding or yoga. 
Instead, I wrote this ad. If you've got the prerequi-
sites: LOOA, SOH,HM,NTSASE (love of outdoor adven-
ture, sense of humor, health-minded, not-toa-self-
absorbed-self-exploratlon), consider writing this early 
30's SF with similar prerequisites. Or you could take a 
course In How to Bonsai Your Pet. Please respond 
CBW Box 797. "5700. 
Each week. the person who places the funniest Of' most crealive Casco Bay Weekly 
personal is chosen as CBWs "Person of the Week" and IS awarded two free movie 
tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas. 
VERY ATTRACTIVE, financially secure, 
young adult male seeking very attractive, 
sensitive, emotional, sexual, special young 
woman for sensual relationship, for mar-
riage, children, and special times together. 
..5691 
EXCEPTIONAL MAN SEEKS TRULY EX-
CEPTIONAL woman- in all categories- for 
long term relationship, age 25-40. I'm not 
embellishing myself-description, hope you 
don't either . .. 5692 
SWM 34, TALL, WELL-TRIMMED BEARD, 
attractive, who's been down I~es road 
enough to find value in compassion, hon-
esty, commiltment, feelings and nature and 
understands it doesn't happen ovemight. 
Looking for a woman to share similar val-
ues and become solid friend first. P.O. Box 
596, Freeport, ME 04032. "5697 
women .. women 
ATIRACTIVE LESBIAN, 40, with wit, wis· 
dom, and worldliness, seeks other womyn 
identified womyn who are free from the 
bondage of the lesbian merge syndrome, 
for mutual appreciation. P.O. Box 15384, 
Portland, ME 04101. .. 5592 
READING THOREAU and eliminating "frit-
tering details" from my life. Making room 
for what's really important: music, being 
outdoors, a few close friends. If you're NS 
with at least one foot out of the closet, 
Carpe Diem! Write P.O. Box 451, 04046. 
.. 5593 
Responding 10 a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad has never been easler. __ 
Personal Calla Dial 1·900·370-2041 9ge1m1n. 
GF- 30ish CHEMFREE. Seeks GF for mov-
ies, dancing, beach walks and having fun. I 
am attractive & senSitive, with a good sense 
of humor. Looking to add more fun & 
adventure to my life. CBW Box 789. 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 9ge/min) 
How to respond to a personal ad 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any tOUch-tone phone. 
When Personal CallQ!) answers, follow the instructions and 
enter the four-digit .. number of the ad that interests you. 
You may then leave a response, enter another .. number or 
browse through other messages. (Calls cost99¢ a minute.) 
To respond to an ad without a .. number, write to the P.O. 
box or CBWbox indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW 
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower left 
hand corner of your envelope. 
How to place a caw personal ad 
You can change your .. message as often as you like. 
And you can start getting responses right away. 
What does a personal cost? 
Personal ads of 45 wor.cfs or fewer cost only $5 a week. 
Additional words cost25e each. All personal ads must be 
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or 
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays .) 
Use of a Personal CallQ!)" number is free. Use of a CBW 
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a 
CBWboxw/o a" number costs $9aweek. Visa, Mastercard, 
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All per-
sonal ads and box services must be paid in advance. 
Your ad: 
men .. men 
GWM, 23, BRlBR, 155, 5'S"- If you have 
been searching for someone who has their 
life together, is not into the club scene (but 
still can have fun) then this is your calling. 
I'm attractive, safe, educated, professional 
and very positive minded. Talk to me ... 5601 
GWM, 23, BRlBR, 1471bs, 5'10', straight 
acting, sounding, attractive- seeks friends 
for good times. Have been alone for too 
long- need someone to make me laugh 
again. Not into bar scene, sincere, honest 
and open, discretion assured- Go For It!! 
"5584 
companions 
LOOKING FORA GOOD MAN. Couple seeks 
other man for intimate relationship. Seek-
ing fun and fantasy fulfillment. Any age, 
race. "5594 
ARTISTIC REVOLUTIONARIES and intelli-
gent heathens with a sense of humour 
wanted to hang outwithforgood conversa-
tions and fun. I can't be the only one, can I? 
P.O. Box 9715-980, Portland, ME 04104 . 
COMPANIONS: MWM SEEKS couples! 
singles for intimate times, fun, fantasy. 
Cleanliness!discretion a mustand assured. 
.. 5685 
SHALL WE DANCE? Attractive 40's woman, 
5'4', seeks beginner to intermediate part-
ner for Ballroom dancing. "5688 
SWM 38 INTERESTED in meeting NIS 
woman for friendship. I enjoy movies, walk-
ing on the beach, music, board games, 
sports, reading, and concerts. "5693 
CREATIVE & ADVENTUROUS COUPLE 
seeking an equally adventurous BiWM to 
help us discover the finer things in life. 
Must be clean, drug free, and no hangups. 
Put an end to senseless boredom in your 
life! Photo requested. Will answer all. Take 
a chance! CBW Box 794 ... 5694 
A YOUNG WM, 27, SEEKS intimate rela-
tionship with alderwomen over 40forgood 
time. Write today to keep warm for the 
winter. CBW Box 795 ... 5698 
PROFESSIONAL MWC in thirties, clean and 
respectable, wanHo meet same for aslightly 
risque fashion show. 11 you enjoy sexy 
attire, and have a little boldness in your 
blood, then let's have an evening of fun. 
Weight unimportant. Clean and respectful a 
must. "5702 
Respond to any personal ad 
on this page. Call 
900-370-2041 




o women -- women 
Omen--men 
o companions 
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping 
by our office at551A Congress SI. in downtown Portland. 
Call 775-6601 to find out more. Rules & deadines Confidential infonnation: I of words: ----
(H more Ihan 45) 
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use 
of a Personal CallQ!) .. number. When you place your ad, 
you'l be you'l be given a .. number and an easy-to-follow 
instruction sheel. Irs important that you call and leave your 
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday 
- that way you won' miss any of your responses. 
When recording your 9O-second greeting, relax and be 
creative. Desaibe yourself - but don' leave your full 
name, telephone number or address. We sU9gestthat you 
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to 
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call. 
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seek-
ing relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or 
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or 
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomi-
cal language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to 
edit or refuse any ad. 
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the 
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco 
Bay Weekly, 551 A Congress SI., Portland, ME 04102. 
Phone: 775-6601 . FAX: 775-1615 
name 
add .... 
city, atate, zip 
phone 
Co~w •• k:----
See ra!. a! left 




See rat. at tef1 
Total due: ___ _ 
•. 







40 0.500 Bay Weekly 
In Portland 
Just the TIcket for Before the Show. 
You're sure to enjoy yourself at these fine establishments 
that welcome the American Express® Card. 
Drop in before or after the show. 
~ Great Food 
~ Great Service 
~ Great Atrnosphere 
Try our fall dinner menu. 
At The Portland Regency 
31 Market Street, 714-4200 
Portland's Favorite Family Restaurant 
rine 1 taGan foods, 





& Santa Fe Care 
A changing menu of traditional favorite;; 
Iplus!authentic Southwestern Cuisine 
Special Dinner for 2 
Offered to 
**** Theater-Goers **** 
434 Fore SL • 775-0303 
r!:t, MOST MEMORABLE MEAL ... 
........ :.: ......... . 
flavors and tastes that will wake up your 
senses at prices that won't excite your budget. 
TliE 
"":n?-rl'U1 WE..Q T 
~ IDE 58 Pine St. 
QE6'fr.UQAN'I' 773·8223 





Breads & Desserts 
Extensive Wine List / 
_ Menu Changes Dally -
ReservationS Sugg<l$ted BACK 
65 Portland SI. BAY 
Port1and. ME 
772-8833 GRILL 
SAIGON TRINH TIIANH 
VIEfNAMESE RESTAURANf 
vJ'14b. 
~~." \ " (,,/7 ~_'~I 
Near the Portland Museum of Art 
608 Congress St. Ptld • 773·2932 
11-10pm Sun-Wed· 11-11pm Thur-Sat 
DeliciouS • Homemade 
AMIGOS 9 DANA STREET 
MI.XICAN FOOD OLD PORT, PORnAND 
SINCE t 972 772~0772 
Cards 
I!> 
Don't leave home 'WitllOut it.1!> 
